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Summary 
The thesis presents a detailed study of  different Raman fibre laser (RFL) based amplification 
techniques and their applications in long-haul/unrepeatered coherent transmission systems.  
RFL based amplifications techniques were characterised from different aspects, including 
signal/noise power distributions, relative intensity noise (RIN), mode structures of  induced 
Raman fibre lasers, and so on. It was found for the first time that RFL based amplification 
techniques could be divided into three categories in terms of  the fibre laser regime, which were 
Fabry-Perot fibre laser with two FBGs, weak Fabry-Perot fibre laser with one FBG and very low 
reflection near the input, and random distributed feedback (DFB) fibre laser with one FBG. It 
was also found that lowering the reflection near the input could mitigate the RIN of  the signal 
significantly, thanks to the reduced efficiency of  the Stokes shift from the FW-propagated pump. 
In order to evaluate the transmission performance, different RFL based amplifiers were evaluated 
and optimised in long-haul coherent transmission systems. The results showed that Fabry-Perot 
fibre laser based amplifier with two FBGs gave >4.15 dB Q factor penalty using symmetrical 
bidirectional pumping, as the RIN of  the signal was increased significantly. However, random 
distributed feedback fibre laser based amplifier with one FBG could mitigate the RIN of  the 
signal, which enabled the use of  bidirectional second order pumping and consequently give the 
best transmission performance up to 7915 km. Furthermore, using random DFB fibre laser 
based amplifier was proved to be effective to combat the nonlinear impairment, and the 
maximum reach was enhanced by >28% in mid-link single/dual band optical phase conjugator 
(OPC) transmission systems. In addition, unrepeatered transmission over >350 km fibre length 
using RFL based amplification technique were presented experimentally using DP-QPSK and 
DP-16QAM transmitter.  
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1. Introduction 
An optic fibre communication system consists of  a modulated optical source (transmitter), a 
transmission fibre link, and an optical receiver at the output end. The attenuation from the 
transmission fibre ultimately limits the maximum transmission distance [1]. In the early 1980s, the 
attenuation was mostly combated by the use of  an optics-electronics (OE) repeater which was 
effectively a photo-receiver and a transmitter. The received optical signal was converted into an 
electrical signal and then regenerated the optical signal using the transmitter [2], but these 
regenerators were difficult and expensive to implement. From the 1990s, optical amplifiers 
started to play critical roles in the revolution of  telecommunications, because optical amplifiers 
were able to amplify the optical signal power directly, making the transmission link significantly 
simplified. Therefore, these in-line optical amplifiers could be used to compensate the loss of  
multiple fibre spans without any complex signal regenerators. Since then, optical amplifiers 
became widespread over the long-haul transmission systems.  
Nowadays, optical amplifiers are very widely deployed in optical fibre communication systems. 
Two amplification techniques occupy most of  the current market, which are erbium-doped fibre 
amplifier (EDFA) and Raman amplifier [1,2,3]. EDFA is the most widely used amplification 
scheme in current market so far, because it is relatively simple to implement and has better pump 
power efficiency [1,2]. However, Raman amplifier, in particular distributed Raman amplifier, is 
significantly different from lumped EDFA in the amplification mechanism, which prevents the 
fibre attenuation along the transmission path. The major advantage of  using distributed Raman 
amplifier is that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be improved significantly [1]. This is crucial, 
because widely used advanced modulation formats such as 16QAM require higher signal-to-noise 
ratios [4,5], compared to direct detection system in the old days. In common with other Raman 
amplifiers, the gain bandwidth is also adjustable and not limited in C and L bands when using 
EDFA [6]. 
Thanks to the availability of  powerful Raman pumps, distributed Raman amplifiers have been 
increasingly deployed in both long-haul and unrepeatered transmission systems [7]. Ideally, the 
signal power profile should be distributed perfectly uniform [7], which indicates that the 
transmission link is close to “lossless”. This can be nearly achieved by using high order 
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bidirectional Raman amplification [5,7]. A novel structure of  distributed Raman amplifier is 
Raman fibre laser (RFL) based amplifier. It deploys second order pumping and the passive Fabry 
Bragg grating (FBG) reflectors to create a first order ultra-long fibre laser to amplify the signal, 
which significantly reduces the signal power variation and improves the noise performance [7]. 
1.1 Contents summary and collaboration acknowledgement 
The thesis is concentrated on the evaluation and optimisation of  different Raman fibre laser 
based amplification techniques in long-haul and unrepetered coherent transmission systems. 
Several novel configurations of  RFL based amplifiers are characterised, which includes 
Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplifier with two FBGs, Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplifier 
with single FBG, and random distributed feedback (DFB) fibre laser based amplifier. In 
long-haul/unrepeatered coherent transmission systems using advanced modulation formats, 
different RFL based amplifiers are evaluated and optimised to achieve the best transmission 
performance by balancing the relative intensity noise (RIN) induced penalty, amplified 
spontaneous emission (ASE) noise, and nonlinear impairment. Furthermore, optimised RFL 
based amplifiers are proved to be effective to combat the nonlinear impairment and enhance the 
reach in the mid-link optical phase conjugator (OPC) transmission systems.  
Some works in this thesis were collaborated with other researchers, particularly in these very 
complicated transmission system experiments. As I mainly focused on the experimental work of  
RFL based amplification and its application in coherent transmission systems, the numerical 
simulation of  signal and noise power distribution of  RFL based amplifiers (in Chapter 4 and 5) 
was performed by Dr Pawel Rosa. I proposed the idea of  the comparison of  Q factors vs launch 
power using different RFL based amplifiers (in Chapter 5), but the simulation was performed by 
Dr Son Thai Le. The optical phase conjugators in section 5.3 were proposed and implemented by 
Dr Marc Stephens and Prof. Nick Doran for our group experiments, but I was closely involved 
with the characterisation of  the OPC using DP-QPSK WDM signals. The I-Q modulator in 
DP-QPSK transmitter was initially built by Dr Ian Phillips, but we worked together on the 
characterisations. Consequently, Dr Ian Phillips, Dr Marc Stephens, and I worked together on the 
long-haul transmission experiments using single band and dual band OPC (in section 5.3) that 
initially proposed by Prof. Andrew Ellis. The digital signal processing algorithms used in the 
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coherent receiver were developed as common resources for our group by Dr Stylianos Sygletos, 
Dr Paul Harper, and Dr Ian Phillips. The Nyquist DP-16QAM transmitter demonstrated in 
section 5.3.3 was designed and implemented by Dr Simon Fabbri, Dr Stylianos Sygletos, and Prof. 
Andrew Ellis. Unrepeatered transmission experiments using DP-QPSK WDM signals were a 
collaborative work between Dr Pawel Rosa and me. The simulation of  signal and noise power 
profiles presented in section 6.2.2 were provided by Dr Juan Diego Ania-Castanon based on our 
experimental parameters. In section 6.3, the Nyquist DP-16QAM transmitter was provided by 
optical network group from University College London (UCL).  
Chapter Activity Collaborator 
2 Simulation of  ultra-long Raman fibre laser amplifier Dr Pawel Rosa 
4/5 Simulation of  signal and noise power in RFL based amplifier Dr Pawel Rosa 
5 Simulation of  Q factor vs signal launch power  Dr Son. T. Le 
5 DP-QPSK WDM transmitter design and implementation Dr Ian. D. Phillips 
5 Optical phase conjugator design, implementation, and 
characterisation 
Dr MFC Stephens 
Dr Ian. D. Phillips 
Prof. Nick Doran 
5 Long-haul transmission experiments using single band and 
dual band OPC 
Dr Ian. D. Phillips 
Dr Marc Stephens 
Prof. Andrew Ellis 
5 Digital signal processing in coherent receiver Dr Stylianos Sygletos 
Dr Paul Harper 
Dr Ian. D. Phillips 
5 Nyquist WDM DP-16QAM transmitter design and 
implementation 
Dr Simon Fabrri 
Dr Stylianos Sygletos 
Prof. Andrew Ellis 
6 Unrepeatered DP-QPSK WDM transmission experiments 
using random DFB based amplifiers 
Dr Pawel Rosa 
6 Simulation of  signal and noise power profile in unrepeatered 
RFL based amplifier 
Dr Juan. D. Ania- 
Castanon 
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6 Nyquist WDM DP-16QAM transmitter design and 
implementation 
Optical network 
group from UCL 
Table 1.1. Collaboration work 
 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the basic theory behind different optical amplifiers, in particular 
distributed Raman amplifier which is the main highlight of  the thesis. Two most important 
amplification techniques are explained. The mechanism of  EDFA is briefly introduced, because it 
is the most commonly deployed amplifier. Raman amplifier, particularly distributed Raman 
amplifier, is explained in detail, including the benefits and potential impairments, bi-directionally 
pumped distributed Raman amplifications, and high order Raman amplifications.  
The overview of  long-haul repeatered coherent transmission subsystems is presented in Chapter 
3. This Chapter 3 explains the methodology to evaluate the transmission performance of  an 
optical amplifier. Different modulations schemes and the functionality of  the Mach-Zehnder 
modulator (MZM) is explained, including the generation of  ASK (Amplitude-shift-keying), 
BPSK (Binary phase-shift-keying), QPSK (Quadrature phase-shift-keying), and the principle of  
MZM. The configuration and implementation of  recirculating loop and coherent receiver is also 
illustrated. In the end, the transmission impairments including linear impairments, nonlinear 
impairments, and their compensation techniques, are discussed briefly.  
In Chapter 4, signal/noise power distributions, RIN performances, and intra-cavity fibre laser 
mode structures, and Raman gain profiles, are characterised on three different kinds of  RFL 
based amplifiers with different forward and backward pump powers. The first scheme is 
Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with two fibre Bragg grating (FBG) reflectors. 
Although forward-pumping can be used to reduce the noise, the RIN being transferred to the 
signal is also significant. However, there is only random DFB fibre laser using backward pumping 
only, as opposed to the usual Fabry-Perot fibre laser using bidirectional pumping and two FBGs. 
For Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with one FBG, the characterisation performances 
are different from two FBGs based configuration, as the noise performance is worse but the 
signal RIN increase is also less obvious. The lasing mechanism is similar to two FBGs based 
scheme, but the Fabry-Perot mode is weaker. For random distributed feedback (DFB) fibre laser 
based amplification, due to the largest signal power variation, the noise performance is the worst. 
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However, there is no signal RIN increase no matter how much the FW-pump power is deployed. 
The lasing mechanism is different from the first two as it is “modeless” random DFB fibre laser 
all the time.  
In Chapter 5, the RFL based amplification techniques in long-haul coherent transmission 
systems are demonstrated in detail. First, in order to evaluate the transmission performance using 
Raman fibre laser based amplification with two FBGs, a long-haul transmission experiment with 
10×100G DP-QPSK (dual-polarisation QPSK) WDM (wavelength division multiplexed) signals 
is implemented. While using second order forward-pump, the Q factor penalty can be 4.15 dB at 
1666 km using symmetric bidirectional pumping. Indeed, RFL based amplification with backward 
pumping only gives the best transmission performance in two FBGs configuration. We attribute 
the Q factor penalty to increased RIN of  the output signal which is transferred from first order 
Fabry-Perot fibre laser and increased second order forward-pump power. Second, the similar 
transmission performances using random DFB fibre laser based amplifier are evaluated and also 
compared this with other conventional distributed Raman schemes (first order and dual order). 
The best performance is achieved using backward (BW) biased bidirectional pumped random 
DFB laser amplifier, as this scheme also significantly suppresses the RIN transfer. Moreover, this 
scheme is easily modified to meet different link requirement by varying the forward-pump power. 
Third, the mid-link OPC transmission with different amplification techniques is demonstrated in 
single band configuration. The transmission performances without and with single band OPC 
using EDFA, RFL based amplifier with backward-pumping only, and RFL based amplifier with 
bidirectional pumping are presented. The results shows that RFL based amplification with 
BW-pumping exceeds dramatically (28% enhancement) in transmission distance due to relatively 
high symmetry level and no RIN-induced penalty. Furthermore, long-haul transmission 
performance using BW-pumping only RFL based amplifier and dual band mid-link OPC is also 
demonstrated. The results show 60% increase in reach (up to 3600 km) for two simultaneously 
transmitted superchannels and 33% improvement in reach (up to 2700 km) for six superchannels.  
In Chapter 6, the applications of  random DFB fibre laser based amplification technique on the 
unrepeatered transmission system are demonstrated. First, the unrepeatered transmission 
experiments in recent years are reviewed. In order to fill the research gap, unreapetered 
transmission experiment of  1.4 Tb/s DP-QPSK WDM signals over 352.8 km standard single 
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mode fibre (SSMF) is demonstrated, which turns out to be the highest capacity over this length 
of  fibre without using ROPA or speciality fibre. Then, as more advanced modulation format has 
drawn a lot of  interest, in co-operation with UCL (University College London), unrepeatered 
transmission experiment is conducted using Nyquist DP-16QAM (Quadrature amplitude 
modulation) superchannel with random DFB fibre laser based amplification technique and 
multi-channel digital back propagation (DBP). 7× 10G baud Nyquist DP-16QAM signals with 
net spectral efficiency (SE) of  6.6 b/s/Hz (the highest net SE at this transmission distance) is 
successfully transmitted over 364 km ultra-low-loss (ULL) fibre. 
Chapter 7 gives the conclusion of  the thesis and potential future work. 
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2. Optical Amplification 
As the light is propagated in the fibre, the power of  the light gets attenuated due to the fibre loss. 
There are two kinds of  losses that are extrinsic and intrinsic. The extrinsic loss comes from the 
process of  fibre fabrication, and can be eliminated with the state-of-the-art fibre fabrication 
facilities [1]. However, the intrinsic loss is fundamental and cannot be removed completely. The 
intrinsic loss is mainly from the Rayleigh scattering (RS) loss which comes from the microscopic 
density fluctuation of  the core [2,8]. Figure 2.1 shows the experimental attenuation measurement 
of  standard single mode fibre (OFS MC-SM) between 1400 nm and 1600 nm [9]. The fibre 
complies with ITU G. 652 fibre category [10]. It can be seen that the attenuation is ~0.199 
dB/km at 1550 nm. This attenuation ultimately limits the maximum distance that the signal can 
be transmitted, which shows the necessities of  optical amplification [1]. 
 
Figure 2.1. Experimental measurement of  the attenuation versus wavelength on the standard single mode 
fibre (OFS MC-SM) [9] 
 
As explained above, the transmission distance is ultimately limited by the fibre attenuation in the 
transmission systems [1]. This can be overcome in two methods which are signal regenerators 
and optical amplifiers. Back in the 1980s, the loss limitation was mostly compensated using the 
OE repeater which was essentially a photo-receiver and a transmitter. The mechanism was that 
the received optical signal was converted into an electrical signal and then regenerated the optical 
signal with the transmitter [2]. These regenerators were quite complicated and expensive to 
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implement, as the WDM transmissions were deployed more widely and individual channels 
de-multiplexing were required [2]. Alternatively, optical amplifiers could amplify the optical signal 
power directly without converting them to electrical, making the transmission link significantly 
simplified. From the middle of  1990s, in-line optical amplifiers were practically used to 
compensate the loss of  multiple fibre spans without any complex signal regenerators for the first 
time, and started to play critical roles in the revolution of  telecommunications.  
Nowadays, optical amplifiers are very widely deployed in optical fibre communication systems. In 
general, depending on how the signal is amplified along the transmission fibre, there are two 
categories of  optical amplifiers known as discrete (lumped) amplifiers and distributed amplifiers. 
Discrete amplifier means the signal gain is lumped at only a point (or several points) of  a 
transmission line. The signal loss is accumulated over a certain length (typically ~60-80km) of  
transmission fibre, and then compensated by a discrete amplifier with a short length of  gain fibre 
(i.e. 10 m erbium-doped fibre). In distributed amplifiers, the transmission fibre itself  is the gain 
medium for signal amplification, which indicates that the loss and the amplification occur almost 
at the same time as the signal is propagated along the transmission fibre.  
For discrete amplifiers, there are several categories enabled by different techniques. These are 
erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA), discrete Raman amplifier, fibre optical parametric 
amplifier (FOPA), and semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). 
EDFA was studied in 1964 for the first time [3], but became practical in the middle of  1980s [2]. 
The gain medium was the fibre doped with rare-earth elements [2]. Erbium is the most practical 
dopant to realise the amplification in C band [2], as the fibre attenuation is the lowest in C band. 
Discrete Raman amplifiers mean that a lumped gain fibre is inserted in the transmission link [6]. 
Due to the small Raman scattering cross-section [5], Raman amplification might be better used 
for distributed Raman amplification. There are still challenges to design a discrete Raman 
amplifier such as the gain efficiency. However, discrete Raman amplification can still be an 
alternative to open up the new gain wavelengths which EDFA cannot cover.  
A semiconductor optical amplifier is small-sized, cost-effective, and can be integrated with other 
semiconductor devices in single small chip, compared with other discrete amplifiers. However, 
the performance of  SOA is usually worse because of  its lower gain, higher noise, and higher 
nonlinearity, which might be not suitable for high speed dense wavelength division multiplexing 
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(DWDM) transmission [2]. 
Fibre-optic parametric amplifier is based on the four waves interacting with each other 
(four-wave mixing) [11,12]. Typically, a short length of  highly nonlinear fibre is used as the gain 
medium and a very powerful pump is required. Unlike EDFA, the gain bandwidth of  FOPA is 
determined by the dispersion and nonlinearity of  the fibre medium. Another major advantage of  
FOPA is that the noise figure of  phase-sensitive FOPA can be very low even below the standard 
quantum limit of  3 dB [13]. FOPA is currently an interesting research topic as a new way of  
optical amplification, but FOPA is not easily compatible with polarisation division multiplex 
(PDM) signals [14], which degrades the spectral efficiency of  the transmitter. 
As opposed to different categories of  discrete amplifiers, distributed Raman amplifier is 
significantly different in the amplification mechanism, which prevents the fibre attenuation and 
allows the “quasi-lossless” transmission link [7]. Therefore, the advantage of  using distributed 
Raman amplifier is the improvement of  signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In common with other 
Raman amplifiers, the gain bandwidth is adjustable and not only limited in C and L bands [6]. 
Currently, most of  optical amplifiers deployed in the field are EDFA, due to its high pump-signal 
efficiency, relatively small size, easy implementation and operation, and cost. However, Raman 
amplification has attracted many people’s attentions since 2000s, thanks to the development of  
high power pump laser diodes. As the data demand is increasing very rapidly, advanced 
modulation format has been deployed more and more widely, which requires higher 
signal-to-noise ratio [4]. This is just where the major advantage of  Raman amplification lies. 
Nowadays, for unrepeatered transmissions, there have been quite a number of  applications using 
first order, second order, or third order distributed Raman amplifiers in the field and under the 
sea [15]. As long as low cost Raman amplifiers become available, Raman amplifiers would be the 
first choice when upgrading the existing network [5]. 
This chapter gives an overview of  optical amplification techniques. It starts with a brief  
description of  the most commonly used EDFA. However, Raman amplification is our main 
concentration which aligns with the highlight of  the thesis. In section 2, a detailed description of  
Raman amplification is presented, including the theory of  Raman amplification, the benefits and 
performance limiting factors of  distributed Raman amplifications, and so on. The section 3 
demonstrates several advanced structures of  distributed Raman amplification schemes, including 
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bi-directionally pumped Raman amplification and high order Raman amplification.  
2.1 Erbium-doped fibre amplification   
Erbium-doped fibre amplifiers are very widely deployed in optical communication systems. 
Compared with Raman amplifiers, the gain efficiency (the ratio between the net gain in dB and 
the pump power in mW) was much higher (up to 11 dB/mW) using the pump at 980 nm as 
demonstrated in the 1990s [16]. The gain medium fibre inside EDFA contains erbium ions (Er3+). 
In order to achieve enough gain in C&L bands, the gain medium fibre needs to be pumped at a 
proper wavelength. The gain spectrum depends on several factors, including the pumping 
configurations, the dopant concentration, the length of  doped fibre, and so forth [2]. The 
majority of  EDFAs use the pump laser diodes at 980 nm which can provide more than 100 mW 
pump power [2]. There are a few EDFAs using the pump at 1480 nm, but such EDFAs require 
higher pump power and longer fibre length due to the low absorption efficiency illustrated in 
[17].  
There are different pumping configurations when designing EDFA, such as forward pumping 
only, backward pumping only, and bidirectional pumping. Backward pumping only configuration 
means that the signal and the pump propagate in the opposite directions, and forward pumping 
means that the signal and the pump propagate in the same direction. In the unsaturated regime 
when the signal power is very low, forward pumping only and backward pumping only provides 
nearly the same noise performance. In the saturated regime, backward pumping only provides 
higher pump-signal conversion efficiency [18]. In the bidirectional pumping configuration, two 
pumps are located on each side. The advantage of  bidirectional pumping is that the population 
inversion is increased leading to higher gain, and the signal gain is also uniformly distributed 
along the erbium-doped fibre [2]. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic example of  an EDFA with 
bidirectional pumping. 
 
Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of  bi-directionally pumped EDFA 
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The wide amplification bandwidth and polarisation insensitive gain makes EDFA compatible 
with  multi-channels in C&L band for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and 
polarisation division multiplexing (PDM) application[2]. However, in long-haul transmission 
systems, the gain flatness is crucial, because even low gain variations between different channels 
grow exponentially over a chain of  fibre spans and amplifiers, resulting in huge power differences 
between channels. In order to flatten the gain, there are two design considerations which are 
either passive or active. A passive gain flatten filter can be inserted at the input or output of  
EDFA [19]. However, due to the loss of  the filter, dual-stage EDFA structure is commonly used, 
and the filter is located in the middle between first stage EDFA and second stage EDFA. The 
second stage EDFA acts as a power amplifier which determines the final output power, and the 
first stage EDFA acts as a pre-amplifier with lower gain. Figure 2.3 shows the schematic diagram 
of  a two-stage EDFA. A usual active way to control the gain is to add an input laser signal that is 
outside the amplification bandwidth, which can flatten the overall gain dynamically [2]. 
 
Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of  dual-stage EDFA [4] 
2.2 Raman amplification  
Raman amplification is based on stimulated Rama scattering (SRS) occur in optical fibres 
[2,20,21]. The signal and pump are combined into the gain fibre through a WDM coupler. Figure 
2.4 shows a general schematic of  Raman amplification. Compared with EDFA, the amplification 
based on SRS can occur at any frequency range as long as the pump at appropriate frequency is 
available. This indicates that the Raman gain bandwidth can be extended by coupling multiple 
pumps together [20]. On the other hand, the gain medium can be not only the specialty fibre in 
particular used for the generation of  the Raman gain, but also the transmission fibre itself  such 
as in distributed Raman amplification. Distributed Raman amplification leads to superior noise 
performance and higher signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in better transmission performance [1,5]. 
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Figure 2.4. Schematic diagram of  Raman amplification [20] 
2.2.1 Raman amplification in optical fibres 
 
Figure 2.5. Raman gain efficiency versus wavelength using three different fibres. (OFS-MC complies with 
ITU G. 652 standard, Truewave fibre, and LEAF fibre complies with ITU G.655 standards [9,22,23].  
 
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is the fundamental physics process behind the Raman 
amplifications. Essentially speaking, SRS enable part of  the power transferred from one optical 
field to another in which frequency is downshifted [21]. During the process of  SRS, the pump 
photon excites a molecule which quickly decays to a lower energy level, and a signal photon is 
emitted. ωP and ωS stands for the optical frequencies of  the pump and the signal. Ω=ωP-ωS 
stands for the Raman frequency shift (also called the Stokes shift). The Raman frequency shift 
associated with the Raman gain coefficient depends on the gain medium. For standard telecom 
fibre it might be extended up to 40 THz [2], but the gain efficiency peak of  this shift is ~13.2 
THz [1]. Figure 2.5 shows the experimental measurement of  Raman gain coefficient of  three 
different fibres, which the pump at 1455 nm was backward-propagated and the signal was 
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measured at the output end.   
The initial growth of  an optical signal is defined in equation (2.1). 
SPR
S PPg
dz
dP
                                   (2.1) 
Here, gR is the Raman gain coefficient, PP and PS are the powers of  the pump and the signal, 
respectively [1]. But in equation (2.1), it is assumed that the fibre loss is ignored (0 dB/km) and 
the pump power is constant along with fibre. However, in a practical Raman amplified system, 
the power distribution of  the pump PP and the signal PS along the axis of  the fibre z should be 
modified as the following equations: 
   SSSPR
S PPPg
dz
dP
                             (2.2) 
   PPSPR
S
PP PPPg
dz
dP



                         (2.3) 
Here, αS and αP stands for the fibre attenuation at the signal wavelength and pump wavelength, 
respectively [1]. gR stands for the Raman gain coefficient (W-1m-1) of  the fibre divided by the 
effective core area of  the fibre Aeff [1].  means different pumping directions, 1 stands for 
forward-propagated pumping, and -1 stands for backward-propagated pumping. In equation (2.3), 
the first term on the right hand side stands for the signal gain (including the pump depletion), 
and the second term stands for the fibre attenuation. Equations (2.2) and (2.3) are difficult to 
solve. However, the pump depletion can be ignored because the signal is much smaller compared 
with the pump power in practical experiments. Therefore, in equation (2.3), the first term on the 
right equals to 0. As for forward-propagated pumping case (=1), equation (2.3) can be modified 
to the following one: 
)exp()( 0 zPzP PP                              (2.4) 
where P0 is the pump power when z equals to zero [1]. By substituting equation (2.4) into (2.2), 
we can get: 
SSSPR
S PPzPg
dz
dP
  )exp(0                        (2.5) 
It is easy to solve the equation (2.5) by integrating, therefore we can obtain, 
)()0()exp()0()( 0 LGPLLPgPLP SSeffRSS                   (2.6) 
where L is the fibre length, Leff is an effective length defined in equation (2.7), and G(L) is the net 
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gain of  the signal. 
P
P
eff
L
L

 )exp(1 
                             (2.7) 
Similarly, the backward pumping configuration is in equation (2.8) 
         )](exp[)( 0 zLPzPP                          (2.8) 
The bidirectional pumping configuration can be expressed similarly in equation (2.9). 
)]}(exp[)1()exp({)( 0 zLrzrPzP PPfP               (2.9) 
where P0 here stands for total pump power, and rf stands for the ratio of  forward pump power 
over total pump power.  
The equations above shows that the signal is one Stokes shift away from the primary pump laser, 
and this is called first order Raman pumping. The signal amplified by the pump is called the first 
Stokes. In second order pumping, when the primary pump power increases gradually to some 
extent, the first Stokes would be amplified [1,24]. Once the power of  the first Stokes is able to 
generate the Raman gain, it would act as a pump transferring the energy to the amplified signal 
which is also one Stokes shift away from itself  [1]. Therefore, the amplified signal is two Stokes 
shift away from the primary pump. This is called second order Raman amplification which will be 
discussed in section 2.3. 
In addition, Raman amplification is a very fast process (shorter than a picosecond), which is 
much faster than EDFA [25]. The Raman gain also has strong polarisation dependence, meaning 
that the Raman gain on the signal is an order of  magnitude higher when the signal and the pump 
are co-polarised [26]. In order to avoid the polarisation dependent gain, the pump needs to be 
fully depolarised, such as polarisation multiplexing two pumps at the same wavelength, Lyot 
depolarisers, and so on [27,28]. 
2.2.2 Distributed Raman amplification and its benefits 
Distributed Raman amplifier is a Raman amplifier that the pump power is extended into the 
transmission fibre which is also the Raman gain fibre. Distributed Raman amplifications 
compensate the fibre attenuation along the transmission fibre, compared with discrete 
amplifications where the gain is provided after the transmission fibre in a discrete location. Figure 
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2.6 shows a schematic of  a bi-directionally pumped first order distributed Raman amplifier. 
 
Figure 2.6. Schematic diagram of  first order Raman amplification with bidirectional pumping 
 
The research on distributed Raman amplifications developed rapidly since the late 1990s, as the 
high power pumps became available. A major benefit of  using distributed Raman amplification is 
the improved noise performance due to the fact that the signal gain can be “pushed” toward the 
middle of  the fibre preventing the signal decay, compared with discrete amplification [7]. Figure 
2.7 shows an example to compare signal power distributions in a repeatered transmission system.   
 
Figure 2.7. Schematic diagram of  signal power profiles comparisons using distributed Raman amplification 
(section 2.3.2 Raman fibre laser based amplification with backward pumping only) and discrete 
amplification (EDFA) [20,29]. 
 
In Figure 2.7, the transmission fibre per span consists of  83 km standard single mode fibre. The 
signal power distributions are experimental measurements using modified optical time domain 
reflectometer (OTDR) setup [30]. In order to show the impact of  the differences between 
distributed Raman amplification and discrete amplification, the signal power profiles of  the 
second and third spans are duplicated of  the first span. For discrete amplified transmission 
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system, it can be seen in Figure 2.7 that there is an upper and lower limit for the signal power. If  
the signal power is too high, the transmission performance will be suffered from the nonlinear 
impairments which will be discussed in next chapter. Conversely, if  the signal power is too low 
after the fibre attenuation, the noise level will be increased after the amplification [20]. However, 
compared with discrete amplification, the signal power is distributed more uniformly using 
distributed Raman amplification, resulting in the noise reduction.  
 
Figure 2.8. Raman gain profile using six backward-propagated pumps [31] 
 
In addition to the noise reduction, the Raman gain bandwidth can be extended by combining 
multiple Raman pumps at six different wavelengths. Figure 2.8 shows an experimental Raman 
gain profile using six different wavelengths backward pumps over 83 km SMF (366 mW at 1425 
nm, 276 mW at 1444 nm, 171 mW at 1462 nm, 133 mW at 1476 nm, 49 mW at 1491 nm, and 
162 mW at 1508 nm). It can be seen that the Raman gain bandwidth could be extended up to 100 
nm with +/- 1.2 dB gain variation [31]. Further optimisation on the gain profile variation can be 
used more pumps (i.e. 12 wavelengths pumps), which results in the gain variation of  only +/- 0.5 
dB and the gain bandwidth of  over 100 nm [32]. 
2.2.2.1 Improved noise performance of  distributed Raman amplifications 
The noise in the EDFA comes from the undesirable photon of  spontaneous emission which is 
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amplified together with the signal [2], which is called amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) 
noise. The changes in signal-to-noise ratio after the amplifier is defined as the noise figure (NF) 
as shown in equation (2.10) 
out
in
SNR
SNR
NF                                  (2.10) 
As presented in [1,27], the NF can be simplified as shown in equation (2.11). 
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G stands for the net gain and nsp stands for the population inversion factor which is defined in 
equation (2.12). Here, N1 and N2 stands for the ground and excited state, and σe and σa represents 
the fibre emission and absorption cross sections [2,5].  
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From equation (2.11), when the gain is large enough, the first term on the right equals to 2nsp, 
and the second term equals to 0. The smallest nsp can be equal to 1 from the equation (2.12). This 
means the minimum noise figure is 2 in linear units which equals to 3 dB due to the quantum 
limit [2].  
For distributed Raman amplifier, the ASE refers to spontaneous Raman scattering which comes 
from shot noise, signal-spontaneous beat (signal-ASE) noise, and spontaneous- spontaneous beat 
(ASE-ASE) noise [27]. Shot noise is a fundamental source associated with the nature of  the 
photon. Signal-ASE noise is the intensity fluctuations due to the interaction between the signal 
and ASE in the same polarisation when they propagate in the same direction [27]. Signal-ASE is 
dominated over ASE-ASE noise as the ASE-ASE power level is relatively low. Therefore, in the 
case of  shot noise and signal-ASE noise, the noise figure can be expressed in linear units as 
equations (2.13) and (2.14) [27]. 
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where PA
+
 stands for the power of  ASE in one polarisation, Bref stands for the reference 
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bandwidth, and hω represents the energy of  the photon. The first term here represents the noise 
from signal-ASE, and the second term represents the shot noise. In this way, the NF can be 
calculated or measured experimentally. 
Alternatively, the NF can be also estimated by the integration of  signal power profile. The 
spectral density evolution Ns of  the optical wavelength can be expressed as the equation (2.15) in 
[33]. 
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The spectral density of  the output optical noise is  
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The input noise can be defined as the vacuum definition [33] and considered as the white 
Gaussian in a certain optical bandwidth, the noise figure of  distributed Raman amplifier is 
defined as the equation (2.18) [33]. 
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Equation (2.19) shows the definition of  the signal gain G(z). PS(0) can be treated as a constant, 
and PS(z) represents the signal power distribution along the fibre. The integration of  1/PS(z) 
between 0 and L equals to the area formed by the reciprocal of  signal power profiles in linear 
units. Therefore, if  the net gain G remains the same, the noise figure is proportional to this area. 
This means that the use of  forward pumping will reduce this area due to higher signal power 
value and consequently improve the noise figure. Additionally, it can be also seen that using 
discrete amplification would give the largest area, which leads to the worst noise figure. 
In the case that cascaded amplifiers are used in repeatered transmission systems, the total noise 
figure of  these amplifiers can be expressed in equation (2.20). 
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Here, NFi and Gi stands for the noise and the on-off  gain of  the i
th
 amplifier in linear units, 
indicating that the noise figure is mostly determined by the first amplifier if  the on-off  gain is 
relatively high. 
 
Figure 2.9. Signal power profiles using distributed Raman amplifier and discrete amplifier 
 
As illustrated in Figure 2.9, the noise performance of  83 km standard single mode fibre using 
EDFA and second order distributed Raman amplifier with BW-pumping (explained in section 
2.3.2) are compared. In the first case using EDFA, after the signal is propagated over 83 km SMF, 
the signal-to-noise ratio does not degrade. In terms of  equation (2.14), the noise figure of  the 
passive 83 km span equals to 1/G which is 16.6 dB in dB assuming the attenuation is 0.2 dB/km. 
In terms of  equation (2.20), the total noise figure is equivalent to the case that the first amplifier 
is the passive span and the second one is an EDFA. Therefore, the total noise figure in dB can be 
calculated by the passive span loss plus the noise of  EDFA which is 19.6 dB assuming the EDFA 
is ideal (3 dB noise figure).  
Under the circumstance of  distributed Raman amplifier with second order backward pumping, it 
shows that distributed Raman amplifier coverts the last ~30 km fibre into a preamplifier stage of  
the next span, decreasing the passive span to ~50 km [27]. Therefore the noise figure is reduced 
significantly to only ~13 dB [34].  
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The effective noise figure is commonly used in distributed Raman amplifier. This effective noise 
figure can be derived when the noise figure of  an imaginary discrete amplifier is placed after the 
fibre span, but the total noise figure remains the same as the original distributed Raman amplifier, 
which means the noise figure of  this imaginary discrete amplifier can be negative [1,27]. For 
example, in this second order distributed Raman amplifier with backward pumping, the effective 
noise figure equals to -3.6 dB [34] Therefore, the noise figure of  a distributed Raman amplifier is 
significantly better than a discrete amplifier like EDFA. As presented in [15,24,35,36], the optical 
signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) performances using distributed Raman amplification are usually 
higher by 5~7 dB (depending on the configuration of  distributed Raman amplifier) compared 
with EDFA. This might potentially lead to the improvement of  transmission performance, in 
particular using advanced modulation format which requires higher OSNR [4]. 
2.2.3 Performance limitation factors of  distributed Raman amplifications  
Several advantages of  using distributed Raman amplifications have been reviewed, but there are 
still several challenges which limit the transmission performance when using distributed Raman 
amplifiers. Some challenges can be overcome, for example, the polarisation dependent gain can 
be mitigated by several depolarisation techniques [26,28]. However, for other impairments like 
relative intensity noise (RIN) from the forward-propagated pump, it might be difficult to fully 
compensate such impairment. 
2.2.3.1 Multiple path interference  
In optical fibres, Rayleigh backscattering (RS) is a well-known effect which occurs in all the types 
of  fibres, and also the major reason of  the fibre attenuation [1,15]. However, some photons 
would be reflected twice. Due to Rayleigh scattering, the signal photons are reflected to the 
backward-propagated direction. This effect can be ignored due to its very low power level which 
is usually more than 40 dB smaller than the signal power [1]. However, some of  the backscattered 
photons are reflected again into the forward-propagated direction [15]. This is called double 
Rayleigh scattering (DRS). Figure 2.10 shows a schematic diagram of  Rayleigh scattering and 
double Rayleigh scattering mechanism in the fibre. 
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Figure 2.10. Schematic of  double Rayleigh scattering mechanism in the fibre [1] 
 
The light due to double Rayleigh backscattering would be also amplified, but it is incoherent with 
the signal light because the DRS interaction exists in the whole long-distance transmission fibre 
[15], indicating that the DRS light is a noise source for the receiver. This causes multiple path 
interference (MPI) which sets the ultimate limit for the maximum Raman gain that can be applied 
before MPI dominates [27].  
The process of  Rayleigh scattering, double Rayleigh scattering and the signal propagation can be 
expressed by the following equations.  
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Equation (2.21) is the same as equation (2.2), which describes the signal propagation along the 
fibre. gR is normalised Raman gain coefficient. PRS and PDRS stands for the power of  Rayleigh 
backscattered light and double Rayleigh backscattered light, respectively. k equals to αRS, where 
αR is the loss due to Rayleigh backscattering and S represents the Rayleigh capture coefficient 
indicating how much the backscattered light is captured [1,27].  
In addition, beside DRS-induced MPI, two reflectors in a distributed Raman amplified system at 
the signal wavelength can also lead to MPI [27]. A fraction of  the signal light would be delayed 
due to the reflection between two reflectors [37]. In this case, MPI would be exacerbated due to 
the Raman gain, because the delayed signal would be amplified again. 
MPI relates to the ratio of  the signal power, similar to 1/OSNR (optical signal-to-noise ratio) 
[15]. Due to the incoherent property of  MPI, the MPI-induced penalty would add up linearly as 
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the number of  the amplified span increases, indicating that the Raman gain is further restricted. 
However, if  the Raman gain is less than 15 dB, the MPI-induced penalty is insignificant [15]. It is 
also advised that less DRS-induced MPI would be generated if  more Raman gain can be 
provided by the forward-propagated pump, because when the gain is generated near the input 
section of  the fibre, the amplified DRS light must pass the attenuation of  the majority of  the 
fibre in the middle twice, which significantly decreases the power of  the DRS light [27]. 
2.2.3.2 Relative Intensity Noise 
Another performance limitation factor in distributed Raman amplification is relative intensity 
noise (RIN) of  the signal transferred from the pumps. Due to the extremely fast process of  
stimulate Raman scattering (a few femtoseconds), if  there are any intensity fluctuations in pump 
lasers, the signal power is likely to get influenced and amplified by the Raman gain. This leads to 
large fluctuations of  signal at the end of  output [1]. Here, RIN is defined as the ratio of  intensity 
fluctuation of  the pump power over averaged pump power [1]. In other words, RIN is the ratio 
between the noise power spectral density and the total power [38]. Because of  the intensity noise, 
the fluctuation causes the change of  photocurrent in the photo-receiver. In the electrical domain, 
it can be expressed in equation (2.24) [38]. 
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where Pave is the averaged optical power and Pr stands for the received optical power. F stands 
for the Fourier transform [38]. The equation can be simplified as equation (2.25) below [38].  
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Here, SP(ω) represents the spectral density of  the electrical noise power, and R
2
Pave
2 is the 
averaged signal power [38]. The RIN can be measured using a low-noise photo-receiver and an 
electrical spectrum analyser (ESA) [39], and the detailed experimental setup will be discussed in 
Chapter 4.  
The RIN transfer between the signal and the pump is defined as a function in equation (2.26). 
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The extent of  RIN transfer depends on the specific pumping configuration, the noise frequency, 
and the pump power (the Raman gain) [1]. In forward pumping configuration which the signal 
and the pump are propagated in the same direction, the noise from the forward pump would be 
superimposed onto the signal noise gradually through the interactions over many kilometres [40]. 
However, in backward pumping configuration, the time of  crossover between the signal and the 
pump is very short. The noise from the backward pump is averaged over the fibre before 
reaching the signal [1]. Therefore, the RIN transfer from the backward (BW) pump is 
insignificant, compared to forward (FW) pumping configuration. In addition, the Raman gain 
provided by the FW-pump (related to the FW-pump power) would also have an impact on the 
RIN, indicating that a higher Raman gain would result in the increase of  RIN transfer to the 
signal [1]. RIN transfer can be measured using external modulated Raman pumps with a network 
analyser as illustrated in [41]. Figure 2.11 shows an example of  the measured RIN of  the signal 
increasing with higher forward pump power second order Raman fibre laser based amplifier 
(details can be found in section 2.3.2) over 83 km standard single mode fibre with two FBGs on 
both sides [7,42].  
 
Figure 2.11. Measured RIN of  the signal at the output end using URFL based amplifier [42] 
 
The RIN from the forward pump would not only increase the RIN of  the signal, but also cause 
relative phase and polarisation noise of  the signal [43,44]. The relative phase noise is originated 
from the cross-phase modulation (XPM), and the relative polarisation noise of  the signal would 
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be harmful when using polarisation division multiplexed (PDM) modulation format [43].  
Fabry-Perot semiconductor lasers with multiple modes are commonly used as Raman pumps. 
Consequently, the RIN of  such laser is ~-110 dB/Hz which is typically higher than single mode 
distributed feedback (DFB) laser (~-140 dB//Hz). But if  the DFB laser is used as a Raman 
pump, the linewidth of  DFB laser is too narrow which would cause undesired stimulated Brillion 
scattering (SBS) [40]. SBS refers to the third order nonlinear effect which the light is scattered in 
the opposite direction and not beneficial to the actual Raman amplification [40]. Alternatively, 
Raman fibre lasers are also typically used as Raman pumps due to their very high output power. 
However, the RIN of  Raman fibre lasers are usually higher (> -105 dB/Hz) than the Fabry-Perot 
semiconductor lasers. The lowest RIN of  Raman fibre laser pump on the market is between -120 
and -130 dB/Hz [45] as shown in Figure 4.7 in Chapter 4. 
The RIN of  the pump is difficult to eliminate, because the RIN, the output power, and the 
linewidth, are required to be taken into consideration simultaneously. However, it might be able 
to suppress or avoid the RIN-induced penalty on the signal by adjusting distributed Raman 
amplifier structure accordingly. In [136], by intensity-modulating the low power semiconductor 
laser pump in dual order pumping configuration, the RIN transfer could be suppressed. In [47,48] 
proposed by the author of  this thesis, based on a random distributed feedback fibre laser based 
amplifier, it enabled the use of  bidirectional second order pumping without increasing the RIN 
of  the signal [48]. This will be further discussed and investigated in detail in Chapters 4 and 5. In 
addition, the RIN-induced penalty might be able to be compensated in coherent transmission 
systems using optimised phase estimation (PE) algorithm and nonlinear polarisation crosstalk 
canceller (NLCC) algorithm in digital signal processing (DSP) of  coherent receiver[43,49]. 
2.3 Advanced Raman amplification techniques  
2.3.1 Bi-directionally pumped distributed Raman amplifications  
As explained in section 2.2.2.1, the noise figure of  distributed Raman amplifier can be improved 
if  using more FW-pump power [33], as the gain of  the signal occurs near the input section of  the 
fibre. Due to higher OSNR requirement when using advanced modulation format, this shows the 
need for distributed Raman amplifier with bidirectional pumping to achieve low noise figure 
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(FW-pumping) and enough gain (BW-pumping) [1]. Figure 2.12 shows the schematic of  dual 
order pumping scheme in which the seed (pump) at 1455 nm is amplified by second order pump 
at 1366 nm [50]. Figure 2.13 shows the comparison of  experimentally measured signal power 
profiles along the fibre between bidirectional pumping and backward pumping only. In Figure 
2.13, the signal power variation was ~6 dB using backward pumping only. Once using 
symmetrical bidirectional pumping (the FW-pump power equals to the BW-pump power), the 
variation was reduced significantly to ~1.6 dB. This led to the effective noise figure improvement 
from ~-3.6 dB using backward pumping only to ~-7.6 dB using bidirectional pumping [46].  
 
Figure 2.12. Schematic of  dual order pumping configuration [50] 
 
Another benefit of  using bidirectional pumping is the reduced gain/OSNR tilt at the output end 
of  the fibre when amplifying WDM channels with very broadband bandwidth [1]. This is because 
the shortest wavelength suffers from the additional loss due to the stimulated Raman scattering 
between signals from the shortest to the longest wavelength [27]. On the other hand, there are 
also stimulated Raman scattering between pumps, resulting in the amplification of  the longest 
wavelength pump. These effects lead to the tilt of  gain profiles at the output, indicating that the 
OSNR of  the signal at the shortest wavelength is the worst. The gain/OSNR tilt can be 
eliminated by specifically applying forward pumps at short wavelengths [15,51].  
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Figure 2.13. Signal power profiles using bidirectional pumping and backward pumping only 
2.3.2 High order distributed Raman amplifications  
It has been shown that bidirectional Raman pumping can improve the noise figure by the use of  
FW-pumping. In addition, high order Raman pumping can also have similar improvement on the 
noise figure. High order distributed Raman amplification means that the primary pump is two or 
more Stokes frequency shifts away from the signal. For example, in dual order Raman pumping 
scheme, the pumps at 1366 nm (second order pump) and 1455 nm (first order pump) are 
combined to amply the signal within C band. Third order Raman pumping configuration is also 
available and has been deployed for unrepeatered transmission in the field [52,53]. Up to six 
order Raman pumping configuration has been investigated in [54]. Figure 2.14 shows the 
schematic diagram and the pump powers of  dual order/first order backward pumping scheme. 
In dual order pumping scheme, the role of  second order pump is to amplify the first order pump 
so that the gain for the signals is “pushed” further away from the pump [50]. For example, in the 
case of  backward pumping only, the gain of  the signal can occur further away from the output 
end of  the transmission fibre using second order Raman pumping, compared to first order 
backward pumping only. Figure 2.15 shows the measured signal power profiles using dual order 
backward pumped amplifier and first order backward pumped amplifier over 83 km standard 
single mode fibre. Signal power variations using first order backward pumping only was ~8.5 dB, 
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compared with only ~6 dB variation using dual order backward pumping with relatively low first 
order seed power and ~7.2 dB with higher first order seed power. Note that the first order pump 
power needs to be much lower than second order pump power in order to maximise the noise 
reduction benefit [34,47]. Such dual order pumping configuration can be also applied on the 
forward pumps making it bidirectional pumping, which leads to further minimisation of  signal 
power profile similar to the red signal profile shown in Figure 2.13.  
 
Figure 2.14. Schematic diagram and the pump powers of  dual order pumping scheme 
 
Figure 2.15. Signal power profiles using dual order and first order Raman amplifier with BW-pumping only 
 
A novel second order distributed Raman amplifier scheme is Raman fibre laser (RFL) based 
amplifier, in which a first order ultra-long Raman fibre laser can be seen as a virtual first order 
pump generated by second order Raman pump and two fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) reflectors 
[7]. Two FBGs centred at 1455 nm with 3 dB bandwidth of  0.5 nm and high reflectivity (>95%) 
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are located at each end of  the transmission fibre. The centre wavelength of  passive FBG can be 
changed in terms of  the gain requirement. The resultant first order laser together with second 
order pump amplifies the signal at C band. This scheme is distinguished from dual order 
pumping scheme, because it simply uses one pump instead of  two pumps at two wavelengths 
[47]. RFL based amplifier with bidirectional Raman pumping can achieve very low signal power 
variation (+/- 0.8 dB) over 83 km fibre, which turns the transmission fibre into quasi-lossless 
(near ideally flat power profile) and significantly improves the noise figure [7,34,42]. Figure 2.16 
shows a schematic diagram of  second order RFL based amplification scheme. 
 
Figure 2.16. Schematic diagram of  Raman fibre laser based amplification 
 
The signal and noise power distributions can be expressed by solving a set of  ordinary 
differential equations (ODE) which considers all the related crucial effects, such as double 
Rayleigh scattering, the pump depletion, and so on [5,7].  
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where the + and – stands for the forward and backward direction, respectively. 1 and 2 stands for 
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the pump at 1366 nm and the lasing at 1455 nm, respectively. ωP and ωS represents the frequency 
of  the pump and the signal, respectively. △ωP represents the effective bandwidth of  the pump 
and △ωS means the bandwidth of  the signal. g is the Raman coefficient for each Raman 
scattering process. ε stands for double Rayleigh scattering coefficient.  
The boundary conditions of  the ODE above are as below [7].  
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where R1 and R2 stands for the reflectivity of  the FBG near the forward pump and the backward 
pump [5]. 
 
Figure 2.17. Simulation of  Rama fibre laser based amplifier with bidirectional pumping and two FBGs [5]  
 
After these ODEs are solved [7], the power distributions of  signal, noise, FW-pump, BW-pump, 
FW-lasing, and BW-lasing, can be obtained and shown in Figure 2.17 for RFL based amplifier 
with two FBGs over 83 km SMF span [5,7]. The simulation parameters are listed in table 2.1 [9]. 
It can be seen that the signal power variation is +/- 0.8 dB which agrees with experimental data. 
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Bi-directionally-propagated first order lasing is generated by second order pumps and the 
reflection of  FBGs, forming an ultra-long 83 km Fabry-Perot cavity. In this simulation, the 
reflectivity of  both two FBGs is 95%. In Chapters 4 and 5, a novel scheme based on random 
distributed feedback laser with second order bidirectional pumping and single FBG is proposed 
to avoid the RIN transfer and improve the transmission performance. This model can be also 
used to simulate this random DFB laser based scheme by minimising the FBG near the input 
close to zero [55]. 
Parameters Symbol Value Unit 
FW-pump power P2
+ 0.7 W 
BW-pump power P2
- 0.7 W 
Signal frequency ωS 194 THz 
Raman gain 
coefficient at 
1366nm 
g1 0.51 W
-1km-1 
Raman gain 
coefficient at 
1455nm 
g2 0.36 W
-1km-1 
Rayleigh scattering 
coefficient at 
1366nm 
ε1 1×10
-4 km-1 
Rayleigh scattering 
coefficient at 
1455nm 
ε2 6×10
-5 km-1 
Rayleigh scattering 
coefficient at 
1545nm 
εs 4.3×10
-5 km-1 
Attenuation at 
1366nm 
α1 0.33 dB/km 
Attenuation at 
1455nm 
α2 0.26 dB/km 
Attenuation at 
1545nm 
αs 0.2 dB/km 
Plank’s constant h 6.62×10
-34 Js 
Boltzmann’s 
constant 
kB 1.381×10
-23 J/K 
Temperature T 298 K 
Table 2.1. Simulation parameters [5] 
 
Although the signal power profile and noise figures can be minimised using high order Raman 
pumping, a disadvantage is that the pump-signal efficiency is further decreased compared to 
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EDFA and first order distributed Raman amplifier. Therefore, it might be not very cost-effective 
to deploy such scheme in long-haul repeatered transmission system with many in-line amplifiers, 
but it doesn't affect the fact that the noise figure and potential transmission performance would 
be improved using high order scheme [56]. 
2.4 Summary 
This chapter 2 is devoted to the basic theory of  optical amplifiers, in particular distributed 
Raman amplifier which is the main highlight of  the thesis. In section 2.1, the mechanism of  
EDFA is briefly introduced in order to compare with distributed Raman amplifier in the 
following sections. Section 2.2 is concentrated on Raman amplifier. In section 2.2.1, a set of  two 
equations which describes the signal and pump power distributions is explained. In the following 
section 2.2.2, distributed Raman amplification and its benefit are illustrated. The main benefit of  
distributed Raman amplification lies in the significant noise figure/SNR improvement compared 
to discrete amplification, which consequently improves the OSNR of  the signal and potentially 
the transmission performance. In section 2.2.3, multiple path interference and relative intensity 
noise are discussed. It shows that MPI can cause insignificant penalty if  the Raman gain is 
relatively small and bidirectional pumping would help decrease the MPI penalty. For the RIN 
from the forward pump being transferred to the signal, it might introduce significant penalty in 
particular for long-haul repeatered transmission. There are mainly two ways to overcome or 
compensate the RIN-induced optically or electrically. Optically overcoming the RIN-induced 
penalty can use very low RIN pump if  possible, or the RIN can be avoided by designing a 
distributed Raman amplifier as in references [47,48,136]. Electrically compensation of  
RIN-induced penalty means that digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms can be optimised for 
reducing such RIN-induced penalty, including relative phase noise and relative polarisation noise 
[43,49]. In section 2.3, two advanced Raman amplification techniques are reviewed, which are 
bidirectional pumping and high order pumping. Bidirectional pumping would reduce the noise 
figure and improve the noise performance, but the use of  forward pumping can be problematic 
if  the RIN problem is not properly solved. High order pumping would similarly decrease the 
noise figure but at the expense of  using more pump power. In particular, a novel second order 
Raman fibre laser based amplifier with two FBGs is explained in detail in this section. This 
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scheme creates a first order ultra-long Raman fibre laser to assist the amplification of  the signal, 
as opposed to conventional dual order/first order Raman amplifier. 
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3. Transmission Subsystems 
In Chapter 2, different optical amplification techniques including EDFA, conventional 
distributed Raman amplification, and second order Raman fibre laser based amplification, are 
reviewed from the theory perspective,. However, when different optical amplification techniques 
are compared with each other, the most convincing way is to deploy the optical amplifier in 
coherent transmission system and see what the transmission performance would be. Here, in this 
chapter, the overview on the coherent transmission subsystems is discussed, which includes 
different modulation techniques, the Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), the recirculating loop, 
the coherent receiver, and potential transmission impairments.  
3.1 Modulation schemes and optical modulators 
3.1.1 Modulation schemes  
In order to enable a continuous wave (CW) signal to carry information, the signal needs to be 
modulated by applying some changes accordingly on one or more properties. These changes can 
be applied on the amplitude, frequency, phase, polarisation state, and so on. Back in the 1980s, 
only the amplitudes of  the optical carrier signal in most of  the transmitters were varied [2]. The 
reason why the phase modulated transmitter was not widely used was the complexity to 
demodulate the signal at the receiver at that time [58]. With the rapid progress of  semiconductor 
devices and digital signal processing (DSP), this made various modulation formats possible. For 
example, the modulation of  multiple properties (amplitude and phase simultaneously) on the 
optical carrier signal would increase the spectral efficiency (bit/s/Hz) which is defined as the 
ratio between the data bit rate (bit/s) and the bandwidth of  the signal (Hz). As we know, the 
electric filed E(t) of  an optical carrier signal can be expressed as equation (3.1). 
)]exp(Re[)cos()( 00  itiAptpAtE                    (3.1)                  
Here, p stands for the polarisation unit vector, a stands for the amplitude, θ is the phase, and ω0 
stands for the frequency. This indicates that there are four properties that can be modulated on 
the optical carrier signal, that are the amplitude, phase, frequency, and polarisation [2,58]. In 
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digital transmission systems without considering the polarisation, these are called amplitude-shift 
keying (ASK), phase-shift keying (PSK), and frequency-shift keying (FSK). The complex phasor 
C is defined as C=Aexp(iθ), which can generate the constellation diagram in order to observe 
the modulation format more intuitively. The real and imaginary parts of  C is plotted along both 
X and Y axes, respectively [4].  
Most of  optical modulation techniques in telecom were OOK (On-off  keying) or ASK at 2.5 and 
10 Gbit/s in the 1980/1990s which only allowed the variation of  the amplitude of  the carrier 
signal. In terms of  equation (3.1), there are two points along the real axis for the constellation 
diagram of  OOK/ASK signal, indicating that the amplitude of  the signal changes from 0 to a 
without any change in the phase or frequency.  
Similarly, PSK is the modulation format which allows the phase change on the carrier signal. 
Unlike the ASK signal which is switched on and off  accordingly, the PSK signal is always 
switched on (the amplitude might remain the same), and the information is carried on the phase 
shift. However, the PSK signal cannot be demodulated by direct detection, because no 
information can be detected or kept if  the optical signal is directly detected without coherently 
combining with a local oscillator (LO) [2,5]. The simplest PSK modulation format is binary PSK 
(BPSK) which the phases of  the carrier signal are distinctively chosen (typically 0 and π). 
Alternatively, the carrier signal can be differentiated in the way that the phase difference between 
two neighbouring symbols is changed by 0 or π. This modulation format is called differential 
PSK (DPSK). For example, if  the difference in phase between the nth and n+1th is 0, it can be 
defined that the n+1th bit remains at the same level. If  the phase difference is π, the n+1th bit 
level gets changed/inversed. The use of  DPSK modulation enables the phase of  the carrier 
signal to remain relatively stable over much shorter time (only 2 bits), unlike many bits using 
BPSK especially at the time that there is no phase variation [2]. Therefore, DPSK modulation 
format is more tolerant to the phase noise, and there would be lower requirement for the 
linewidth of  the transmitter laser and local oscillator, because the wider laser linewidth results in 
more phase noise at the receiver [59]. 
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Figure 3.1. Constellation diagrams of  OOK, BPSK, and QPSK 
 
However, neither the BPSK nor DPSK modulation is helpful to improve the spectral efficiency 
and the total capacity, because the BPSK is similar to ASK or OOK in the sense that only two 
different values are varied from one property of  the carrier signal. On one hand, because of  the 
limitations and cost of  semiconductor based device, the modulated baud rate (Bs) is not able to 
increase infinitely, as -3 dB bandwidths of  frequency response for most of  semiconductor lasers 
are still less than 25 GHz [2]. Therefore, to increase the data rate without increasing the 
modulation baud rate Bs was a promising solution. On the other hand, the rapid progress of  
coherent detection and digital signal processing makes more advanced modulation format 
possible. A common example is quadrature-phase-shift-keying (QPSK) modulation which the 
carrier phase is allowed to take four different values, such as π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4, and 7π/4. More 
importantly, unlike ASK or BPSK, the QPSK signal can transmit 2 bits per symbol. Figure 3.1 
shows the constellation diagrams of  OOK (ASK), BPSK, and QPSK. 
As shown in Figure 3.1(c), the information can be allocated as four possible combinations of  two 
bits (00, 01, 10, and 11), which corresponds to four values of  carrier phase [57]. Consequently, 
the symbol rate (also called the baud rate Bs) is decreased by half  using QPSK modulation, 
compared with ASK or BPSK modulation. The relationship between the bit rate and baud rate is 
defined in the following equation (3.2). 
)(log2 MBB s                            (3.2) 
In QPSK, M equals to 4 and B=2Bs, which means the bit rate is twice the baud rate. Compared 
with OOK and BPSK modulation, if  the baud rate remains the same, the bit rate of  QPSK 
signal is twice leading to a double total capacity. Obviously, more advanced modulation format 
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can be achieved by increasing the variant M. For example, if  eight distinct values are allocated to 
the phase of  the carrier signal and three bits are allowed to transmit simultaneously, the bit rate is 
three times higher than the baud rate. This modulation technique is called 8-PSK as illustrated in 
Figure 3.2(a). 
 
Figure 3.2. Constellation diagrams of  (a) 8-PSK; (b)16QAM 
 
In Figure 3.2(a), only the different values of  carrier signal phase are varied from symbol to 
symbol. However, if  the amplitude and phase of  the carrier signal can be changed at the same 
time, more bits can be transmitted at the same time, resulting in higher spectral efficiency and 
total capacity. In Figure 3.2(b), two amplitude values and four phase values are allocated for each 
symbol, which is called 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM). 16 symbols located as a 
square grid are deployed to increase the variant M to 16 [58]. In this case, four bits per symbol 
can be transmitted, indicating that the baud rate is further decreased by half  than QPSK if  the bit 
rate remains the same. 
Now it is known that QPSK allows two bits per symbol and 16QAM allows four bits per symbol. 
To sum up, the essence to increase the spectral efficiency is to increase the number M in equation 
(3.2). Alternatively, the spectral efficiency can be also increased two times by combing two 
orthogonally polarised signals together. Although the polarisation state of  the signal is random 
when transmitted over the fibre, the relative polarisation states remain orthogonal [2]. This 
polarisation division multiplex (PDM) technique would further decrease the baud rate by half. 
For example, 100G dual polarisation-QPSK (DP-QPSK) has been widely deployed in telecoms, 
and the baud rate of  the modulator is ~25 G baud.  
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3.1.2 Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) and its functionality  
The optical signal modulation techniques are divided into two categories in general, which are 
direct modulations and external modulations [60,61]. In direct modulation, the laser diode can be 
modulated directly through the electrical signal that drives the laser diode and carries the message 
[62]. The major drawback of  direct modulation is that it can only be used for relatively low data 
rates (<5 Gb/s) due to the pulse distortion and frequency chirp [2,62]. For external modulation, 
electro-absorption modulator (EAM) and Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) are widely used for 
optical modulators [60,63]. However, MZM is the most commonly used modulator and the main 
device of  100G DP-QPSK modulator in the following experiments. For the MZM used in 
telecommunications, the electro-optic effect of  LiNbO3 waveguide is usually used because the 
effective refractive index can be changed when the external voltage is applied [2]. In this way, the 
changing refractive index results in the phase change when the light passes through the device. 
The phase modulation can be also converted into amplitude modulation using a Mach-Zehnder 
configuration [57]. Figure 3.3 shows the schematic diagram of  a typical MZ modulator.  
θ 2 
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θ 1 
Ei/√2
iEi/√2
(Ei/√2)×exp(θ 1)
(iEi/√2)×exp(θ 2)
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Figure 3.3. The schematic diagram of  MZM [2] 
 
The input field Ei is split by a 3 dB coupler into two equal arms. Different phase shifts are added 
by applying required voltages on two arms, and combined together through another 3 dB coupler 
[2,57]. The phase shifts applied on two arms can be expressed in the following equation (3.3) 
 

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tV j
j
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                                 (3.3) 
where j is the arm path 1 or 2, Vj is applied voltage on the arm, and Vπ is voltage that produces a 
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π phase shift [2]. The output field is as follows in equation (3.4). 
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So the transfer function of  the modulator is shown in equation (3.5), 
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Therefore, MZM can be functioned as an amplitude modulator or a phase modulator. For the 
former as an amplitude modulator, voltages in two arms should be V2(t)=-V1(t)+Vb, where Vb is a 
constant bias voltage. In equation (3.5), θ1+θ2 equals to the constant. In this case, the power 
transfer function of  an amplitude modulator should be expressed in equation (3.6). 
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For the latter used as a phase modulator, the same bias voltages are applied to two arms, meaning 
that θ1=θ2 and V1 =V2. The transfer function of  a phase modulator can be expressed in equation 
(3.7). 
)exp( 1itm                                (3.7)                                  
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Figure 3.4. Schematic diagram of  QPSK modulator nesting three MZMs [2,58] 
 
It has been known that a single MZM might be able to change both amplitude and phase at the 
same time by changing the voltages V1 and V2 properly, but cannot change two quadratures 
(In-phase and Quadrature) independently [2]. As illustrated in the last section, QPSK is able to 
transmit two bits per symbol, meaning that the spectral efficiency is doubled. To enable 
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modulating two quadratures and generate QPSK signal, the structure combining three MZMs is a 
commonly used technique. Two internal MZMs on both arms should be operated in terms of  
“push-pull” regime which means θ1=-θ2 (V1 and V2 are operated with the opposite phase) [57,58], 
and introduce two phase shifts of  0 and π on both two arms. The output signal from each 
internal MZM is actually BPSK signals. As for the outer MZM, by applying the voltages V3, it is 
biased to produce a constant π/2 shift between the phases of  two outputs of  internal MZMs (I 
and Q). In this way, a quadrature signal that there is π/2 phase difference in between is generated. 
By combining all three MZMs together, there are four possible phase shifts (π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4, and 
7π/4) given by (±1±i)/√2. A schematic diagram of  QPSK generator nested by three MZMs is 
shown in Figure 3.4. 
3.2 Recirculating loop  
In a real repeatered in-line long-haul transmission system, the optical signal is transmitted over 
many amplified fibre spans. The schematic diagram of  a repeatered system is shown in Figure 3.5. 
However, a recirculating loop is essentially a timed controlled transmission line which allows 
optical signal propagated from I/P (input) to O/P (output) multiple times to simulate multi-span 
in-line transmission system [38,64], which significantly reduces the cost of  an expensive in-line 
transmission system by using only one span repeatedly.  
 
Figure 3.5. Schematic diagram of  straight in-line system 
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Figure 3.6. A recirculating loop schematic diagram (Solid line: optical signal transmission; dotted line: 
electrical signal) 
 
The schematic diagram of  a typical recirculating loop is illustrated in Figure 3.6. Acousto-optic 
modulators (AOMs) are usually used as fast response optical switches due to their excellent 
extinction ratio (~50 dB) and polarisation diversity [64]. As shown in Figure 3.6, the signal is 
transmitted through switch 1 and split into two paths through a bidirectional 3 dB coupler. One 
output is toward the direction into the recirculating loop, and the other is toward the receiver 
path. Along the recirculating loop path, a transmission span with associated amplified chain, a 
gain flatness filter (GFF), an EDFA, and switch 2 (loop switch) are placed. The loss of  the 
transmission span is compensated by the associated amplification technique. The GFF is used to 
flatten the output spectrum from the amplified span. An additional EDFA might be used to 
compensate the loop specific loss from the switches, 3 dB couplers, GFF and so on. Alternatively, 
if  the loss from the amplified span is not fully compensated, the remaining loss from the 
amplified span can be also compensated by this EDFA in the loop. If  the amplified span is 
enabled by backward Raman amplification, the scheme should be called hybrid EDFA/Raman 
amplification [137]. The external triggers of  switch 1 (switch at the input) and switch 2 (loop 
switch) are provided by digital delay generators (DDGs), which are responsible for controlling 
the timings of  the loop so that a certain number of  recirculations can be applied. 
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Figure 3.7. Timing controls of  recirculating loop [64,65] 
 
Figure 3.7 shows the timing controls and switching states of  a typical recirculating loop design. 
For the operations of  a recirculating loop, there are usually two switching states: filling state and 
transmission state (looping state). For the filling state, the switch 1 is set to transmit the signal, 
meaning that the signal can go through the switch 1 but get blocked before the switch 2, because 
the switch 2 is set to block the signal at the moment. This means the loop is filled with optical 
signals in order to avoid multi-path interference [38]. For the transmission state, the switch 1 is 
set to block “new” input signal and the switch 2 is set to transmit so that the optical signal which 
are already in the loop can transfer required roundtrip recirculations within the loop, and then 
tested with the receiver at the loop O/P path. To measure the signal transmitted after desired 
numbers of  recirculations, a trigger is injected into the receiver and enables the receiver to 
capture the signal only within specific period of  time [65]. Because the signal is transmitted in the 
exactly same path many times, everything would be accumulated, including signal power, ASE 
noise, the amplifier noise, and so on [38]. Also, in a recirculating loop, when the signal propagates 
through the loop, it suffers from the loss of  the loop components such as 3 dB coupler, splitting 
tap and so forth. So an optical amplifier (mainly EDFA in the loop) is required to compensate 
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the power loss accurately, which makes sure that the input and output optical powers of  each 
recirculation are always the same. A convenient way to monitor this is to use 1% tap at the loop 
output. The monitored signal is detected by a low speed photo-detector, and the electrical output 
is connected to a low speed oscilloscope [38,65]. The scope needs to be also triggered by a digital 
delay generator correctly. Amplitudes of  waveforms displayed in the scope are corresponded to 
the average signal optical power in each recirculation [38]. If  the power is not adjusted accurately 
leading to positive or negative net gain, the signal power level displayed on the oscilloscope will 
increase or decrease step by step after each recirculation. For example, if  the output power from 
the first recirculation is higher than the input, the output power after the second recirculation 
would be higher by the same amount than the output after the first recirculation. This would 
cause much higher power after many recircualtions [64]. Additionally, for WDM transmission 
systems, the amplitude of  each channel after each recirculation are required to be levelled by GFF, 
otherwise the differences in amplitude between each channel would be expanded significantly 
after a number of  recirculations. 
Speaking of  the advantages of  recirculating loop, it is very easy to build, cost-effective and small 
sized, because only one set of  the equipment is required instead of  multiple sets. However, 
compared with real in-line transmission systems, there are a few drawbacks or differences which 
need to be resolved or realised. First, the signal is gated by complex timing control both in the 
recirculating loop and the receiver part, which might be difficult to implement if  the loop is 
non-standard configuration. Second, it is a concatenation of  the same components in the 
recirculating loop. This artificial periodicity is very rare to happen in real in-line systems [38,64]. 
Though polarisation periodicity can be eliminated using polarisation scrambler, an additional loss 
of  ~5 dB would be introduced. Third, the recirculating loop suffers from the excess loss from 
switches, 3dB couplers, and additional components, which requires additional gain from the 
amplifier after each recirculation, effectively increasing the total noise.  
3.3 Coherent receiver 
Coherent detection becomes a significant research interest so rapidly, because it can decode the 
information with phase modulation and convert it to the amplitude variations [58]. This is 
extremely helpful for advanced modulation formats which contains both amplitude and phase 
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information in order to improve the spectral efficiency and total capacity [2,4,58]. In addition, the 
use of  coherent detection significantly increases the sensitivity of  the receiver, which is very 
important for the unrepeatered transmission link [5]. 
 
Figure 3.8. Schematic diagram of  coherent detection mechanism [2] 
 
The basic idea of  coherent detection is shown in Figure 3.8. At the receiver, a narrow linewidth 
laser is used as local oscillator (LO). Optical signal is combined with the LO using WDM coupler 
in practice. The complex field of  optical signal is shown in equation (3.7) and LO signal is shown 
in equation (3.8) [2,58]. 
 )]([e ssss tixpAE                           (3.7) 
 )](exp[ LOLOLOLO tiAE                        (3.8) 
A, θ, and ω stands for amplitude, phase and frequency, respectively. Optical power P into O/E 
converter is given by  
2
LOS EEP                              (3.9) 
)cos(2)( LOSIFLOSLOS tPPPPtP                   (3.10) 
In equation (3.10), Ps=As
2, and PLO=ALO
2 [2]. ωIF represents the difference in frequency between 
the signal and the LO, which is ωs-ωLO, and vIF=ωIF/2π is the intermediate frequency IF.  
There are two different coherent detections techniques which are homodyne detection and 
heterodyne detection [2]. In homodyne detection, there is no difference in frequency between the 
LO and signal. From the equation (3.10), it can be seen that the received optical power contains 
the phase of  the LO (θLO). This means that the fluctuation of  θLO can cause the fluctuation of  the 
total optical signal power, but the phase difference between the signal and the LO is required to 
be constant. The implementation of  such a phase lock device can lock the phase difference, but it 
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is quite complicated [2], leading to the coherent receiver design difficult.  
In heterodyne detection, it requires two stages to demodulate the optical signal. The carrier 
frequency needs to be first downconverted to the intermediate frequency, and the resultant 
electrical signal is to recover the bit stream electronically [2,5]. Although the 3 dB penalty in SNR 
exists in heterodyne detection [4], the advantage of  such an expense is that the phase lock loop is 
no longer required, indicating that the coherent receiver design is simplified significantly. In 
practice, the phase fluctuations of  signal and LO can be suppressed by using narrow linewidth 
(~100 kHz) laser diode which gives less phase noise [2,66,67]. 
 
Figure 3.9. A schematic diagram of  coherent detector on the PDM signal 
 
As explained in section 3.1, QPSK enables the transmission of  two bits per symbol. With 
polarisation division multiplexing, four bits per symbol can be achieved by PDM-QPSK 
(DP-QPSK). The coherent receiver that can demodulate such signal is designed as below in 
Figure 3.9. The received PDM signal and LO are separated into two orthogonal polarisations by 
polarisation beam splitter (PBS). The polarisation controller before PBS is to make sure of  the 
signal and LO polarised at 45ºand -45º. After PBS, the co-polarised signal and the LO are fed 
into two 90º optical hybrids. In this way, the phase and polarisation multiplexed signal can be 
divided into in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) part for both X and Y polarisations using two 90º 
optical hybrids [2,57]. The four signals were detected by four photo-detectors (PDs) and followed 
by a real time oscilloscope for analogue to digital conversion (ADC) and digital signal processing 
(DSP).  
The 90º optical hybrid shown in Figure 3.9 is essentially two 2×2 fibre couplers combined 
together with a 90º phase shift on one arm of  a 2×2 fibre coupler [68]. The schematic of  an 
optical hybrid is shown in Figure 3.10. In this way, the real and imaginary parts of  the signal 
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detection can be realised [57]. 
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Figure 3.10. A schematic diagram of  a 90 degree optical hybrid [57] 
 
In terms of  Figure 3.10, the following expressions of  photocurrents for each photo-receiver can 
be obtained. From these equations, Es
2 and ELO
2
 are the amplitudes which do not include any 
phase information, meaning that they can be easily filtered out by a DC block [57]. By subtracting 
I1 and I2 as well as I3 and I4, the In-phase (real parts) and Quadrature (imaginary parts) is left.  
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3.4 Transmission impairments 
For a long-haul transmission system, the system performance can be achieved at the optimum 
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launch power which should be the trade-off  between linear impairments and nonlinear 
impairments [2,57]. This assumption is based on a general EDFA-amplified systems, and the 
additional potential impairments (i.e. RIN, MPI) brought by Raman amplifier has been discussed 
in section 2.2.3. When the signal power is very low, the linear impairment dominates the 
performance, because the fibre can be treated as linear medium, and the nonlinear impairments 
can be ignored. When the signal power is high, the Kerr effect is triggered and the system 
performance is degraded [69]. Kerr effect is a nonlinear effect that the refractive index of  fibre 
changes with the optical signal intensity when propagated over optical fibres [70]. 
The optical signal propagated in the fibre can be expressed by the modified nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation (NLSE), as shown in equation (3.15).  
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Here, A stands for the complex amplitude of  the signal, z stands for the propagated distance in 
km, and α stands for the coefficient of  fibre attenuation [2]. β2 and β3 means the group velocity 
dispersion (GVD) and dispersion slope, respectively. T is the time and γ is the Kerr nonlinearity 
coefficient [2,69]. It can be seen that the nonlinearity term (the last one in equation (3.15)) is 
corresponded to the amplitude (intensity) of  the signal [1]. 
For linear impairments, the ASE noise is fundamental and unavoidable impairment and never 
eliminated completely [57,71,72]. ASE noise increases with the numbers of  amplifiers in the 
transmission system. In order to generate less noise, distributed Raman amplification with high 
order bidirectional pumping can be used, which offers much lower noise figure than EDFA. Also, 
it is helpful to deploy the low loss fibre when the desired transmission distance is fixed, which 
means the attenuation of  the fibre is reduced. In addition to ASE noise, chromatic dispersion 
(CD) and polarisation mode dispersion (PMD) can be harmful to the system performance, but 
these two impairments can be fully compensated using digital signal processing [73], and won’t 
affect the upper limit of  a transmission system [57]. 
In terms of  the transmission performance, nonlinear impairments are of  high interest, because 
such nonlinearities can cause strong effects on the signal which might lead to significant 
performance degradation. In other words, if  the nonlinear impairments can be effectively 
compensated, the transmission performance improvement would be also significant. 
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For transmission system, there are two types of  nonlinearities: intra-channel and inter-channel. 
Due to the Kerr effect, the phase of  the signal can be modulated by the signal itself  [1]. This is 
called self-phase modulation (SPM) which mainly occurs in single channel transmission system. 
The SPM could lead to unwanted frequency chirp of  optical pulses due to the nonlinear phase 
shift varied with time [2,57]. Consequently, the frequency chirp results in the increase of  the 
signal bandwidth and pulse broadening. In a dense WDM transmission system, the nonlinear 
phase shift phenomenon could be not only caused by the power of  the signal, but also by the 
power of  adjacent channels [2], which is cross-phase modulation (XPM). XPM might cause the 
signal distortion, depending on the walk-off  between the signal and adjacent channels. For WDM 
systems which the channels are widely separated, the XPM-induced effect can be neglected due 
to two pulses in different channels overlap for very short time. However for the systems with 
very close channel spacing, the XPM-induced effect would generate if  the pulses in adjacent 
channels overlap long enough [2]. In addition, four-wave-mixing (FWM) could also occur if  at 
least two or three signals at different frequencies are propagated together. Three optical signals 
with frequencies ω1, ω2, and ω3, the photon energy can be transferred to the fourth one which 
its frequency equals to ω4=ω1±ω2±ω3. In FWM process, the actual frequency of  the fourth signal 
depends on the phase matching condition [2]. The crosstalk between signals and FWM products, 
and the depletion on the signal would lead to the degradation of  the system performance [2,57].  
There are several methods to combat such nonlinear impairments. Two typical examples are 
digital back propagation (DBP) which compensates the nonlinearity digitally and optical phase 
conjugation (OPC) which compensate it optically [74,75]. For DBP, using the back-propagation 
algorithm in the digital domain, it solves the inverse NLSE in order to calculate what has been 
transmitted and recover from the received signal [75]. However, this requires very significant 
computational load [76], which is highly impractical in real transmission system. For OPC system, 
there are two types of  OPC system. One is transmitter based OPC system, which the phase 
conjugation occurs at the transmitter. The other is mid-link OPC system, which the OPC is 
located in the middle of  the link. If  the equation (3.15) is complex conjugated, the chromatic 
dispersion term β2 and nonlinear coefficient γ would be both inverted, meaning that both 
chromatic dispersion and nonlinearity before the OPC can be cancelled by these after the OPC 
[69]. There has been a lot of  research interest looking at this mid-link OPC, because the OPC 
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can combat both intra-channel and inter-channel nonlinear impairments [76]. Details of  OPC 
and its application in long-haul transmission will be demonstrated in Section 5.3, together with 
the use of  Raman fibre laser based amplification. 
3.5 Bit error rate and Q factor 
Generally, bit error rate (BER) is defined as the number of  bit errors divided by the total number 
of  transmitted bits over a certain time interval. In digital transmission systems, the received 
current value I fluctuates with bit stream. The decision circuit compares the current value I with 
a threshold value ID [2]. If  the bit is 1 and I>ID, or the bit is 0 and I<ID, there is no error. 
However, if  bit 1 comes with I<ID, or bit 0 comes with I>ID, an error occurs. BER is defined in 
equation (3.16). 
 )0/1()0()1/0()1( PpPpBER                       (3.16) 
Here, p(1) and p(0) stands for the probabilities that the receiver receives bits 1 and 0, respectively. 
P(0/1) is the probabilities that decides 0 when 1 is actually received, and P(1/0) is the probability 
that decides 1 when 0 is received. As p(1) and p(0) has the same probability to occur, it means 
both p(1) and p(0) equals to 0.5. Therefore, the BER can be written as equation (3.17).  
)]0/1()1/0([5.0 PPBER                       (3.17) 
P(0/1) and P(1/0) are given by equation (3.18) and (3.19), and the complimentary error is defined 
as equation (3.20). 
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In these equations, ID stands for the threshold value. σ1 and σ0 stands for the variance for bit 1 
and 0, respectively. BER is minimised when the ID is optimised, and the optimised ID is given in 
the equation (3.21) [2]. 
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Q parameter is introduced and the definition is shown in equation (3.22). 
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Therefore, BER can be expressed as equation (3.23) to demonstrate the relationship between Q 
parameter and BER. 
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Here, it can be known that larger Q parameter means lower BER value, so Q parameter can be 
used as a metric to evaluate the transmission performance. In the following chapters, Q factor is 
defined as equation (3.24) [57], which is essentially 20 times multiplied by log10(Q parameter). 
)]2(2[log20 10 BERerfcinvQ                       (3.24) 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the overview of  long-haul coherent transmission subsystems is presented. In 
section 3.1, different modulations schemes and the Mach-Zehnder modulator’s functionality is 
explained, including the mechanisms of  ASK, BPSK, and QPSK, the principle of  MZM, and so 
forth. In section 3.2, the recirculating loop configuration and implementation is illustrated. The 
recirculating loop provides a cost-effective way to simulate what occurs in a real in-line 
transmission system. In section 3.3, the basic principle of  coherent detection is explained. In 
section 3.4, the transmission impairments including linear impairments, nonlinear impairments, 
and their compensation techniques, are briefly discussed. Coherent transmission system is the 
methodology to verify the transmission performance of  Raman fibre laser (RFL) based 
amplification techniques which will be experimentally presented in Chapter 5. 
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4. Raman Fibre Laser Based Amplification 
In Chapter 1, several optical amplification techniques are reviewed from the theory perspective, 
including EDFA, conventional distributed Raman amplification, Raman fibre laser (RFL) based 
amplification, and so forth. In this chapter, the focus is on the experimental investigations of  
second order RFL based amplification schemes which are the highlight of  the thesis. Generally 
speaking, second order RFL based amplification is a distributed Raman amplification technique 
which requires a depolarised second order pump (typically around 1366 nm if  the amplified 
signal is at C band) and passive FBGs to generate first order Raman fibre laser. The second order 
pump together with induced Raman fibre laser is used to amplify the signal [78]. However, due to 
different generation mechanisms of  Raman fibre laser, in general, there are two Raman fibre laser 
regimes [42]. One is the Fabry-Perot (F-P) fibre laser which the whole fibre between two 
reflectors forms the Fabry-Perot laser cavity. The Fabry-Perot fibre laser can be either achieved 
by two high reflectivity FBGs or single high reflectivity FBG plus a very weak Fresnel reflection. 
The other one is random distributed feedback (DFB) fibre laser. This random DFB fibre laser 
can be generated due to the resonant mode reaching the lasing threshold in a distributed cavity 
formed by a distributed feedback (Rayleigh scattering) and a high reflectivity FBG [56,79]. In this 
case, the cavity length is not fixed, because Rayleigh scattering is distributed over the fibre [80]. 
Note that there are several generation mechanisms of  random DFB fibre lasers, but here only the 
half-opened mechanism is discussed due to the highest pump power efficiency [79]. In this 
chapter, both RFL based amplification techniques are characterised from different perspectives, 
including signal/noise power distributions, relative intensity noise (RIN), electrical/optical 
spectra, and so forth. These characterisations results help give us a better understanding of  RFL 
based amplification and support the long-haul/unrepeatered coherent transmission performances 
which will be demonstrated in Chapter 5 and 6.  
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4.1 Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with two FBGs 
4.1.1 Experimental setup 
 
Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram of  F-P fibre laser based amplification with two FBGs 
 
In the Fabry-Perot laser based amplification scheme, a matched pair of  high reflectivity (>~95%) 
FBGs centred at 1455 nm with a 3 dB bandwidth of  ~0.5 nm were used with one located at each 
end of  an 83 km standard SMF span [7]. Highly depolarised second order continuous wave (CW) 
pumps at 1366 nm from both directions created an ultra-long Fabry-Perot cavity (83 km cavity 
length) fibre laser at the wavelength specified by the FBGs [42], when the pump powers were 
large enough to overcome the lasing threshold [47]. The resultant fibre lasing at 1455 nm and the 
pump at 1366 nm provided the amplification for the signals in the C band [78]. Figure 4.1 shows 
the schematic of  Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with two FBGs.  
 
Table 4.1. Second order FW-pump power, BW-pump power, and FW-pump power ratio 
 
As seen from table 4.1, the FW-pump and BW-pump powers were adjustable subject to the 
requirement of  the transmission link. FW-pump power ratio represents the ratio between the 
FW-pump power and total pump power. Note that the pump powers listed in Table 4.1 were 
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used to compensate the ~16.5 dB loss from the SMF span. In consequence, the adjustment of  
FW-pump and BW-pump powers would lead to the change of  signal/noise power distribution 
along the transmission fibre.  
4.1.2 Signal/noise power distribution along the fibre  
 
Figure 4.2. Schematic diagram of  modified OTDR setup [30]  
 
Signal power distributions along the fibre with different FW- and BW-propagated pump powers 
were measured at 1545.32 nm with a modified optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR) setup 
as illustrated in Figure 4.2 [30]. The OTDR was used to monitor the signal power distributions 
traces. Meanwhile, there was a built-in pulsed Fabry-Perot semiconductor laser at 1550 nm in the 
OTDR. The pulsed laser was converted by an O/E convertor and the electrical pulse was used to 
modulate an external tuneable laser via an AOM. In this way, a pulsed laser with tuneable 
wavelength was created. Then, the pulsed laser was fed into the Raman amplified span under test 
and reflected into the OTDR via two circulators, and the signal power distributions could be 
obtained from the OTDR. 
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Figure 4.3. Experimental data (solid line) and simulations (dotted line) of  signal power distributions with 
different pump powers [42].  
 
Figure 4.3 shows both the experimental (solid) and simulated (dotted) signal power distributions 
[7,42]. The signal power distributions were the mutual effect of  second order pump power 
profiles at 1366 nm and first order Raman fibre laser power profiles at 1455 nm [7,55] . . For each 
pump power combination, signal power variation (SPV) was calculated as the difference between 
the maximum and minimum power value along the span. This SPV was used as a metric to 
compare different pumping schemes. The lowest SPV of  only ~1.6 dB over 83 km SMF was 
achieved with symmetric bidirectional pumping (FW-pump power ratio 46.4%). With 
BW-pumping only (no FW-pumping), the SPV increased up to ~5.6 dB. This shows that the use 
of  second order FW-pumping gave a significant reduction in SPV and increases the signal power, 
which in principle reduces the amplifier noise figure [33]. 
 
Figure 4.4. Simulated noise power distributions with different pump powers [42]. 
 
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the simulated noise power distributions of  Fabry-Perot fibre laser based 
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amplification with different pump powers [7,42]. The noise at the output end was reduced by ~4 
dB using symmetric bidirectional pumping, compared with BW-pumping only. In terms of  the 
best noise performance only, the FW-pump power ratios need to be as high as possible. However, 
considering this Raman amplified span in long-haul transmission system, the optimum launch 
power value is due to the trade-off  between the noise and nonlinear impairment (without 
considering the RIN-induced penalty) [81], indicating that the minimised SPV and uniformly 
distributed signal power profiles would help achieve the optimum transmission performance 
using high order symmetric bidirectional pumping instead of  FW-pumping only. 
4.1.3 Relative intensity noise 
Relative intensity noise is a very important parameter in Raman amplification, because it is the 
change in pump source normalised by the total light intensity [15,40]. The lifetime of  gain 
generation from the pump is very short (a few femtoseconds) in Raman amplification [40], 
indicating that the noise from the pump source would be transferred to the signal through the 
amplification process. In particular, in FW-pumped scenario, the signal and the pump source are 
propagated over fibre at the same directions, and the noise from the pump will be superimposed 
on the signal noise [15,40,82]. However, in BW-pumped scenario, the signal and the pump source 
are propagated at opposite directions. The time of  mutual influence between the signal and the 
pump is very short and the noise from the BW-pump is averaged before reaching the signal 
[27,83], meaning that the pump noise is difficult to get transferred to the signal. In particular, it is 
clear that the FW-pumping can reduce the noise, but also increase of  RIN on the signal [42]. It 
means that, in this Fabry-Perot fibre laser amplification, the use of  FW-pump would introduce a 
benefit due to the noise reduction and a penalty due to the RIN increase simultaneously. The 
consequence brought by these two contrary effects will be demonstrated in detail in Chapter 5. 
Overall, the RIN from the pump being transferred to the signal is very important and might be 
harmful in long-haul coherent transmission.  
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Figure 4.5. Schematic diagrams of  RIN measurement setup 
 
Figure 4.6. Measured RIN of  second order pump at 1366 nm 
 
The schematic design of  the RIN measurement is shown in Figure 4.5, as illustrated in [84,85]. 
The setup for the RIN measurement was based on an ultra-low-noise receiver and an electrical 
spectrum analyser (ESA) ranging from 1 MHz up to 200 MHz. Figure 4.6 shows the measured 
RIN of  the second order pump at 1366 nm. Note that the RIN levels (~-120 dB/Hz) of  our 
pumps are likely to be the lowest on the market for fibre laser based pumps [45]. 
As shown in Figure 4.7, the RIN of  the output signal at 1545.32 nm was measured after one span 
from a CW low RIN (~-145 dB/Hz) tuneable laser source, and the FW-propagated Fabry-Perot 
fibre laser through a 5% splitter was measured. 
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Figure 4.7. Schematic diagrams of  RIN measurement on the signal and induced fibre laser 
 
Figure 4.8. Measured RIN of  the signal at the output end 
 
Figure 4.9. Measured RIN of  the FW-propagated induced fibre laser 
 
Figure 4.8 shows that there was an increase of  up to ~18 dB in output signal RIN as the 
FW-pump power ratio was increased from 0% to 46.4% FW-pumping ratio. The RIN increase 
was already very significant (up to 9 dB) from 0% to only 27.6% FW-pumping ratio. Once the 
ratio was above 27.6% FW-pumping, the RIN was increased gradually (1 dB per step) as 
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FW-pumping ratio was increased step by step. Figure 4.9 shows the RIN for the induced fibre 
laser at 1455 nm. The RIN was very similar for all the configurations and reached the maximum 
value of  -118 dB/Hz at ~100 MHz. However in the BW-pumping only scenario, the fibre laser 
RIN was slightly lower at -120 dB/Hz at around 100 MHz, but there was up to 9 dB reduction in 
the low frequency range below 40 MHz. Overall, it can be obviously seen that there were some 
significant differences in RIN between the BW-pumping scheme and all the other schemes using 
FW-pumping. 
4.1.4 Electrical/optical spectra of  induced Raman fibre laser 
 
Figure 4.10. Measured electrical spectra of  the FW-propagated induced fibre laser 
 
Figure 4.10 shows the measured intra-cavity electrical spectra of  the FW-propagated fibre laser at 
1455 nm for different FW-pump powers. Note that the traces in Figure 4.10 are deliberately 
offset to aid the comparison, meaning that the relative amplitude is not important. Similar to 
Figure 4.8, there was also a clear difference in the intra-cavity electrical spectra between 
BW-pumping only and bidirectional pumping schemes. The electrical spectra in Figure 4.10 
indicate that there were two regimes of  fibre lasing. For all the bidirectional pumping schemes 
there was a laser mode spacing of  ~1.2 kHz corresponding to an 83 km Fabry-Perot cavity, 
meaning that the transmission span was effectively an ultra-long Raman Fabry-Perot cavity fibre 
laser. In this configuration with two FBGs, this mode spacing was independent of  FW-pump 
power, because it only corresponded to the length of  the cavity (i.e. the transmission fibre span) 
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and the refractive index which determined the mode spacing [86], as demonstrated in equation 
(4.1). △ stands for the mode spacing, c is the light of  speed, n means the refractive index of  
the fibre, and L is the length of  the cavity. 
                             
nL
c
2
                                (4.1) 
However, no mode spacing was observed in BW-pumping only scheme, therefore we concluded 
that a ‘modeless’ random distributed feedback (DFB) fibre laser with a half-opened cavity was 
created [87], indicating that the laser was generated within a cavity formed by the FBG on one 
side and distributed Rayleigh backscattering from the fibre itself  on the other side (acting like a 
distributed ‘mirror’) [79]. In this case, there was no fixed cavity length (30-40 km depending on 
the pump power) for random DFB fibre laser because of  the distributed random Rayleigh 
backscattering from the fibre [80]. Overall, these results show that even with closed cavity with 
two FBGs, a random DFB fibre laser can be still achieved, as opposed to the usual Fabry-Perot 
fibre laser with bidirectional pumping. 
This could also contribute to the RIN performances of  the output signal discussed in previous 
section. Among the schemes using the FW-pump, the pump RIN was transferred from both the 
first order Fabry-Perot cavity fibre laser and the second order FW-pump to the signal, which 
causes various penalties [43,51]. The signal RIN increased with increasing the FW-pump power. 
For BW-pumping only scheme, it was mainly because the absence of  the second order FW-pump 
decreased the RIN transfer. In addition to this, the RIN of  the induced Raman fibre laser was 
also lower in the low frequency range because it was a short cavity length (<40 km) random DFB 
laser rather than Fabry-Perot laser (83 km) [7,79]. The RIN of  the fibre laser would get 
transferred to the output signal more severely for Fabry-Perot laser based amplification with 
longer cavity [88]. 
Note that there could be exceptions that the span between two FBGs is too long (i.e. ＞270 km) 
[86], the induced fibre laser with symmetrical bidirectional pumping is still random DFB fibre 
laser instead of  Fabry-Perot fibre laser. The reason is that the pump power is not able to reach 
the FBG on the other side due to the high attenuation of  such long fibre, but the Rayleigh 
backscattering from the fibre would reflect the pump back resulting in the generation of  a 
random DFB fibre laser. With two FBGs, two independent random DFB fibre lasers are located 
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near the input and output sections of  the fibre, forming a bi-directionally pumped random DFB 
laser based amplification [24,89]. This amplification technique can be deployed for unrepeatered 
coherent transmission which will be demonstrated in Chapter 6. 
 
Figure 4.11. Measured optical spectra of  the FW-propagated induced fibre laser 
 
Figure 4.11 shows the measured optical spectra of  the ultra-long Fabry-Perot fibre laser at 1455 
nm with different pumping schemes. The 3 dB bandwidth of  the fibre laser was reduced with 
higher FW-pump power, from 0.5 nm with BW-pump only to 0.3 nm with the highest FW-pump 
power ratio. Consequently, the linewidth of  the fibre laser was decreased leading to higher 
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) which might contribute to the transmission performance 
degradation [40].  
4.1.5 Raman gain profile 
The Raman on-off  gain profile was measured as a difference between the output signal and the 
input signal using an OSA (optical spectrum analyser) with an ASE noise as an input optical 
signal. Figure 4.12 shows that the Raman gain profiles with two FBGs centred at 1455 nm were 
the same for all the pump power combinations, which just compensated the loss from the fibre at 
1545 nm (0 dB net gain). It can be noticed that the peak-to-peak gain variation was up to +/-0.65 
dB over 30 nm bandwidth. However, as illustrated in [9], the gain profiles and variation would 
change if  the overall on-off  gain was changed. For example, if  the Raman on-off  gain is set to 
be 25 dB (9 dB net gain) which requires more FW- and BW-pump power, the gain variation 
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would be larger as shown in [5]. The more pump power, the more gain variation, and vice versa.  
 
Figure 4.12. Measured Raman profiles for different pump power combinations 
 
Figure 4.13. Measured Raman profiles for Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification technique with FBGs 
at different wavelengths 
 
The Raman gain profiles and variations can be easily modified by adjusting the centre wavelength 
of  the FBG, as shown in Figure 4.13. As the FBG was centred at 1452 nm, the peak-to-peak gain 
variation between 1535 nm and 1555 nm was very small (within +/-0.25 dB variation). So this 
amplification scheme was easily adjustable in terms of  on-off  gain requirement. Alternatively, if  
very strict gain flatness or wide gain bandwidth was required, it was still very simple to achieve 
the target, such as adding another pair of  FBG at short or long wavelengths, injecting a small 
amount of  first order pump power, and so forth [90,91]. 
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4.2 Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with one FBG 
In the last section, it has been demonstrated the characterisation of  Fabry-Perot fibre laser based 
amplification with two FBGs. It has been found that once bidirectional pumping was used, a first 
order Fabry-Perot fibre laser was generated. Here, the Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification 
with one FBG will be discussed in detail. 
4.2.1 Experimental setup  
The experimental setup of  F-P fibre laser based amplification with one FBG was illustrated in 
Figure 4.14. The only difference from two FBGs configuration was that the FBG near the input 
end was removed, and a flat cleaved connector was used instead, because the input WDM was 
1×3 WDM that allowed a ~3.4% (measured) Fresnel reflection in the 1420-1480 nm range. 
Alternatively, the configuration might be achieved using an FBG reflector with ~3.4% reflectivity.  
 
Figure 4.14. Schematic diagram of  F-P fibre laser based amplification with one FBG 
 
Table 4.2. Second order FW-pump power, BW-pump power, and FW-pump power ratio 
 
The pump powers combinations were listed in Table 4.2. Similar to Table 4.1, the pump powers 
used here also compensated the loss from the 83 km SSMF. 
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4.2.2 Signal/noise power distribution along the fibre  
As demonstrated in Figure 4.15(a), signal power distributions along the fibre with different pump 
powers were measured at 1545.32 nm with a modified OTDR setup [30]. Experimental (solid) 
and simulated (dotted) data are both presented [5,7,42].. As expected, to some extent, the more 
FW-pump power, the smaller the signal power variation [92]. With 58.1% or 51.7% FW-pump 
power ratios, the SPV was minimised to only ~3 dB. The simulated noise power distributions in 
Figure 4.15(b) show that, using more FW-pump power decreased the noise at the output end, 
resulting in higher optical signal to noise ratio [92]. Still, it was not the case that the FW-pump 
power could be as high as possible, because the optimum signal launch power should be limited 
by the trade-off  between ASE noise and nonlinear impairment, and high signal power would 
cause high nonlinearity [81]. 
 
Figure 4.15(a). Experimental data (solid line) and simulations (dotted line) of  signal power distributions 
with different FW-pump power. (b). Simulated noise distributions (dotted line) with different FW-pump 
powers [48]. 
4.2.3 Relative intensity noise 
The output signal from Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with one FBG was measured 
with RIN measurement setup demonstrated in Figure 4.7. From Figure 4.16, the signal RIN was 
increased very little from 0% to 43.6% FW-pump power ratio, but the signal power variation was 
decreased from ~5.8 dB to only ~3.8 dB. This means that the signal RIN didn’t increase while 
the SPV was improved by increasing the FW-pump power. More importantly, using this signal 
RIN mitigation method might have the potential of  avoiding the RIN-induced penalty on the 
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long-haul coherent transmissions [42,43], as well as improving the transmission performance due 
to the better signal to noise ratio. However, if  the FW-pump power was further increased, the 
signal RIN started to increase, up to ~10 dB higher when the highest FW-pump power (58.1% 
FW-pump power ratio) was applied.  
 
Figure 4.16. Measured RIN of  the signal at the output end 
4.2.4 Electrical spectra of  induced Raman fibre laser  
Figure 4.17 shows the measured mode structure of  the FW-propagated fibre laser. For the 
scheme with BW-pumping only, it was also a “modeless” random DFB fibre laser. However, for 
all the other pumping schemes with FW-pumping, we can see clearly that there was ~1.2 kHz 
mode spacing, indicating that an 83 km Fabry-Perot cavity was formed to generate an ultra-long 
Raman fibre laser even when the reflectivity near the input end was low (~3.4%). The ~1.2 kHz 
mode spacing was independent of  the FW-pump power after the threshold was reached, which 
was only related to the length and the refractive index of  the fibre [86]. Overall, with a FBG near 
the output and very low reflectivity mirror near the input, a Fabry-Perot Raman fibre laser was 
generated when using bidirectional pumping. 
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Figure 4.17. Measured electrical spectra of  the FW-propagated fibre laser 
4.3 Random DFB fibre laser based amplification with one FBG 
4.3.1 Experimental setup  
The mechanism using single FBG to form an Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification was 
discussed in the previous section. However, the reflectivity near the input section was further 
reduced to close to zero (measured result of  0.04%), achieved by replacing with an angled 
connector instead. The schematic diagram of  such an amplifier is illustrated in Figure 4.18.  
 
Figure 4.18. Schematic diagram of  random DFB fibre laser based amplification with one FBG 
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Table 4.3. Second order FW-pump power, BW-pump power, and FW-pump power ratio 
 
The FW-pump and BW-pump powers are demonstrated in Table 4.3. Note that the pump powers 
were only to compensate the loss of  83 km SSMF.  
4.3.2 Signal/noise power distribution along the fibre  
 
Figure 4.19(a). Experimental data (solid line) and simulations (dotted line) of  signal power distributions 
with different FW-pump power. (b). Simulated noise distributions (dotted line) with different FW-pump 
powers [48]. 
 
The signal and noise distributions along the fibre were shown both experimentally (solid line) and 
theoretically (dotted line) in Figure 4.19 [7,42].. The highest SPV was around ~6 dB with no 
FW-pumping, and the lowest SPV was below 4 dB with 45.6% or 39.7% FW-pumping ratios. 
Using more FW-pump power, the gain near the input end was pushed into the beginning of  the 
fibre only within 10 km. However, for the scheme with the FW-pump power ratio of  45.6%, 
there was a sharp signal power increase near the input section of  the fibre. That could potentially 
affect the transmission performance, because the optimum signal power in order to achieve the 
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best balance between noise and nonlinearity would be lower resulting in OSNR degradation, and 
the nonlinear impairment corresponded to the signal power [2,48,81]. In addition, this random 
DFB fibre laser based amplification would be also very beneficial for long-haul transmission 
system with mid-link OPC, as the symmetry of  the span is crucial for the transmission 
performance improvement [92,93]. As illustrated in [92], more than 97% symmetry level can be 
achieved using this amplification technique over 62 km SMF. 
4.3.3 Relative intensity noise 
The RIN of  the signal at the output end was demonstrated in Figure 4.20. It is obviously seen 
that the signal RIN remained the same over the whole range, no matter how much the FW-pump 
power was fed into the amplifier, indicating that the RIN increase was completely mitigated. This 
RIN mitigation was very important for long-haul coherent transmission, as the transmission 
performance would be only limited by the trade-off  between the noise and nonlinearity without 
suffering from RIN-induced penalty [48,81].  
 
Figure 4.20. Measured RIN of  the signal at the output end 
4.3.4 Electrical spectra of  induced Raman fibre laser  
Figure 4.21 shows the measured mode structure of  induced fibre laser with different pump 
powers. It can be seen that there was no mode using BW-pumping only or bidirectional pumping, 
which confirms that it was random DFB fibre laser [56,79,87]. It means that the laser was 
generated due to the resonant mode reaching the lasing threshold in a distributed cavity formed 
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by Rayleigh scattering from the fibre and an FBG, as explained in section 4.1.4. 
 
Figure 4.21. Measured electrical spectra of  the FW-propagated fibre laser 
4.4 Comparisons of  Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification and 
random DFB fibre laser based amplification 
It has been shown that Raman fibre laser (RFL) based amplification with second order pump and 
fibre Bragg grating (FBG) is a simple and flexible Raman amplification technique. In section 4.1, 
with two FBGs on both sides two different Raman fibre lasing regimes contributed to the 
amplification, when forward and backward pump powers were changed slightly. These were 
random DFB lasing and Fabry-Perot lasing. An interesting feature of  using backward pumping 
only is that a random Rayleigh backscattering distributed feedback (DFB) fibre laser can be 
generated even in a closed cavity, as opposed to the usual Fabry-Perot lasing obtained when using 
bidirectional pumping [42]. In section 4.2, a novel Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification 
configuration was studied, in which single FBG was located near the output end of  the amplifier 
but a low level of  back reflection near the input end was allowed. Furthermore, in section 4.3, 
when the reflector near the input end was completely removed, random DFB fibre laser was 
formed for both BW-pumping only and bidirectional pumping scenarios. Here, three Raman 
fibre laser based amplification schemes are compared from several aspects including signal power 
distributions, the RIN of  the output signal, and the mode structures of  induced fibre laser. 
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4.4.1 Experimental setup  
Schematic diagrams for three Raman schemes have been demonstrated in each section. Here, the 
Fabry-Perot fibre laser with two FBGs is named as R1, Fabry-Perot fibre laser with one FBG as 
R2, and random DFB fibre laser as R3. For schemes R1 and R2, the fibre laser was random DFB 
laser using BW-pumping only and Fabry-Perot fibre laser when using bidirectional pumping. For 
scheme R3, the fibre laser would be random DFB fibre laser for both BW-pumping only and 
bidirectional pumping. A potential benefit of  random DFB lasing is that the cavity length of  a 
random laser is much shorter (30-40 km) compared to a Fabry-Perot cavity laser. This means the 
RIN transfer could be reduced due to this shorter cavity [88,94]. 
 
Figure 4.22. Schematic diagrams and pump powers of  amplification schemes R1, R2, and R3. 
 
The tables in Figure 4.22 show the pump powers used in the experiment. For all the 
configurations the Raman gain was set to counterbalance the ~16.5 dB attenuation of  the fibre. 
The FW-pump was varied from zero (BW-pumping only) to the point where the minimum power 
variation along the span was achieved (excluding the last point in R3). Three additional points 
were measured between the end points. Note that although the same absolute FW-pump powers 
are compared for the configurations shown in Figures 4.22(b) and (c) they correspond to 
different FW-pump over total pump power ratios as the BW-pump had to be adjusted differently 
to keep the gain fixed. For scheme R1, lower FW pump powers was used as a consequence of  
much higher 1455 nm reflectivity at the input end.  
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4.4.2 Results and discussions  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.23. Experimental (solid) and simulated (dashed) signal power profiles using the schemes (a). R1, (b) 
R2, and (c) R3. [48] 
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Figure 4.23 shows the signal power evolutions along the fibre for different pumping schemes 
measured at 1545.32 nm using a modified OTDR setup [30]. As we know, the SPV value is 
important because the minimised SPV would help achieve the best trade-off  in transmission 
performance [2,22,81]. For all the schemes with BW-pumping only, the signal power distributions 
were almost the same, indicating that there was no difference between each other. For scheme R1 
the lowest SPV of  ~1.6 dB was achieved with symmetric bidirectional pumping (FW-pump 
power ratio of  46.4%). For scheme R2 with low back reflection at the input end, the lowest SPV 
was increased to ~3 dB achieved by either symmetrical pumping or predominantly FW-pumping, 
Scheme R3 reduced the back reflection level to only 0.04%. The lowest SPV was then increased 
to ~4 dB with either 45.6% or 39.7% FW-pumping ratios. Scheme R1 with highest input end 
reflectivity gave the lowest signal variation along the fibre, which indicates the lowest noise figure 
amplification among three schemes. For schemes R2 and R3, the gain near the input end was 
pushed into the fibre only within 10-20 km instead of  more than 30 km using scheme R1. For 
scheme R3, there was a sharp increase at the beginning of  the fibre. That could harm the 
transmission performance, and the optimum signal launch power would be lower to avoid the 
nonlinearity which would result in OSNR degradation, because if  the system performance is 
limited by the fibre nonlinearity and noise, the ideal signal power profile should be totally flat 
[81,95]. Overall, it can be seen that with lower reflection at the input end, the minimum SPV was 
increased from only ~1.6 dB to ~4 dB, and the noise performance was worse. In addition, the 
FW-pump power and consequently total pump power was increased, as lower reflection level near 
the input was used, which means that the pump power efficiency decreased. 
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Figure 4.24. RIN of  the output signal using pumping schemes (a). R1, (b). R2, and (c). R3. 
 
RIN characteristics of  the signal at the span output were experimentally investigated for all the 
pumping schemes and are shown in Figure 4.24. The results for pumping scheme R1 is shown in 
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Figure 4.24(a) that the RIN of  the signal was increased up to ~18 dB from 0% to 46.4% 
FW-pumping ratios, compared with BW-pumping only scenario. For scheme R2, the increase in 
signal RIN was less significant than scheme R1, and the maximum increase was reduced to ~10 
dB. If  only considering the blue curve in Figure 4.24(b) which also gave the smallest SPV, the 
RIN increase was only up to ~5 dB. In this sense, the growth of  in the signal RIN has obviously 
been suppressed. In this configuration, using FW-pumping power ratio of  below 43.6% might be 
potentially RIN-induced penalty free, leading to less Q factor penalty in long-haul coherent 
transmission [42]. Using scheme R3, there was no RIN increase for any FW-pump power ratio. 
This is particularly important, because now the system is only limited by nonlinearity and ASE 
noise without suffering any RIN transfer [48].  
The reason why the RIN of  the signal didn’t increase for R2 and R3 was that the minimised 
reflectivity near the input end led to the reduced efficiency of  the Stokes shift (from second 
order pump to first order laser) in forward-propagated direction [55,96,97]. This resulted in the 
majority of  signal amplification that came from the generation of  the backward-propagated weak 
mode F-P laser (R2)/short-cavity random DFB laser (R3). When second order FW-pump power 
was relatively low, second order FW-pump amplified the backward-propagated weak F-P mode 
laser/short-cavity random DFB laser, which was still able to reduce the SPV and improve the 
noise performance. As second order FW-pump power further increased, for scheme R2, the 
FW-propagated F-P laser was amplified to provide a small amount of  gain for the signal near the 
input which resulted in the increase of  signal RIN as shown in Figure 4.2.4(b), but the RIN 
increase was lower due to the lower FW-propagated laser power thanks to the reduced efficiency 
of  Stokes shift, compared to the F-P laser with two high reflectivity reflectors [42,55,97]. For 
scheme R3, with higher second order FW-pump power, the FW-propagated random DFB laser 
was also amplified. Due to even lower FW-propagated laser power, this would further decrease 
the RIN transferred to the signal, which mitigated the RIN even using higher second order 
FW-pump power [97].  
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Figure 4.25. Intra-cavity forward-propagated laser mode structures (a) R1, (b). R2, and (c).R3. 
 
The intra-cavity forward-propagated laser mode structures for three Raman amplification 
schemes are shown in Figure 4.25. Clearly Fabry-Perot fibre laser modes (83 km cavity length) 
were observed for schemes R1 and R2 with R1 showing stronger mode structure in Figure 
4.25(a). It can be also seen in Figure 4.25(c) that a “modeless” random DFB fibre laser was 
generated for scheme R3. 
4.4.3 Summary 
Detailed comparisons of  different RFL based amplification schemes are presented, including 
signal/noise power profiles, RIN of  the signal at the output end, and intra-cavity laser mode 
structures. Our results show that reducing the 1455nm reflectivity near the input end can 
significantly mitigate RIN transfer to the signal in second-order 1366nm pumped amplifiers. This 
allows the increase of  FW-pump power, leading to improved transmission performance.  
4.5 Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter, signal/noise power profiles, RIN performances, and intra-cavity fibre laser mode 
structures, and Raman gain profiles, are characterised on three different kinds of  RFL based 
amplifiers when different forward and backward pump powers were applied. The first one was 
the Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with two FBGs. It was found that although 
FW-pumping with the FBG near the input end could be used to improve the best noise 
performance, the signal RIN also increased significantly. This might cause severe RIN-induced 
penalty on the long-haul transmission performance [42,43], which will be demonstrated in 
Chapter 5. In addition, it was also found for the first time that there was random DFB fibre laser 
with BW-pumping only, as opposed to Fabry-Perot fibre laser using bidirectional pumping. As for 
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Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with one FBG, the characterisation results were 
slightly different from two FBGs configuration, as the noise performance was worse but the 
signal RIN increase was much lower, in particular below 43% FW-pump power ratio. The lasing 
mechanisms were similar to two FBGs based scheme, but the Fabry-Perot mode of  induced fibre 
laser was much weaker. For random DFB fibre laser based amplification, due to the largest signal 
power variation, the noise performance was the worst. However, there was no signal RIN 
increase no matter how much the FW-pump power was fed. The RIN mitigation was because of  
the reduced Stokes shift efficiency of  the FW-pump, thanks to the reduced reflectivity near the 
input end. The lasing mechanism remained as random DFB fibre laser all the time. These 
findings provide possible solution to the well-known RIN issue of  a bi-directionally pumped 
RFL based amplification technique in a repeatered long-haul coherent transmission system. By 
further optimising the reflection level at the input section, there might be a “sweet spot” which 
can achieve the trade-off  among RIN-induced penalty, ASE noise, and nonlinearity [48].  
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5. Long-haul Coherent Transmission Using Raman Fibre 
Laser Based Amplification 
In the previous chapter, different Raman fibre laser (RFL) based amplification techniques are 
investigated from several aspects, including signal/noise power distributions, relative intensity 
noise, RFL mode structure, and so forth. It is shown that using FW-pump power makes the 
signal and noise power distribution more uniform, but can increase the RIN of  the signal 
depending on the configuration of  the RFL based amplifier. There are two categories of  fibre 
lasing when different pump powers/configurations are deployed, which were Fabry-Perot fibre 
lasing and random DFB fibre lasing. In this chapter, the performances of  Fabry-Perot fibre laser 
and random DFB fibre laser based amplifiers are both evaluated in the long-haul coherent 
transmission systems. Moreover, in order to effectively combat the nonlinear impairment, Raman 
fibre laser based amplifiers are deployed in the long-haul mid-link optical phase conjugation 
(both single band and dual band) coherent transmissions system. 
5.1 Evaluation of  100G WDM-QPSK long-haul transmission system 
using Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with two FBGs 
In Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with two FBGs, it has been shown in the previous 
chapter that using second order bidirectional pumping can reduce the intra-span signal power 
variation (SPV) to an almost negligible ~+/- 0.8 dB for an 80 km transmission span [7]. This is in 
principle close to the ideal distributed amplification to minimise the noise. However, while using 
more FW-pump power, the RIN of  the signal was also increased. In conventional first order or 
dual order distributed Raman amplification schemes, the penalty using bidirectional pumping due 
to relative intensity noise (RIN) transferred from the FW-propagated pump, has been studied in 
direct detection systems both numerically and experimentally [41,82,83], but only investigated 
numerically in coherent transmission systems [43]. 
Here, a detailed evaluation of  transmission performance in a long-haul 100G DP-QPSK WDM 
coherent transmission system is presented, by varying FW-propagated second order pump power 
within the RFL based amplification scheme (two FBGs). Based on these pumping schemes, we 
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experimentally measured and quantified the Q factor penalty with FW-pump power ratios and 
transmission performances of  up to 7082 km in a long-haul transmission system. Using 
symmetric bidirectional pumping, the maximum transmission distance was reduced to 1666 km 
with a Q factor penalty of  4.15 dB compared to BW-pumping only. These results were also 
compared with numerical simulation results which excluded RIN, to further quantify the RIN 
induced penalty. It was found that, although using FW-pumping could distribute the gain more 
uniformly and minimise the amplification noise, the introduced Q factor penalty was too high 
regardless of  any noise figure reduction. We attributed this Q factor penalty to increased RIN of  
the output signal which was transferred from increased FW-pump power and induced fibre laser.  
5.1.1 Experimental setup  
 
Figure 5.1. Experimental setup of  DP-QPSK WDM transmitter, recirculating loop using Raman fibre laser 
based amplification technique, and coherent receiver.  
 
In the RFL based amplification scheme with two FBGs, as illustrated in section 4.1.1, a matched 
pair of  ~95% reflectivity FBGs with a centre peak at 1455 nm and a 3 dB bandwidth of  ~0.5 nm 
were used with one located at each end of  an 83.32 km standard SMF span. Highly depolarised 
second order pumps at 1366 nm with RIN of  approximately -120 dB/Hz were used to create an 
ultra-long Raman fibre laser at 1455 nm. The resultant fibre lasing at 1455 nm and pump at 1366 
nm provided the amplifications for the WDM signals in the C band [78]. 
To evaluate the influence of  increased FW-pump power, a recirculating loop experiment was 
conducted using the setup shown in Figure 5.1. The transmitter consisted of  ten DFB lasers with 
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100 GHz spacing ranging from 1542.14 nm to 1549.32 nm. A 100 kHz linewidth tuneable laser 
was used as the “channel under test” while the corresponding DFB laser was switched off  during 
the measurement cycle. The multiplexed signals were QPSK modulated with normal and inverse 
231-1 PRBS patterns at 29 Gb/s with a relative delay of  18 bits between I (in-phase) and Q 
(quadrature). A polarisation multiplexer with a delay of  290 bits between the two polarisation 
states gave the resultant 10×116 Gb/s DP-QPSK signals. An EDFA was used before launching 
into the recirculating loop. The transmission span in the recirculating loop was 83.32 km SMF-28 
with a total loss of  ~17.6 dB including 16.5 dB from SMF-28 fibre and 1.1 dB from two WDMs. 
The AOM, 3 dB coupler, gain flattening filter within the loop, and WDMs gave a total loss of  
~12 dB, which was compensated by a single stage EDFA at the end of  the loop. The ~12 dB 
loop specific loss could degrade the OSNR of  the signal, but this impact could be relatively 
mitigated by using multiple fibre spans in the loop. The limit of  the availability of  pumps 
prevented us from using multiple spans. The receiver was a standard polarisation-diverse 
coherent detection setup using a 25 GHz bandwidth real time oscilloscope. DSP was used offline 
with standard algorithms including signal normalisation, low pass filtering, down sampling, 
dispersion compensation, clock recovery, polarisation recovery (constant modulus algorithm) and 
phase recovery [29,98]. Q factors were defined as the equation (3.24), and calculated from bit 
wise error counting over two million bits.  
 
Figure 5.2(a).Second order FW-pump, BW-pump power, and FW-pump power ratio used in the 
experiments; (b). Raman gain spectra using different pump power ratios. 
 
The pump powers listed in Figure 5.2(a) were used to compensate for the ~16.5 dB loss from the 
transmission fibre span. The Raman gain spectra with the input of  ASE noise in Figure 5.2(b) 
show +/- 0.6 dB Raman gain variations across the whole C band with similar spectra for all the 
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pumping configurations. 
5.1.2 Transmission Results and discussions 
Experimental (solid lines) and simulated (dotted lines) signal/noise power evolutions along the 
fibre with different FW-pump and BW-pump powers are demonstrated in Figure 5.3.. Signal 
power variation (SPV) was defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum power 
value along the span. The lowest SPV of  ~1.6 dB was achieved with symmetric bidirectional 
pumping. With BW-pumping only, the SPV reached ~5.6 dB. This shows that the use of  second 
order FW-pumping gave a significant reduction in SPV and the increase in signal power, which 
also reduced the amplifier noise. 
 
Figure 5.3(a). Experimental data (solid line) and simulations (dotted line) of  signal power distributions with 
different FW-pump power. (b). Simulated noise distributions (dotted line) with different FW-pump powers 
[42]. 
 
If  the system performance is limited by the fibre nonlinearity and the ASE noise generated from 
optical amplifiers, a transmission performance improvement can be expected by using symmetric 
bidirectional FW-pumping to distribute the gain more uniformly because of  the associated 
reduction in the noise figure. In order to support this argument, a numerical simulation on the 
performance of  WDM DP-QPSK system was conducted while taking into account the power 
and noise distribution profiles for each pumping scheme. The simulation setup was similar to the 
experimental one, where 10×29 Gbaud DP-QPSK channels with 100 GHz spacing were 
transmitted over 20 recirculations. As a large number of  channels were simulated, a random 
sequence of  length 216-1 was used instead of  a PRBS of  length 231-1 adopted in the experiment. 
The generated signal was oversampled four times providing a total simulation bandwidth of  ~4 
THz. The propagation of  the signal in the fibre link was simulated using the well-known 
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split-step Fourier method, with a step size of  ~1 km using the signal power profiles shown in 
Figure 5.3(a). The Raman noise was modelled as Gaussian noise, which was added to the signal 
after each step (~1 km), following the simulated noise profiles shown in Figure 5.3(b). In this 
simulation, the same power and noise profiles were used for all the channels, for simplicity. The 
additional noise from an EDFA implemented in the experimental recirculation loop setup was 
ignored in the simulation, as we would like to focus on the impact of  pumping schemes on the 
transmission performance only. At the receiver, after coherent detection, the channel under test 
was filtered using an 8th order Butterworth low pass filter. The main advantage of  Butterworth 
filter was that it maximised the flatness of  the frequency response within the passband. Even 
order of  8th was chosen as it guaranteed the stability. The DSP adopted in the simulation was 
similar to the one used in the experiment. 
 
 
Figure 5.4(a). Simulated Q factors versus launch power per channel at 1666 km using 1545.32 nm channel 
assuming that the system performance is limited by ASE noise and fibre nonlinearity only. (b). Measured Q 
factors versus launch power per channel at 1666 km using 1545.32 nm channel. (c). Signal power variations 
and Q factor penalties (based on experimental results using BW-pump only) versus FW-pump power ratios. 
(d). Q factor penalties (based on the simulation data of  each corresponding scheme) versus FW-pump 
power ratios [42]. 
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The simulation result is presented in Figure 5.4(a) where the Q factor is plotted versus launch 
power for each pumping scheme using the 1545.32 nm channel. Note that no RIN-induced 
impact was considered in this case. As expected, the Q factor was improved with increasing 
FW-pump power, because the best transmission performance could be found due to more 
uniform gain distribution. The Q factor was improved from 12.8 dB using BW-pumping only to 
13.9 dB using symmetric bidirectional pumping. However, in the experimental results shown in 
Figure 5.4(b), the measured Q factor was decreased from 13.1 dB to 9 dB as the FW-pumping 
power was increased. This result clearly demonstrated that using higher FW-pumping power 
introduced an overall Q factor penalty, despite the reduction in amplifier noise figure due to the 
use of  FW-pump. On the other hand, there was also a reduction in the optimum launch power in 
both cases as the FW-pump power was increased. This is due to the more uniform power level – 
for the same launch power there is more nonlinear penalty as FW-pump power is increased hence 
optimum launch power is decreased. It also indicates that the nonlinear threshold changed as the 
integral of  SPV traces due to the increase of  effective nonlinear length. Here, it should be noted 
that using higher FW-pump power degraded the system performance even with relatively low 
launch power per channel (i.e. -13 dBm), when the impact of  fibre nonlinearity was negligible, 
which means that the increase of  nonlinearity was not responsible for the performance 
degradation, as the FW-pump power was increased. The associated Q factor penalties and the 
SPV versus FW-pump power ratios are shown in Figure 5.4(c). As the FW-pump power was 
increased, the SPV became smaller. However, the Q factor penalty (solid black line) assuming the 
optimum Q factor with BW-pumping only at 1666 km as a baseline became very significant after 
1666 km, from 0.54 dB with 27.6% FW-pump power ratio, to 4.15 dB with 46.4% FW-pump 
power ratio. Alternatively, the Q factor penalty (dotted black line) assuming the simulated 
optimum Q factor for each corresponding pumping scheme is shown in Figure 5.4(d). It shows 
that the Q factor penalty was even larger, as the simulations excluded the RIN-induced impact 
and only considered the noise reduction due to higher FW-pump power. 
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Figure 5.5(a). Q factors of  the central channel at 1545.32 nm versus transmission distances using different 
pump powers. (b). Q factors for all ten channels and received spectra measured at 7082 km with BW-pump 
only. (c). Q factors for all ten channels and received spectra measured at 5832 km with 27.6% FW-pump 
power ratio. 
 
Figure 5.5(a) shows Q factors versus transmission distances of  the 1545.32 nm channel using 0%, 
27.6%, and 46.4% FW-pump power ratios. Figures 5.5(b) and (c) show the spectra and Q factors 
for all ten channels at maximum transmission distances. The results show that the maximum 
transmission distance of  7082 km, assuming 8.5 dB Q factor threshold (equivalent to 3.8×10-3 in 
BER, 7% overhead hard decision forward error correction) was achieved with a BW-pumping 
only configuration [119]. This was reduced to 5832 km with FW-pump power ratio of  27.6%. As 
for 46.4% FW-pump power ratio, the reach was decreased significantly to only 1666 km. 
5.1.3 RIN and mode structures of  Raman fibre laser 
In order to understand the performance degradation, the characterisations of  Raman fibre laser 
and the output signal for different pump powers were performed in Chapter 4. The RIN of  the 
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output signal after one span was measured at 1545.32 nm from a low RIN (~-140 dB/Hz) 
tuneable laser source which was used in the transmission experiments.  
The reason why we focused on the low frequency range is because high frequency components 
of  RIN from the pump are averaged along the fibre and there is little effect in FW-pumping 
scheme because of  the “walk off ” between propagating velocities of  signal and pump [40]. The 
results in Figure 5.6(a) show that there was an increase of  up to ~18 dB in output signal RIN as 
the FW-pump power ratio was increased from 0% to 46.4%. Figure 5.6(b) shows the measured 
intra-cavity mode structure of  the fibre laser at 1455 nm for various FW-pump powers, 
respectively. There was a clear difference in the intra-cavity electrical spectra for the bidirectional 
and the BW-pumping only schemes. The spectra shown in Figure 5.6(b) indicate that there were 
two regimes of  fibre lasing, that was a Fabry-Perot fibre laser with bidirectional pumping and a 
random distributed feedback laser with BW-pumping. 
 
Figure 5.6(a). Measured RIN of  the Raman fibre laser and the output signal after 83 km span. (b). 
Measured mode spacing of  the Raman fibre laser. 
 
The transmission degradation can be explained as follows. Among the schemes including the use 
of  the FW-pump, the RIN was transferred to the signal from both the first order Fabry-Perot 
fibre laser and the second order FW-pump, which causes various penalties like relative phase 
noise and polarisation crosstalk [15,43,51]. The RIN-induced penalties increased with increasing 
FW-pump power. Additionally, an ultra-long Fabry-Perot fibre laser based scheme further 
increased the RIN being transferred to the signal [88,94]. For BW-pumping only scheme, the 
absence of  FW-pump decreased the RIN transferred to the signal significantly. In addition, the 
induced Raman fibre laser was actually a modeless random DFB fibre laser with much shorter 
cavity length (30-40 km) than Fabry-Perot cavity laser (83 km) [7,79]. The RIN of  the fibre laser 
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would also get transferred to the output signal more severely for Fabry-Perot fibre laser based 
amplification with the longer cavity [88]. 
5.1.4 Summary 
Based on long-haul 100G DP-QPSK WDM transmission using F-P laser based amplification 
scheme, an experimental evaluation of  the impact on the transmission performance is performed 
with different FW-propagated second order pump power, from BW-pumping only to symmetric 
bidirectional pumping. Using the experimental and simulations results, the relationship between 
signal power variation and Q factor are analysed considering the situation with and without the 
RIN-induced penalty from the FW-pump. While using second order FW-pump indeed minimises 
variation in signal power and hence the amplifier noise figure, the introduced Q factor penalty 
associated with RIN is too high for any overall performance improvement. The Q factor penalty 
can be 4.15 dB after 1666 km using symmetric bidirectional pumping, in comparison with 
BW-pumping only. We attribute the Q factor penalty to increased RIN of  the output signal which 
was transferred from first order Raman fibre laser and increased second order FW-pump power. 
Two types of  lasing regimes are observed, a random DFB fibre lasing for BW-pumping only and 
conventional Fabry-Perot cavity fibre lasing for bidirectional pumping schemes. For bidirectional 
pumping schemes, the transmission performances are degraded significantly, because more RIN 
from the fibre laser and the FW-pump are transferred to the signal due to higher FW-pump 
power. The RIN of  signal with BW-pumping only is significantly lower all over the measurement 
frequency range, because the RIN transfer to the output signal is lower due to the absence of  
second order FW-pump as well as the amplification via a short length random fibre laser. 
5.2 Transmission performance enhancement using random DFB fibre 
laser based amplification with bidirectional pumping 
To minimise the generation of  noise the distributed Raman amplification would exactly 
counteract the fibre attenuation along the length of  the transmission path, maintaining the signal 
power level at a near constant value [7]. In addition to minimising the noise, recent work has 
shown that a constant and/or symmetric power level is advantageous for some techniques used 
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to compensate nonlinear transmission effects [29,69,93,99,100].  
As demonstrated in section 5.1, an ultra-long Raman fibre laser based amplification technique 
with second-order Raman pump and FBG based Fabry-Perot cavity, can achieve very low 
variation in signal power along the transmission path. Unfortunately, in transmission experiment 
the use of  forward pumping was problematic, as the penalty associated with RIN being 
transferred to the signal was much greater than the performance improvement from low SPV 
and noise [42,43]. Using only backward pumping improved the performance but at the expense 
of  an increase in SPV and noise. 
Here new Raman amplification schemes based on random distributed feedback fibre laser are 
reported and compared with conventional Raman amplification schemes. For 10 x 116G 
DP-QPSK WDM transmission, we demonstrate a bidirectional, second order Raman pumped 
random DFB fibre laser based amplification scheme, which simultaneously achieves low SPV and 
improves the transmission performance. More importantly, this scheme enables bidirectional 
second order pumping without increasing the RIN of  the signal. An extended reach of  7915 km 
is achieved using the proposed random laser based scheme with an SPV of  4 dB, compared to 
4999 km and 9 dB using backward first-order Raman pumping, and 7082 km using other 
amplification schemes. On the other hand, due to the mitigation of  RIN, the scheme can be 
modified to satisfy the link requirement for different nonlinearity compensation techniques 
[29,69,93,99,100]]. A random DFB fibre laser with backward pumping configuration is illustrated 
which uses only one pump but has performance comparable to conventional, dual order 
backward pumping scheme.  
5.2.1 Experimental setup and characterisations of  different Raman amplification 
schemes 
To evaluate the transmission performance, a recirculating loop experiment was conducted using 
the setup shown in Figure 5.7. The 10×116 Gb/s DP-QPSK WDM transmitter was exactly the 
same as illustrated in section 5.1.1. The transmission span in the recirculating loop was 83.32 km 
standard SMF-28 fibre. The total loss was ~17.6 dB, including ~16.5 dB from the fibre and ~1.1 
dB from 1366/1455/1550 filter WDMs. The 1455 path of  the WDM wasn’t used and the end 
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was angle-cleaved in order to prevent back reflections. To equalise channel powers, a GFF was 
used after the Raman link. The ~12 dB loss from the GFF, 50/50 coupler, acousto-optic 
modulator (AOM), and Raman components was compensated using a single stage EDFA at the 
end of  the loop. The output signal was de-multiplexed by a tuneable filter and amplified by an 
EDFA before the receiver. The receiver was the same as the one in section 5.1.1. DSP was used 
offline with standard algorithms for signal recovery and linear impairments compensation. Q 
factors were calculated from bit-wise error counting, and averaged over two million bits. 
 
Figure 5.7. Experimental set-up of  transmitter, recirculating loop, and coherent receiver. 
 
Figure 5.8. Back to back Q factors versus OSNR of  the central channel at 1545.32 nm  
 
The noise loaded back-to-back transmitter performances (both single channel and WDM) are 
shown in Figure 5.8. The Q factor is plotted as a function of  OSNR (0.1 nm noise bandwidth, 
both polarisations) for the central channel at 1545.32 nm. Using hard decision- forward error 
correction (HD-FEC) threshold corresponding to 3.8×10-3 in bit error rate, the FEC threshold is 
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Q of  8.5 dB. The required OSNR at the FEC threshold is about ~13.7 dB. 
 
Figure 5.9(a). Schematic diagrams and pump powers of  different Raman configurations; (b). Experimental 
data (solid lines) and simulations (dotted lines) of  signal power distributions using different Raman 
configurations. (c). Simulations of  noise power distributions (dotted lines) using different Raman 
configurations [97]. 
 
Schematic diagrams and pump powers for the Raman configurations tested are shown in Figure 
5.9(a). For all the configurations the Raman gain was set to counterbalance the ~16.5 dB 
attenuation of  the fibre. The 1366 nm backward pumping configuration with a Fabry-Perot 
cavity (a pair of  FBG at each end of  the span) was used (scheme R1). The FBGs used were 
centred at 1455 nm with 0.5 nm 3dB bandwidth and 95% reflectivities. As demonstrated in [42], 
in this configuration with a pair of  FBGs, backward pumping only gave the best transmission 
performance. In random DFB fibre laser based amplifiers (R2, R3 & R4), a single FBG was used 
at the output end of  the span. The first order random laser at 1455 nm was generated by the 
resonant mode reaching the lasing threshold in a distributed cavity formed by a distributed 
feedback (Rayleigh scattering) and an FBG [79,87]. Three pump power combinations were used 
in this configuration, as forward pumping at 1366 nm could amplify the signal near the input 
section of  the fibre by amplifying the forward-propagated random DFB lasing. For comparison, 
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backward first order and dual order pumping with no FBGs (R5 & R6) were also tested. For all 
the configurations, the 1366nm second order and 1455 nm first order pumps were highly 
depolarised and coupled into the span through WDM couplers. 
Signal power distributions along the transmission fibre measured at 1545.32 nm using a modified 
OTDR are shown in Figures 5.32(b) and (c), and confirmed with simulations (dotted lines) [7,30].  
For scheme R1, the SPV was ~6 dB. Using a bi-directionally pumped random DFB fibre laser, 
the SPVs were reduced to ~4 dB in the configurations R2 (symmetrical pumping) and R3 
(BW-biased pumping). The performance of  backward only pumped random laser based scheme 
(R4) was identical to the baseline Fabry-Perot backward only pumping (R1). This indicates, for 
this configuration the FBG at the input end of  the span didn’t actually contribute to the fibre 
laser generation, showing that the FBG at the input end for R1 was superfluous. As shown in 
Figures. 5.9(c), the noise became less as more FW-pump power was applied, because the use of  
FW-pump can increase the signal power [33,42].  
With no FBG, backward dual order pumping scheme R5 (1366 nm and 1455 nm) can be used to 
give the same SPV as R1 and R4 only if  using similar second order pump power and very small 
first order pump power (only ~9.3 mW) [7,50]. This did however require two pump wavelengths 
and careful control of  first order pump power (otherwise the SPV similar to BW-pumped 
random DFB fibre laser scheme cannot be achieved), which makes the simplicity of  R4 attractive 
[7]. Scheme R6 used only backward first order pumping and gave the highest SPV of  ~9 dB and 
the highest noise at the output end. 
 
Figure 5.10(a).RIN of  output signal using three random fibre laser based scheme. (b). Mode structures of  
forward-propagated random fibre lasers 
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As discussed in Chapter 4, in ultra-long Fabry-Perot laser configuration, it has been shown that 
the RIN of  the signal could have significant impact on the long-haul transmission performance 
resulting in the Q factor penalty of  up to 4.15 dB [42]. In random DFB fibre laser configuration, 
similarly, the relative intensity noise (RIN) of  the output signal after one span was measured 
using random laser schemes R2, R3, and R4 [42]. In Figure 5.10(a), the RIN of  the output signal 
stayed the same over the whole measurement range for all the pumping schemes, which indicates 
there might be no RIN-induced impact on the transmission using this amplification scheme 
[43,48]. In Figure 5.10(b), the mode structures of  fibre lasers at 1455 nm for different pump 
powers were demonstrated. There was no mode spacing, which confirms that the fibre laser was 
random DFB lasing [56,79,87]. The RIN of  the signal didn’t increase with FW-pump power, 
because the minimised reflectivity at the input end led to the reduced efficiency of  the Stokes 
generation (from 1366 nm pump to 1455 nm fibre laser) in forward-propagated direction [97]. 
This was due to the lack of  the reflector near the input. Consequently, the main amplification was 
provided by the backward-propagated short-cavity random DFB laser [96]. This indicated that 
the RIN transfer was significantly reduced, compared to the Fabry-Perot fibre laser with two high 
reflectivity reflectors on both sides [42]. 
5.2.2 Transmission results and discussions 
Figure 5.11(a) shows simulated and experimental Q factors versus launch power at 3333 km for 
all the Raman configurations, showing a good agreement. The simulation setup was similar to the 
experimental one, where 10×29 Gbaud DP-QPSK channels with 100 GHz spacing were 
transmitted over 40 fibre recirculations. Due to large number of  simulated channels, the length 
of  the random sequence was reduced to 217-1, compared with PRBS length of  231-1 adopted in 
the experiment. Independent and uncorrelated data were transmitted among all channels. The 
generated signal was oversampled 4 times providing a total simulation bandwidth of  ~4 THz. 
The OSNR at the transmitter was set to 25 dB. The linewidths of  both transmitter laser and local 
oscillator were set to 100 kHz. The propagation of  the signal in the fibre link was simulated by 
solving numerically the Manakov system using the split-step Fourier method, with the simulated 
signal power profiles (shown in Figure 5.9(b)) providing a step size of  1km. The Raman noise 
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was modelled as Gaussian noise, which was added to the signal after each step (1 km), following 
the simulated noise profiles (shown in Figure 5.9(c)). In this simulation, the same power and 
noise profiles was used for all the channels. In addition, for simplicity, polarisation mode 
dispersion and other polarisation effects were ignored in simulation. At the receiver, after 
coherent detection, the channel under test was filtered using an 8th order Butterworth low pass 
filter with a 3 dB bandwidth of  18 GHz. The DSP in the simulation was similar to the one used 
in the experiment.  
 
Figure 5.11(a). Experimental (solid points) and simulated (dashed lines) Q factors versus launch power per 
channel at 3333km [97]. (b). Q factors versus transmission distances. 
 
As RIN-induced impact was not considered in the simulation, there was no RIN-induced penalty 
on the transmission using random DFB laser configuration with bidirectional pumping. This is 
particularly important, as the system performance is only limited by ASE noise and nonlinearity 
without suffering from RIN-induced penalty, signal power profiles can be modified to meet 
different requirements for the transmission link [48,81,100]. 
Figure 5.11(b) shows Q factors versus transmission distances. The random DFB laser scheme R3 
(bidirectional pumping with less FW-pump power) achieved the best performance at 3333 km 
and consequently gave the longest transmission distance of  7915 km. As expected from 
signal/noise distributions shown in Figures 5.9(b) and 9(c), the impact of  nonlinearities in R2 
(bidirectional symmetrical pumping) degraded the transmission performance - the SPVs of  R3 
and R2 were the same (~4 dB), but for R2 there was a sharp increase of  signal power near the 
input section. This led to a lower optimum launch power and a reduced maximum reach of  7082 
km. The random laser scheme R4 (BW-pumping only) had a higher SPV value of  ~6 dB which 
led to a higher optimum launch power and a reduction in reach to 7082 km. Figs. 9(b) and 9(c) 
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show that dual-order pumping scheme R5 with no FBG gave the same signal and noise profiles 
as R1&R4. Consequently all three schemes show the same transmission performance in Fig. 11. 
With first order BW-pumping R6, the optimum launch power of  -5 dBm was achieved, but the 
maximum reach was decreased to 4999 km because of  the most accumulated noise.  
Figure 5.12 shows OSNR, Q factors, and received spectra at maximum transmission distances for 
three random fibre laser based schemes R2 (symmetrical bidirectional pumping), R3 (BW-biased 
bidirectional pumping), and R4 (BW-pumping only) as comparison with R6 (first order 
BW-pumping). The variations in the OSNRs and Q factors were due to the mutual effects of  
Raman gain spectra and the gain flattening filter applied in the recirculating loop. All the 
measured channels were below the FEC threshold. 
 
Figure 5.12. OSNRs, Q factors, and received spectra measured at its maximum reach: (a). Bi-directionally 
pumped random laser scheme R2 (symmetrical pumping) at 7082km; (b). Bi-directionally pumped random 
laser scheme R3 (BW-biased pumping) at 7915km; (c).BW-pumped random laser scheme R4 at 7082km; (d). 
BW-pumped first order scheme R6 at 4999km. 
5.2.3 Summary 
The advantages of  using a novel Raman amplification scheme based on random DFB fibre laser 
has been demonstrated, which enables bidirectional second-order pumping without RIN-induced 
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penalty. A detailed investigation/comparison of  10×116 Gbit/s DP-QPSK long-haul coherent 
transmission using different Raman amplification techniques is presented. The best performance 
(7915 km) was achieved with a random DFB fibre laser based configuration which included 
bidirectional second order Raman pumping. Further studies showed that there was no increase of  
signal RIN with symmetric bidirectional pumping [48,97]. This scheme offered the best 
transmission distance and maintained a low signal power variation simultaneously [47], although 
the Raman gain efficiency (the ratio between the signal gain and the pump power) was decreased. 
In addition, on one hand, the proposed scheme with bidirectional pumping had the potential of  
providing a very symmetric link which maximised the nonlinearity compensation benefit in 
mid-link OPC based system [29,69,92,93]. On the other hand, it could be highly compatible with 
nonlinear Fourier transform (NFT) based transmitter [99,100].  
5.3 Long-haul coherent transmission using Raman fibre laser based 
amplification and optical phase conjugation 
5.3.1 Optical phase conjugation 
Optical phase conjugation is an effective technique to compensate both linear and nonlinear 
impairments in long-haul transmissions [69,101]. In terms of  nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
(NLSE), by reversing the phase of  the signal in the middle of  the link, the linear (the chromatic 
dispersion term β2) and nonlinear impairments (nonlinear coefficient γ) generated in the first half  
part of  transmissions can be compensated by these from the second half  of  the link [69,77]. 
With the rapid development of  advanced modulation formats and coherent detection allowing 
DSP to compensate linear impairments, OPC might not be usually used for the compensation of  
linear impairments [77]. However, OPC still shows a great potential of  efficiently compensating 
nonlinear impairments in long-haul transmission systems, which is still rather complicated to 
compensate in DSP by digital back propagation (DBP) [102].  
In general, there are three techniques based on the process of  three or four wave mixing to 
achieve the optical phase conjugation: FWM in a semiconductor optical amplifier, three wave 
mixing using periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN), and FWM in a highly nonlinear fibre 
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(HNLF) [69,77,138,139]. For SOA-based OPC device, the intrinsic noise from the amplified 
spontaneous emission (ASE) is present and potentially decreases the conversion efficiency [69]. 
Although the PPLN waveguide OPC has a very broad conversion bandwidth (>50 nm) and is 
able to conjugate a number of  WDM channels, the major drawback is that the OPC has to be 
operated above 180ºC in order to avoid the photorefractive effect [69]. This potentially increases 
the operation complexity using this device in telecoms. In comparison, HNLF, as a passive 
medium, is easy to be spliced to single mode fibre which is widely used in telecoms, although its 
conversion bandwidth is rather limited compared with PPLN based OPC. 
In order to maximise the benefit of  compensating nonlinearity with mid-link OPC, an important 
requirement is that the signal power profile of  the transmission span has to be symmetric for the 
optimum performance [69,92,93]. This nearly symmetrical power profile can be achieved by RFL 
based amplification technique, and transmission performance improvement using mid-link OPC 
will be discussed in the following sections. But first, the OPC device needs to be characterised to 
confirm its potential capability in a long-haul transmission system. 
In practice, OPC should be operated over a broad bandwidth to be cost-effective [103]. So far, 
for a HNLF based OPC device, only PM-OFDM “superchannel” signal with very narrow 
frequency bandwidth (150 GHz) has been demonstrated in [104]. Here an OPC device with a 
bandwidth of  more than 1 THz (~9 nm) is demonstrated for the phase conjugation of  
polarisation multiplexed WDM signal, and a back-to-back transmission performance evaluation is 
performed using 10×114 Gb/s DP-QPSK WDM signals. 
5.3.1.1 Experimental setup of  optical phase conjugator characterisations 
The schematic diagrams of  optical phase conjugator and characterisations of  OPC are shown in 
Figure 5.13. The OPC is constructed based on four wave mixing (FWM) in a diverse polarisation 
configuration [103]. The pump was from a laser (~500 kHz linewidth) at 193.4 THz (1550.12 nm) 
followed by an amplifier EDFA 2 with an output power of  40 dBm. The output pump was 
filtered by a bandpass filter (BPF 1, 2 dB insertion loss, 3dB bandwidth of  1 nm) in order to 
remove unwanted ASE. The PC 1 was used to control pump polarisation at 45º in order to 
equalise the power on both arms of  PBS which were monitored by PM 2 and PM 3 [77]. The 
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pump and signal were combined using a 2×2 polarisations beam splitter (PBS) into a loop 
including 188 m highly nonlinear fibre (HNLF), which were split into two orthogonal “TE” and 
“TM” polarisations. The PC 2 was used to adjust the loop polarisation and optimise the spectral 
shape of  the conjugated signal [103]. Optical phase conjugation occurred when the pump and 
the signal had the same polarisation and the direction in the loop, and therefore two orthogonal 
parts of  conjugated signal were recombined near the output of  the PBS. Figure 5.14 shows a 
sample spectrum measured at the output of  PBS before the BPF 2. 
The HNLF was commercially available, and the total loss was ~2.6 dB. The nonlinear coefficient 
was 6.9 (W. km)-1., Because the fibre was aluminium-doped and linearly strained from 100g to 
1000g to generate an SBS threshold of  1W, the zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) was from 
1552 nm with 100g strain to 1564 nm with 1000g strain [77]. In average, the dispersion at 1550 
nm was -0.19 ps/(nm.km) and the slope of  the dispersion was 0.024 ps/(nm2.km) [77]. 
 
Figure 5.13. The schematic diagrams of  OPC and the characterisations system [103] 
 
Figure 5.14. A sample spectrum measured at the output of  PBS [103] 
 
At the DP-QPSK transmitter, 10 DFB lasers with 100 GHz spacing from 1552.5 nm (193.1 THz) 
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to 1559.8 nm (192.2 THz) were multiplexed and a 100 kHz linewidth tuneable laser was used as 
“channel under test” during the measurement cycle [29,77]. The signal was modulated by a 
Mach-Zehnder I/Q modulator driven by a normal and inverted PRBS pattern (18 bits delay in 
between) from a pattern generator with 28.5 Gbit/s and 231-1 word length. The output signal was 
multiplexed by a polarisation emulator with 10 ns delay on one arm. The output power from 
EDFA 1 was 20 dBm, and there was 6 km SMF in the middle stage of  EDFA 1 to give a 
decorrelation of  15 bits [77]. The additional ASE noise outside the WDM signal spectrum was 
removed by a WSS (wavelength selective switch). From the output of  the OPC, ten conjugated 
channels from 1540.6 nm (194.6 THz) and 1547.7 nm (193.7 THz) were filtered by BPF 2. 
EDFA 3 contained another 6 km SSMF to compensate the dispersion generated by 6 km SMF at 
EDFA 1. The measured channel was selected using a tuneable filter and amplified into a coherent 
receiver. The local oscillator with 10 dBm output power was combined with the conjugated signal 
into 90º optical hybrids followed by balanced detectors and real-time scope with 80 GS/s and 36 
GHz bandwidth. Data was processed offline and Q factors were estimated from the constellation 
diagrams and averaged over 570k symbols. 
5.3.1.2 Experiments results of  OPC characterisations 
The transmission performances of  OPC were characterised in two ways. The first one was that 
the ASE noise source was injected after OPC (at the output of  OPC) and the Q factors were 
recorded. These results were compared with 10×114 Gb/s DP-QPSK transmitter back-to-back 
performances. In this way, the back-to-back Q penalty of  the OPC could be measured. The 
second one was that the ASE noise was injected at the input of  the OPC to examine the OSNR 
degradation after OPC. This would tell how the OSNR was changed before and after the OPC, 
and whether the OPC device were highly suitable for advanced modulation format which usually 
requires higher OSNR [4]. Figures 5.15(a) and (b) show back-to-back Q factors at different 
OSNR levels on the noise-loaded DP-QPSK transmitter and conjugated channels after OPC, 
respectively. The violet triangle points were drifted, because at the time of  measurement 
de-multiplexing filter was set slightly offset from the designated centre wavelength. Figure 5.16 
shows the direct comparisons of  Q factors versus OSNRs after averaged all the 10 channels.  
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Figure 5.15. Q factor versus OSNR (dB/0.1nm) of  DP-QPSK transmitter (a) and conjugated signals (b)  
 
Figure 5.16. Comparisons of  Q factor versus OSNR between original and conjugated signals after averaged 
over 10 channels 
 
As shown in Figure 5.16, the averaged Q penalty was from 0.1 dB at 12 dB OSNR to 0.65 dB at 
20 dB OSNR. This was possibly from the unwanted FWM products at conjugated signals, pump 
noise, and residual ASE noise [77]. For the channel with the worst performance, its Q factor 
penalty was between 0.6 dB at 12 dB OSNR and 0.9 dB at 20 dB OSNR. The Q factor penalty 
after the OPC was always within 1 dB. In particular, when the OSNR was low as this was likely to 
happen in a real mid-link OPC system, the Q factor penalty was very small, indicating that the 
proposed polarisation-diverse OPC was potentially capable to be used for long-haul 100G 
DP-QPSK WDM transmission with mid-link OPC. 
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Figure 5.17. Output OSNR versus Input OSNR 
 
Figure 5.18. OSNR penalty versus input OSNR  
 
The OSNR degradation performances are shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. In Figure 5.17, OSNR 
after OPC was limited to 22 dB approximately no matter what the input OSNR was. In Figure 
5.18, the OSNR penalty was defined as the OSNR difference between the input OSNR of  signal 
and the output OSNR of  conjugated signal, which can be seen as a “conversion efficiency” of  
this OPC device. The OSNR penalty at 15 dB input OSNR was 1.2 dB at 193.7 THz, 1.7 dB at 
194.1 THz, 2 dB at 194.5 THz, and 3.2 dB at 194.6 THz. This indicates that the conjugated 
channel (i.e. 193.7 THz) near the pump (193.4 THz) had the lowest OSNR penalty, and the 
OSNR penalty was increased as the channel was further from the pump. This was likely because 
the ZDW of  HNLF changed with the strain [77], and could be further optimised using a HNLF 
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with more uniform ZDW which is closer to the pump wavelength. However, the penalty would 
become less significant for the lower input OSNR which was likely the case after the transmission 
in the first half  link.  
Above all, polarisation-diverse OPC characterisation with 10×114 Gb/s DP-QPSK WDM 
transmitter was demonstrated for the first time [77]. The proposed OPC scheme provided the 
capability for dual-polarisation signal conjugation, very broad bandwidth (~1 THz/9nm), and 
very strong potential for mid-link OPC applications to compensate both linear and nonlinear 
impairments in long-haul transmission systems [29]. It can be also expected that further 
improvement on the bandwidth can be achieved by using alternative HNLF with optimised fibre 
characteristics (i.e. ZDW, dispersion slope). 
5.3.2 Long-haul transmissions with single band OPC 
In long-haul optical transmission systems, generally speaking, the best transmission performance 
can be obtained by the best trade-off  between the ASE noise and fibre nonlinearity [81]. 
Therefore, the fibre nonlinearity is one of  the major impairments which limit the transmission 
performance. Nowadays, there are several ways to combat the nonlinearity, such as digital back 
propagation (DBP) in DSP algorithm, mid-link OPC, and so on [106-108]. As for DBP, the main 
limitation is that there is effective increase in reach for single channel/superchannel transmission, 
but the benefit would be limited for WDM transmission [98]. In the last section, a 1 THz 
bandwidth and polarisation-diverse optical phase conjugator is presented and shows its potential 
to compensate the nonlinearity and chromatic dispersion. One of  the reasons that mid-link OPC 
is not used widely is because it requires very symmetrical signal power profiles along the 
transmission span, and obviously conventional EDFA was not able to achieve [93,96]. However, 
as demonstrated in Chapters 4, RFL based amplification with second order Raman pumping is 
able to provide an easily modified way with better transmission performance to satisfy different 
requirements for the transmission span, compared with EDFA system. In this section, 
experimental demonstration of  100G DP-QPSK WDM transmission system using different 
amplification techniques (EDFA, backward pumped/bidirectional pumped RFL based amplifiers 
with two FBGs) without and with single band OPC are demonstrated. Note that single band 
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OPC here means there is only one conjugated waveband at one time. Dual band OPC means 
both wavebands are conjugated at the same time, which will be demonstrated in next section 
5.3.3. 
5.3.2.1 Experimental setup 
A schematic diagram of  the experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.19. The WDM grid 
consisted of  8 DFB lasers spaced at 100 GHz from 1551.72 nm (193.2 THz) to 1557.36 nm 
(192.5 THz) which were multiplexed by an AWG (array waveguide grating), and its output was 
combined with narrow linewidth (~100 kHz) tuneable laser. The setup for Mach-Zehnder I-Q 
modulator and optical phase conjugator has been described in previous sections. A dual input 
configuration was used at the input of  the loop for both signals and conjugated signals. As a 
benchmark of  Q factor performance without OPC, the conjugated signals were present but only 
original channels were measured. In order to achieve this, a 50/50 coupler was used at the mid 
stage of  EDFA 9, which allowed the signal to enter the OPC. The WSS at the OPC path was 
used to block out the conjugated signal from the previous recirculation, and let only original 
signals pass the OPC. In the recirculating loop, a GFF was to equalise the channels after each 
recirculation, and an additional EDFA was to compensate the loop specific loss from the 
couplers, AOMs and so forth. The original signal performance could be measured at the 
conventional recirculating loop output during the measurement window, as illustrated in Chapter 
3. To measure the conjugated signal, the filling time needs to be set to one round trip time, and 
coherent receiver needed to be connected to the WSS (wavelength selective switch). For the first 
half  of  the transmission, the signal was propagated N times within the loop and its output 
entered into the OPC via the WSS. Then for the second half  of  the transmission, the signal was 
phase-conjugated by the OPC and the conjugates signal was fed into the loop entrance through 
the 50/50 coupler. Therefore, the conjugated signals filled up in the loop during this second 
filling time (also equals to one round trip time), and propagated in the loop for the other N times. 
The conjugated signals after propagated 2N times can be measured via the output from the WSS. 
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Figure 5.19. Schematic diagram of  the experimental setup 
 
Figure 5.20(a). Schematic diagrams of  three amplification schemes. (b). Signal power profiles along the 
fibre with different amplification schemes. 
 
As presented in Figure 5.20(a), there were three amplification techniques used in the experiments, 
including EDFA, backward pumped RFL, and bidirectional pumped RFL based amplification 
with two FBGs. For EDFA only based systems, there were four SMF spans (19 dB loss, 83 km 
for each) amplified by four EDFAs in the recirculation loop. For RFL based amplification 
systems, as illustrated in previous sections, a matched pair of  ~95% reflectivity fibre Bragg 
gratings (FBGs) with a centre peak at 1448 nm and a 3 dB bandwidth of  ~0.5 nm were used with 
one located at each end of  an 83 km SMF span. Second order pumps at 1366 nm with RIN of  
approximately -120 dB/Hz were used to create a Raman fibre laser at the wavelength of  1448 nm. 
As discussed previously, the fibre laser was random DFB laser using BW-pumping only and 
Fabry-Perot fibre laser using bidirectional pumping. The resultant fibre lasing at 1448 nm and the 
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pump at 1366 nm amplified the signals in the C band [78]. Signals power profiles measured at 
192.8 THz using three amplification techniques were shown in Figure 5.20(b). For EDFA 
amplified span, the signal power profile was linearly reduced due to the fibre attenuation. For 
RFL based amplification techniques with two FBGs, BW-pumping gave ~5.8 dB SPV and 
bidirectional pumping scheme (43% FW-pump power ratio) minimised the variation to only ~1.9 
dB It has been shown that the use of  second order FW-pumping gave a significant reduction in 
SPV, and also reduced the amplifier noise figure [33].  
For the coherent receiver, the received signal was filtered by a 100 GHz tuneable filter before 
amplified by an EDFA. The amplified signal was combined with a narrow linewidth (~100 kHz) 
LO in a polarisation-diverse 90º optical hybrid. The output signals from the optical hybrid were 
detected by balanced receivers, recovering the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals in both X 
and Y polarisations. These four signals were sampled and digitised using an 80 Gs/s real time 
oscilloscope with a 36 GHz analogue bandwidth. The data was processed using off-line DSP. Q 
factors were estimated from the constellation diagrams and averaged over 570 k symbols.  
5.3.2.2 EDFA only system without and with OPC 
For EDFA based system, Figure 5.21(a) demonstrates Q factor versus launch power at their 
maximum reach, and Figure 5.21(b) shows Q factor versus transmission distance at 193.1 THz 
and its conjugated signal at 193.7 THz. From Figure 5.21(a), it can be seen that there was no 
improvement in Q factor, although the optimum launch power with OPC was increased slightly 
from 2 dBm to 4 dBm. As indicated in the launch power sweep, the maximum transmission 
distance for the conjugates was the same as for the original channels. It is crucial that signal 
power profiles has to be as symmetrical as possible in order to maximise the benefit [92,93]. 
Obviously, the signal power profile using EDFA was not symmetrical, which reduced the amount 
of  Kerr effect compensation [69]. 
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Figure 5.21(a). Q factor versus launch power without and with OPC. (b). Q factor versus transmission 
distance without and with OPC. 
 
Figure 5.22(a) shows the measured spectrum at maximum reach of  4671 km, and Figure 5.22(b) 
confirms all the measured channels were above the Q factor threshold of  8 dB at the same 
maximum reach. Therefore, there was no transmission performance improvement that could be 
found with EDFA based system using mid-link OPC. 
 
Figure 5.22(a). Received spectrum at maximum transmission distance. (b). Q factors for all the channels 
without and with OPC using EDFA  
5.3.2.3 BW-pumped RFL based amplification without and with OPC 
Similar experiments were implemented using second order BW-pumped RFL based amplification. 
As show in Figure 5.23(a), the optimum launch power was increased by 3 dB from -3.5 dBm 
without OPC to -0.5 dBm with OPC. There was an obvious Q factor improvement, even if  the 
launch power sweep was done at 5359 km without OPC and 6760 km with OPC. Q factor versus 
transmission distance at 192.8 THz and its conjugated channels 194 THz were shown in Figure 
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5.23(b). The maximum reach was 7833 km with no OPC and 10059 km with OPC, so there was 
more than 28% increase in reach using mid-link OPC. Compared with EDFA-OPC transmission 
system, the maximum reach for BW-pumped RFL based system was more than doubled, 
although one 83 km span was in the loop indicating more loop specific loss.  
 
Figure 5.23(a). Q factor versus launch power without and with OPC. (b). Q factor versus transmission 
distance without and with OPC. 
 
The received spectrum at 65 recirculations (5340 km) is shown in Figure 5.24(a). Q factors for all 
the original and conjugated channels at their maximum reach are presented in Figure 5.24(b). It 
can be seen that there were seven channels above the threshold, but the channel furthest from 
the OPC pump failed. Possible reasons are that there was a larger OSNR degradation further 
from the pump when the conversion efficiency was decreased as demonstrated in 5.3.1.2. In 
addition, the filter bandwidth of  BPF near the OPC output was too narrow, which caused a 
significant decrease on the Q factor of  this channel. The channel was expected to have similar 
performance as demonstrated in EDFA-OPC and bi-directionally pumped RFL-OPC based 
system when the BPF was set wide enough. 
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Figure 5.24(a). Received spectrum at 65 recirculations. (b). Q factors for all the channels without and with 
OPC using BW-pumped RFL based amplification  
5.3.2.4 Bidirectional pumped RFL based amplification without and with OPC 
The same experiments were also implemented on the bidirectional pumped RFL based amplifier. 
The launch power versus Q factor at 3299 km was demonstrated in Figure 5.25(a). The optimum 
launch power was changed from -1.5 dBm with no phase conjugation to 1.5 or 2.5 dBm with 
phase conjugation. However, the Q factor improvement was only 1 dB. It can be also seen from 
Figure 5.25(b) that the transmission performance improvement was rather limited, only from 
4287 km to 5112 km, which indicated an increase of  19% in reach, compared to 28% using 
BW-pumped RFL based scheme. 
 
Figure 5.25(a). Q factor versus launch power without and with OPC. (b). Q factor versus transmission 
distance without and with OPC 
 
The received spectrum at 62 recirculations (5112 km) is shown in Figure 5.26(a), and Q factors 
including all the measured 16 channels are shown in Figure 5.26(b). For the transmission results 
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without OPC, the maximum reach was 4287 km, compared with 7833 km using BW-pumped 
RFL based amplifier and 4671 km using EDFA. As discussed in Chapter 4, the lower signal 
power variation with more FW-pump power should lead to a reduction in noise and higher 
OSNR [33,36], indicating better transmission performance. However, the worse transmission 
performance was due to the RIN-induced penalty from the use of  the 1366nm FW-pump [42]. 
Due to the lack of  signal power symmetry, the transmission improvement using mid-link OPC 
was worse than BW-pumped RFL based amplifier [92]. 
 
Figure 5.26(a). Received spectrum at 62 recirculations. (b). Q factors for all the channels without and with 
OPC using bidirectional-pumped RFL based amplification  
5.3.2.5 Summary 
7×114 Gbit/s DP-QPSK WDM transmissions using three different amplification techniques 
without and with OPC have been experimentally presented. It has been shown as for EDFA 
based transmission, the maximum reach was 4671 km, and there was no improvement using 
mid-link OPC. As for BW-pumped RFL based amplification, the maximum transmission distance 
was 7833 km with no OPC, and there was more than 28% increase in reach which is up to 10059 
km. As for bidirectional pumping RFL based amplification, the maximum reach was 4287 km 
without OPC, and there was 19% enhancement in reach up to 5112 km. Therefore, BW-pumped 
RFL based gave the best transmission performance for both non-OPC and mid-link OPC system. 
For non-OPC system, compared with EDFA, RFL based amplification with BW-pumping only 
reduced signal power variation, leading to a reduction in ASE noise which consequently 
enhanced the transmission performance with no OPC. Compared with bidirectional-pumped 
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RFL based amplifier, no RIN-induced penalty was introduced due to the lack of  FW-pump [42]. 
For mid-link OPC system, BW-pumped RFL based amplification system provided the best 
symmetry level among three amplification techniques [92,93], which compensated the most 
nonlinear impairment and maximised the benefit from using mid-link OPC. 
5.3.3 Long-haul transmission using dual band OPC 
In order to achieve the highest capacity, it is crucial to minimise the ASE noise by using 
RIN-induced penalty free distributed Raman amplification [42], and to fully compensate the 
nonlinear impairment [109], as well as to increase spectral efficiency by using super-channels at 
the same time [110]. 7×114 Gb/s DP-QPSK transmission experiment using three different 
amplification techniques without and with mid-link single band OPC were demonstrated [29]. 
However, in single band OPC, although there was nearly 30% increase in transmission reach, 
only half  of  the spectrum was used and the other half  was “wasted” (not used for transmission) 
[111]. In order to solve the problem and further maximise the capacity, it is very important to 
conjugate both wavebands at the same time, which is called “dual band OPC”.  
In this section, a dual band optical phase conjugation transmission experiment is presented for 
the first time. The subsystems include DP-16QAM multi-superchannels transmitter, random 
DFB fibre laser based amplification with second order BW-pumping, and dual band OPC 
configuration. A record total capacity of  2.4 Tb/s was achieved at the maximum transmission 
distance of  2700 km using multiple six superchannels transmitter [111,112].  
5.3.3.1 Experimental setup 
Figures 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29 show the experimental configuration, including 400 Gbit/s Nyquist 
WDM superchannel transmitter, dual band OPC, Raman fibre laser based amplified span, and the 
recirculating loop configuration. For Nyquist WDM transmitter, a combination of  DFB/external 
cavity lasers, and fibre lasers formed two groups of  lasers (up to 5 lasers each band) centred at 
193 THz and 194.6 THz with 100 GHz spacing. During the measurement cycle, the DFB laser 
for that superchannel was replaced with an external cavity laser [111]. The 10 independent lasers 
were multiplexed together and subsequently modulated with Nyquist shaped 10 Gbaud (2 
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samples per symbol) 16QAM in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) electrical signals (with 215 bits 
sequences) using an IQ modulator [112]. The roll off  factor for the digital Nyquist filter was 0.01 
for the output of  the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). The resultant optical Nyquist signals 
were amplified and fed into a Mach Zehnder modulator (MZM) driven at 20.2 GHz and biased 
to provide a 3-line comb [111]. The output signals were split and one copy was frequency shifted 
by 10.1 GHz using a single side band modulation scheme with over 30 dB extinction ratio. The 
other copy was delayed by 5 symbols before recombining to form a superchannel with a spectral 
width of  approximately 60 GHz. After EDFA, the signals were polarisation multiplexed with a 
400 ps relative delay [111]. The total gross data rate for one superchannel was 480 Gbit/s, so a 
net data rate was 400 Gbit/s assuming 20% overhead for the FEC.  
 
Figure 5.27. Schematic of  Nyquist DP-16QAM WDM transmitter [111] 
 
Figure 5.28. Signal power profiles of  random DFB fibre based amplifier over 75.6 km Sterlite SMF [111] 
 
The signals from the transmitter were launched into a multi-path recirculating loop which 
includes three Random DFB fibre laser based spans. Each span has 75.6 km Sterlite 
OH-LITE™(E) fibre [133], the FBG centred at 1452/1455 nm, and backward -propagated 
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pump at 1366 nm [111]. The mechanism of  random DFB fibre laser based amplifier is explained 
in detail in Chapter 4, that is, a distributed feedback lasing was generated by Rayleigh 
backscattering between the fibre and the reflection from the FBG, consequently resulting in the 
amplification of  C band signals. The spread of  wavelengths of  FBGs was to enhance the gain 
flatness. The pump power at 1366 nm was about 1.1 W for each span. As signal power profiles 
of  the second span was illustrated in Figure 5.28, the amplification scheme gave relatively 
symmetric power profile to improve the efficiency of  mid-link OPC based nonlinearity 
compensation [47,92,93]. A signal power variation of  ~5 dB is presented, and the power 
asymmetry level analysis can be found in [92,93]. 
 
Figure 5.29. Schematic diagram of  recirculating loop configuration [112] 
 
The recirculating loop setup was based on the one shown in section 5.3.2.1. However, in order to 
enable the phase conjugation of  both bands simultaneously, an additional fast response optical 
switch was used together with AOM 1 at the input and AOM 2 in the loop. In the filling time, the 
optical switch was set to let the signal pass and block out the conjugates, and AOM 1 was set to 
pass. AOM 2 was disconnected to block the signals. In the first half  of  the transmission, the 
optical switch kept the same setting, but AOM 1 was set to block the signal and AOM 2 was set 
to let the signal transmit. Therefore, after N recirculations, the signal came out from the 50/50 
coupler in the loop and consequently the conjugates were obtained via the WSS and OPC path 
just before the optical switch. In the WSS and OPC path, the two groups of  5 x 400Gbit/s 
superchannels were amplified before split into two parallel paths using a WSS, giving 12 dBm 
total power per waveband [112,] and conjugated by two nearly identical single pump 
polarisation-diverse OPCs as illustrated in section 5.3.1 [77]. The OPCs used independent pump 
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lasers and aluminium doped highly-nonlinear fibres with lengths, fibre loss and nonlinear 
coefficients of  100 m, 6.3 dB/km and 6.9 /(W.km), respectively [77,112]. The ZDW ranged from 
1552 nm to 1564 nm due to different fibre strain. At the output of  each OPC, the residual 
pumps were blocked by thin-film notch filters. Two conjugated bands were gain-equalised and 
combined using another WSS at the output. Unlike previous experiments [29,102,113], this 
ensured that all the channels on both bands were launched simultaneously, and intra-band 
nonlinearity compensation was also performed on both bands at the same time [111]. In the 
second filling time, the optical switch was set to block out the signal and let only the conjugates 
pass. AOMs were set to be the same as the first filling time in order to fill the loop with the 
conjugated signal. In the second half  of  the transmission, the settings for AOMs were set to be 
the same as the first half  of  the transmission, and the conjugated signal was transmitted for the 
same number of  recirculations. The measurement window was set to be at the last recirculation 
time, meaning that the transmission distance was N+N multiplied by the span length. Therefore, 
the output conjugated signal under test was filtered by a 20 GHz tuneable filter, and detected by a 
conventional coherent receiver. Captured data was processed offline using standard digital signal 
processing, and BER was derived from bit-wise error counting. 
5.3.3.2 Transmission results and discussions 
At the beginning, a two-superchannel transmitter was used (one on each band). The BER 
threshold was assumed to be equal to 1.9×10-2. In Figure 5.30(a), the launch power versus an 
averaged BER performance over the central sub channel of  each superchannel without and with 
OPC is demonstrated. The optimum launch power was increased from 1 dBm without OPC to 3 
dBm with OPC, and the BER performances at 1350 km were significantly improved when using 
OPC. The same experiment was also performed on the six-superchannel configuration. As 
shown in Figure 5.30(b), the results were similar to two-superchannel configuration, except that 
the BER improvement was less significant. 
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Figure 5.30. Averaged BER versus launch power over the central subchannel of  the central superchannel 
of  both upper and lower bands without OPC (black) and with OPC (red) at 1350km. (a). Two 
superchannels transmitter. (b). Six superchannels transmitter. 
 
The transmission distance versus averaged BER at the optimum launch power was demonstrated 
for both two and six superchannels configuration. For two superchannels configuration, the 
maximum reach was improved from 2250 km with no OPC to 3600 km with OPC, achieving 
60% improvement in reach. The received spectra were measured at 3600 km with phase 
conjugation on both bands as shown in Figure 5.31(b). 
 
Figure 5.31(a). Averaged BER versus launch power over the central subchannel of  each superchannel from 
both upper and lower bands without OPC (black) and with OPC (red) in two superchannels 
configuration.(b). Received spectra at 3600km with dual band OPC. 
 
The results for six superchannels configuration were shown in Figures 5.32(a) and (b). The 
transmission distances were increased from 2025 km without OPC to 2700 km with OPC, which 
means there was a 33% enhancement in reach. The dip was due to the bias voltage error [111]. In 
Figure 5.33, all the subchannels of  each superchannel without OPC and with OPC for both 
bands (18 subchannels on each band) were measured at their maximum reach, indicating that a 
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total record capacity of  2.4 Tb/s was transmitted over 2700 km by using dual band OPC 
configuration. 
 
Figure 5.32(a). Averaged BER versus transmission distance over the central subchannel of  central 
superchannel from both upper and lower bands without OPC (black) and with OPC (red) in six 
superchannels configuration.(b). Received spectra at 2700km with dual band OPC. 
 
Figure 5.33. BERs of  all the subchannels at their maximum reach with six superchannels configuration. 
(Black points) without dual band OPC at both low and high frequencies bands at 2025km; (Red points) 
with dual band OPC at both low and high frequencies bands at 2700km.   
 
In Figure 5.34, their transmission distances versus the number of  superchannels without and 
with OPC was demonstrated. It was clearly shown that the maximum reach enhancement using 
OPC was decreased, as the number of  superchannels was increased. As demonstrated in section 
5.3.1, the OSNR degradation of  the OPC was observed, and this became more severe when 
more superchannels were added.  
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Figure 5.34. Transmission distances versus number of  superchannels at the transmitter without and with 
dual band OPC [111]. 
 
Figure 5.35 shows the BER performances of  the central subchannel of  each central superchannel 
without and with OPC at their maximum reach. All BERs were below the FEC threshold.  
 
Figure 5.35. Measured BER for the central subchannel of  each central superchannel at their maximum 
reach. (Black points). Without OPC for 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 superchannels configuration; (Red points). With 
OPC for 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 superchannels configuration; 
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5.3.3.3 Summary 
In this section, we demonstrated, for the first time, dual band optical phase conjugation of  
Nyquist WDM superchannel using Raman amplified 75km SMF spans. The results showed 60% 
increase in reach (up to 3600 km) for two simultaneously transmitted 400 Gb/s superchannels, 
and 33% improvement in reach (up to 2700 km) for six superchannels. Therefore, a record total 
bit rate of  2.4 Tbit/s was achieved by using dual band OPC and RFL based amplification with 
BW-pumping only. Through both single band and dual band OPC experiments, RFL based 
amplification technique was proved to be very effective in the transmission performance 
improvement for mid-link OPC systems. 
5.4 Summary and conclusions 
In this chapter, the RFL based amplification techniques in long-haul coherent transmission 
systems are demonstrated in detail. First, in order to evaluate the transmission performance using 
Raman fibre laser based amplification with two FBGs, a long-haul transmission experiment with 
10×100G DP-QPSK WDM signals was implemented. While using second order FW-pump 
indeed minimised variation in signal power and hence the amplifier noise figure, the introduced 
Q factor penalty associated with RIN is too high for any overall performance improvement. The 
Q factor penalty was at least 4.15 dB at 1666 km using symmetric bidirectional pumping. Indeed, 
backward pumping only gave the best transmission performance in two FBGs based 
configuration. We attribute the Q factor penalty to increased RIN of  the output signal which was 
transferred from first order Fabry-Perot fibre laser and increased second order FW-pump power. 
Two types of  lasing regimes were observed, a random DFB lasing for BW-pumping only and 
conventional Fabry-Perot cavity lasing for bidirectional pumping schemes. Second, the similar 
transmission performances using only random DFB fibre laser were evaluated and also compared 
this with other conventional distributed Raman schemes (first order and dual order). The best 
performance was achieved using BW-biased bidirectional pumped random DFB laser based 
amplification, as it also mitigated the RIN transferred to the signal. Therefore, this scheme is 
easily modified to meet different link requirement by varying the FW-pump power. In particular, 
it allows the span profiles to be very symmetric without suffering RIN-induced penalty, which 
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maximises the benefit of  nonlinearity compensation using mid-link OPC. Therefore, the mid-link 
single band OPC transmission with different amplification techniques is demonstrated. The 
transmission performances without and with OPC using EDFA, RFL based amplifier with 
BW-pumping only, and RFL based amplifier with bidirectional pumping are compared. 
Consequently, RFL based amplification with BW-pumping exceeded dramatically in transmission 
distance due to relatively high power profile symmetry level and no RIN-induced penalty. 
Furthermore, long-haul transmission performance using BW-pumping only RFL based amplifier 
and dual band mid-link OPC is also demonstrated. The results showed 60% increase in reach (up 
to 3600 km) for two 400 Gb/s superchannels and 33% improvement in reach (up to 2700 km) 
for six superchannels. This clearly shows that RFL based amplification technique is very effective 
to combat the nonlinear impairments in mid-link OPC system. 
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6. Unrepeatered Coherent Transmission Using Raman Fibre 
Laser Based Amplification 
In Chapter 5, the applications of  different RFL based amplification techniques in long-haul 
repeatered transmission systems are reviewed. Due to the number of  amplifiers required in the 
long-haul transmission system (the recirculating loop), the RIN-induced penalty from the 
FW-pump would be accumulated after each recirculation [15,64], indicating that a way to 
suppress the RIN of  the signal is required to achieve the optimum transmission performance. As 
demonstrated in Chapter 4 and 5, it has been verified that random DFB fibre laser with 
bidirectional pumping is able to mitigate the RIN of  the signal and improve the transmission 
performance. However, in an unrepeatered single span transmission system, this RIN-induced 
penalty is reduced dramatically, because the signal passes through the transmission link only once. 
In this chapter, the RFL based amplification technique in unrepeatered transmission is 
demonstrated experimentally. 
6.1 Review of  unrepeatered transmission in recent years 
Unlike long-haul repeatered system, unrepeatered transmission is a cost-effective solution that 
enables the transmission of  very high capacity over relatively short distances (several tens or 
hundreds of  kilometres) with no in-line amplifier or leveller [114]. Alternatively, unrepeatered 
systems can be deployed for low capacity systems and over much longer distances. There are a 
number of  applications that require unrepetered transmission systems, such as in some remote 
and hostile areas , or under the sea [114]. As the demand of  high capacity increases rapidly, the 
transmission data rate has been increased from 10 Gb/s, 40 Gb/s to 100 Gb/s. In recent years, 
there have been a number of  100G or above transmission experiments. As below, table 6.1 shows 
the experiments summary of  unrepeatered transmission systems using advanced modulation 
format (QPSK and 16QAM), including total capacity, spectral efficiency, modulation format, 
amplification techniques, transmission distance, and defined FEC threshold.  
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Capacity/ 
Spectral 
Efficiency 
Modulation 
Format 
Amplification 
Techniques 
Type of  Fibre/ 
Transmission 
Distance 
Defined FEC 
Threshold 
4×120 Gb/s 
WDM 
(100GHz 
spacing) 
 
1.2 b/s/Hz 
RZ-DP-QP
SK 
Bidirectional first order 
Raman pumping  
Two ROPAs 
Vascade® EX2000 
fibre 
 
557km  
(one channel ) 
90.2dB loss 
 
523km (4 channels) 
84.8dB loss 
[114] 
15% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(1.9×10-2) 
9×40Gb/s  
(10.7 GHz 
spacing) 
 
3.73 b/s/Hz 
Nyquist-DP-
QPSK 
Bidirectional-pumped 
second order random 
DFB fibre laser based 
amplification  
320 km SMF 
65dB loss 
[115] 
 
7% overhead 
HD-FEC 
(3.8×10-3) 
8×120Gb/s 
(100GHz 
spacing) 
 
1.2 b/s/Hz 
NRZ-DP-Q
PSK 
Bidirectional first order 
Raman pumping  
One ROPA 
480.4km 
(20km pure silica 
core fibre (PSCF) 
and 460km Vascade 
EX2000)  
76.6dB loss[116] 
15% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(1.9×10-2) 
12×120Gb/
s (100G 
spacing) 
 
1.2 b/s/Hz 
NRZ-DP-Q
PSK 
Bidirectional first order 
Raman pumping  
383.5km PSCF 
Or  
342.7km SMF 
66.8dB loss[117] 
15% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(1.9×10-2) 
26×100Gb/
s (50GHz 
spacing) 
 
2b/s/Hz 
RZ-DP-QP
SK 
Backward third order 
Raman pumping  
One ROPA 
401km 
Enhanced PSCF 
(E-PSCF) 
66.9 dB loss [118] 
 
7% overhead 
HD-FEC 
(3.8×10-3) 
40*112Gb/s 
(50GHz 
spacing) 
 
2.24b/s/Hz 
DP-QPSK Backward first order 
Raman pumping  
365km (40km with 
128μm2, 165km 
with 112μm2 , 
160km with 76μm2 
Aeff) 
59.6dB loss[119] 
7% overhead 
HD-FEC 
(3.8×10-3) 
60×100Gb/
s (40GHz 
and 50GHz 
spacing) 
RZ-DP-QP
SK 
Backward third order 
Raman pumping 
One ROPA 
437km ULL fiber 
including E-PSCF 
with 115μm2 Aeff 
and ultra large 
20% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(1.9×10-2) 
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2-2.5 
b/s/Hz 
Aeff-PSCF 
(ULA-PSCF) with 
135μm2 Aeff) 
71dB loss[120] 
32×120Gb/
s (100GHz 
spacing) 
 
1.2 b/s/Hz 
DP-QPSK Bidirectional second 
order Raman pumping  
One ROPA 
445km Aeff 
managed span 
using three kinds 
of  OFS ULA low 
loss fibre  
79 dB loss[121] 
20% overhead 
SD-FEC  
(1.9×10-2) 
34*120Gb/s 
(50GHz 
spacing) 
 
2.4 b/s/Hz 
NRZ-DP-Q
PSK 
Bidirectional first order 
Raman pumping  
One ROPA. 
432.8km standard 
PSCF 
74.4dB loss[122] 
15% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(1.9×10-2) 
63×128Gb/
s (50GHz 
spacing) 
C&L band 
 
2.56b/s/Hz 
DP-QPSK Backward second order 
Raman pumping 
One ROPA,  
L band EDFA 
402km (ULAF 
(ultra-large-area 
fibre), Tearwave 
SLA+, Allwave 
ZWP)  
71.1dB loss 
[123] 
20% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(1.9×10-2) 
150×120Gb
/s (100GHz 
spacing) 
C&L band 
 
1 b/s/Hz 
NRZ-DP-Q
PSK 
Bidirectional first order 
Raman pumping, 
One ROPA 
389.6km 
ultra-low-loss 
(ULL) fibre 
64.3 dB loss 
[124] 
15% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(1.9×10-2) 
22×115.6 
Gb/s or 
14×115.6 
Gb/s 
(100GHz 
spacing) 
 
1b/s/Hz 
DP-QPSK Bidirectional-pumped 
second order random 
DFB fibre laser based 
amplification 
327.6km SSMF 
fibre 
64dB loss 
352.8km SSMF 
fibre 
68.6 dB loss  
[89,125] 
 
7% overhead 
HD-FEC 
(3.8×10-3) for 
327.6km, 
15% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(1.9×10-2) for 
352.8km 
7×80Gb/s 
(10.01 GHz 
spacing) 
 
7.99 b/s/Hz 
Net SE 6.95 
Nyquist 
DP-16QAM 
EDFA only 253.4 km ULL 
fibre 
41.8 dB loss 
[126] 
 
15% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(1.9×10-2) 
7×80Gb/s 
(10.01 GHz 
Nyquist 
DP-16QAM 
Bidirectional-pumped 
second order random 
364km Corning 
ULL fibre 
20% overhead 
SD-FEC 
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spacing) 
 
7.99 b/s/Hz 
(Net SE 6.6) 
DFB fibre laser based 
amplification 
DBP for nonlinear 
compensation 
61.3dB loss 
[127] 
(2.7×10-2) 
80×224Gb/
s (50GHz 
spacing) 
 
4.48 b/s/Hz 
RZ-DP-16 
QAM 
Backward first order 
Raman pumping  
240km of  large Aeff 
(133μm2) fibre  
39.1dB loss 
[128] 
7% overhead 
HD-FEC 
(3.8×10-3) 
40×200Gb/
s (50 Gb/s 
spacing) 
 
4 b/s/Hz 
DP-16QAM Backward third order 
Raman pumping 
Forward first order 
Raman pumping 
One ROPA 
363km (E-PSCF 
and ULA-PSCF) 
59.1 dB loss 
[129] 
23% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(2.3×10-2) 
80×200Gb/
s 
(50GHz 
spacing) 
 
4.4 b/s/Hz 
DP-16QAM Backward third order 
Raman pumping 
321km ULA-PSCF 
49.2 dB loss 
[130] 
23% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(2.3×10-2) 
40×256Gb/
s (50GHz 
spacing) 
 
5.12 b/s/Hz 
Net SE 3.12 
DP-16QAM Backward first order 
Raman pumping 
DBP for nonlinear 
compensation 
304km (242km 
EX3000+62km 
EX2000) with DBP  
44.5 dB loss 
[131]. 
28% overhead 
SD-FEC 
(1.9×10-2) 
Table 6.1. Summary of  recent unrepeatered transmission work with advanced modulation.   
 
In table 6.1, it can be found that most of  current transmission experiments were assisted by 
remote optical pumped amplifier (ROPA) which consists of  a piece of  erbium doped fibre 
located at tens of  kilometres away from the transmitter/receiver end [52,132]. However, using 
in-line ROPA requires accurate calculation of  where the ROPA is exactly placed and how much 
the pump power is required, which increases the complexity of  unrepeatered system from both 
the cost and implementation aspects. As shown in the red shaded row in the table, enabled by 
random DFB fibre laser with second order bidirectional pumping, the highest capacity over this 
length of  SMF fibre without using ROPA was achieved [89]. This will be demonstrated in detail 
in the section 6.2. Alternatively, in the blue shaded row, random DFB fibre laser based Raman 
amplification technique with Nyquist DP-16QAM transmitter with very high net spectra 
efficiency (SE) of  6.6 b/s/Hz is demonstrated [126,127]. The results show that we successfully 
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transmitted over 327 km ultra-low-loss (ULL) fibre with the highest SE at this distance. 
Furthermore, second order bi-directionally pumped RFL based amplifier with multi-channel 
digital back propagation (MC-DBP) was combined for the first time [127], leading to nonlinearity 
compensation and transmission performance improvement. This will be discussed in section 6.3. 
6.2 Unrepeatered DP-QPSK transmission using random DFB fibre 
laser based amplification 
In unrepeatered transmissions, distributed Raman amplifications offer better noise performance 
resulting in higher OSNR, compared with EDFA [15]. By using higher order distributed Raman 
amplifications, the signal power variation can be further reduced leading to highly uniform signal 
power distribution and better transmission performance [30]. Here, based on the RFL based 
amplification techniques, the transmission performance using 100G DP-QPSK WDM signals 
over up to 352.8 km SMF has been investigated without using ROPA or any specialty fibre. 
6.2.1 Experimental setup  
The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The 100G DP-QPSK WDM transmitter is 
similar to the one in previous experiments described in Chapter 5. The 100 GHz spaced WDM 
signal was modulated by an IQ modulator driven at 28.9 Gbit/s, 231-1 word length with normal 
and inverted PRBS patterns (with 18 bits relative delay). Then the QPSK modulated signal was 
polarisation multiplexed to generate 115.6 Gbit/s DP-QPSK WDM signals. 
 
Figure 6.1. Experimental setup of  transmitter, transmission link, and coherent receiver 
 
A RFL based amplification technique with bidirectional second order pumping was deployed in 
the transmission link. The experimental setup was exactly the same as the one shown in Figure 
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5.24 in Chapter 5 except the fact that the length of  the fibre was much longer (327.6 km or 352.8 
km in this case). This resulted in the change of  the fibre laser generation mechanism. With short 
length of  fibre below 270 km [86], the fibre laser with bidirectional pumping was ultra-long 
Fabry-Perot fibre laser as explained in section 4.1.4. However, with longer fibre using 
bidirectional pumping, there were actually two independent random DFB fibre laser (generated 
by the Rayleigh backscattering of  the fibre and one FBG) near both the input and output 
sections [89]. This was similar to the situation in section 5.2.1 which presented the random DFB 
fibre laser near the output end only. 
The transmission fibre used in the experiments was Sterlite OH-LITE(E) single mode fibre, and 
the attenuation was ~0.19 dB/km [133]. The measured loss at 1550 nm was ~64 dB for 327.6 km 
and ~68.6 dB for 352.8 km after splicing the fibre reels together. The measured loss was ~0.6 dB 
from the input WDM and an FBG, and ~0.8 dB from the output WDM and an FBG. 
 
Figure 6.2(a). Received OSNR versus FW-pump power or BW-pump power. (b). On-off  gain versus 
FW-pump power or BW-pump power. 
 
In random DFB fibre laser based amplification over very long span, the OSNR of  the output 
signal can be improved by using more FW-pump power. However, the Raman on-off  gain was 
dominated by the BW-pump [89,134]. Figure 6.2(a) shows the OSNR with the FW-pump when 
the BW-pump power was fixed at 31.37 dBm, and the OSNR with the BW-pump when the 
FW-pump power was fixed at 30.37 dBm. It can be seen that the OSNR was improved more 
rapidly when using more FW-pump power. Figure 6.2(b) illustrates the on-off  gain with the 
FW-pump when the BW-pump power at 31.37 dBm, and the on-off  gain with the BW-pump 
when the FW-pump power was fixed at 30.37 dBm. The on-off  gain increased significantly with 
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the increase of  BW-pump power, but remained almost the same when increasing the FW-pump 
power. The length of  the fibre was 327.6 km in this case.  
The pump powers were listed in table 6.2. In the optimisation process of  pump powers, the 
target was to achieve as many as channels below the FEC threshold. First, the BW-pump was 
modified to give enough gain which enabled the signal above the sensitivity of  EDFA at the 
receiver. Second, the FW-pump power was adjusted to give an acceptable OSNR level, and then 
varied with the signal launch power to find the best Q factors.  
Distance (km) FW-pump power (dBm) BW-pump power (dBm) 
327.6 31.2 32.1 
352.8 32.0 32.2 
Table 6.2. FW-pump power and BW-pump powers in the experiments 
 
The receiver setup was the same as the one in section 5.2.1. DSP was used offline with standard 
algorithms for signal recovery and linear transmission impairments compensation. Q factors were 
calculated from bit-wise error counting, and averaged over 1 million samples. 
6.2.2 Transmission results and discussions 
The optimum launch power of  the central channel over 327.6 km and 352.8 km fibre link was 
found to be 3 dBm and -4 dBm, respectively. In 327.6 km fibre link, the OSNR was not the 
major problem, as relatively low FW-pump power was enough to achieve an acceptable OSNR 
level. Therefore, higher signal launch power was allowed to achieve the balance between ASE 
noise and nonlinearity. However, for 352.8 km fibre link, due to longer fibre length, the on-off  
gain had to be increased by increasing the BW-pump power so that the EDFA at the receiver was 
able to detect the signal. This also led to the increase of  ASE noise introduced by the BW-pump. 
Therefore, in order to maintain the OSNR, the FW-pump power had to be increased, resulting in 
the lower signal launch power to achieve the balance. Q factors versus launch power sweep can 
be found in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3. Q factors versus launch power over 327.6 km and 352.8km link 
 
Figure 6.4. Signal and noise power distributions in (a) 327.6km and (b) 352.8km fibre link [89] 
 
The signal and noise power distributions shown in Figure 6.4 were simulated numerically at the 
optimum launch power of  the central channel at 1557 nm [89]. As illustrated in Figure 6.4, the 
peak-to-peak variations were 43.5 dB for 327.6 km link, and 45.7 dB for 352.8 km fibre link. 
Compared with signal power distributions in 352.8km, the signal power distribution using less 
FW-pump power for 327.6 km fibre link significantly distributed the signal power near the input 
section more uniformly, which caused less nonlinear impairment and consequently led to higher 
signal launch power. 
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Figure 6.5. Transmitted (Dashed) and received (Solid) spectra (0.1 nm resolution bandwidth) in (a) 327.6km 
and (b) 352.8km fibre link 
 
The input and output spectra from the transmission span are shown in Figures 6.5(a) and (b). 
The amplitude is relative power and deliberately differentiated in order to see the differences. No 
gain flattening filter or pre-emphasis in the transmitter was applied. The gain flatness of  the RFL 
based amplifier (the difference between the output spectra and the input spectra) was within 1 dB 
for both fibre links, the 327.6 km fibre (17 nm bandwidth) and the 352.8 km fibre (11 nm 
bandwidth). This gain variation was very low considering only single wavelength pumps were 
used, and could be further optimised by using additional FBGs or first order pump seed at 
different wavelengths [90,91]. 
 
Figure 6.6. Q factors of  all the channels measured in (a) 327.6km and (b) 352.8km fibre link 
 
The Q factors for all the channels measured in both fibre links are shown in Figures 6.6. 22 
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channels at 327.6 km and 14 channels at 352.8 km was able to be transmitted using 15% OH 
SD-FEC (equivalent to 1.9×10-2 in bit error rate). It can be noticed that there were large Q factor 
margins of  more than 2 dB in the 327.6 km fibre link, which could allow for the transmission of  
additional channels. However, because of  the limited number of  lasers sources, only 22 channels 
were able to be transmitted. Alternatively, 7% HD-FEC (equivalent to 3.8×10-3) could be applied, 
leading to higher net data rate per channel. 
6.2.3 Summary 
The transmission of  2.2 Tb/s over 327.6 km SMF and 1.4 Tb/s over 352.8 km SMF using 100G 
DP-QPSK WDM transmitter is experimentally demonstrated. Compared to other transmission 
experiments summarised in table 6.1, this is the highest capacity achieved in unrepeated 
transmission at this distance (352.8 km SMF), without using ROPA and any speciality fibre. In 
[117], with first order bidirectional pumping, 1.2 Tb/s over 342.7 km was transmitted, which was 
lower capacity and shorter distances. On the other hand, our amplification technique can be also 
compatible with ROPA when a small amount of  pump power at 1480 nm was applied, which 
would extend the Raman gain bandwidth, improve the gain flatness, and increase the data 
capacity [91].  
It has been proved that random DFB fibre lase based amplifier with second order Raman 
pumping was compatible with direct detection system using ASK and DP-QPSK transmitter 
[134]. Its superior performance with 100G DP-QPSK coherent transmission systems has been 
also demonstrated. Therefore, random DFB fibre laser based amplifier provides a great potential 
to be used to upgrade the existing installed SSMF link [89]. 
6.3 Unrepeatered Nyquist DP-16QAM transmission using random 
DFB fibre laser based amplification and DBP 
As we know, the data capacity can be increased by using more advanced modulation format, 
extending the amplification bandwidth, or reducing the frequency spacing between WDM 
channels [99]. There has been enormous progress in unrepeatered transmission with 100G 
DP-QPSK modulation format, as discussed in the last two sections. In order to increase the 
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capacity, research focus has been shifted to higher modulation format, like DP-16QAM. In the 
previous experiments with DP-16QAM [128-131], the channel spacing was 50 GHz spacing, 
indicating that the spectral efficiency was ~4 b/s/Hz. The first and only Nyquist DP-16QAM 
system was reported in [126], but this was EDFA-only amplified system, and the performances 
were unimpressive (220 km with no DBP and 254 km with DBP) in comparison with Raman 
system. Here, unrepeatered transmission of  7×80 Gb/s Nyquist DP-16QAM superchannels (net 
SE of  6.6 b/s/Hz) over 364 km ultra-low-loss (ULL) fibre is reported, using bi-directionally 
pumped random DFB fibre laser based amplification technique and multi-channel DBP. This is 
the first time that multi-channel digital back-propagation (MC-DBP) was applied with higher 
order bi-directionally pumped Raman fibre laser amplification systems [127].  
6.3.1 Experiment setup 
The experimental setup of  the transmission system is shown in Figure 6.7(a). A 100 kHz 
linewidth external cavity laser (ECL) at 1550 nm was fed into optical comb generator (OCG) 
consisted of  a MZM driven by 10.01 GHz sinusoidal signal, which generated 7 even-spaced 
frequency-locked comb lines [126]. The comb was subsequently injected into an interleaver 
separating odd and even carriers. IQ modulators were to modulate these carriers. Four bit 
sequences with the length 215 were corresponded to 16 QAM symbols. Then the signals were 
filtered by root-raised-cosine filters with 0.1% roll-off  factor [127]. I and Q signals were loaded 
into digital-to-analogue convertors (DAC) at 20 GSa/s. The output from each DAC was linked to 
two cascaded electrical low pass filters (7.5 GHz bandwidth) for the remove of  the signal images. 
The odd and even channels were optically de-correlated with a 3.4 m fibre and passed through a 
polarisation multiplexing (PM) emulator with 50 ns delay between X and Y polarisations [135]. 
This formed 7 Nyquist-spaced 10 G Baud DP-16QAM sub-channels, with 7.99 bit/s/Hz gross 
spectral efficiency. The signal was amplified by an EDFA and followed by a VOA (variable 
optical attenuator) to control the launch power into the amplified span. 
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Figure 6.7. Experimental configuration of  transmission system [127].  
 
The transmission link was comprised of  SMF-28 ULL fibre with an attenuation of  0.165 dB/km. 
Random DFB fibre laser based amplification wit bidirectional pumping was applied at each end 
of  the fibre span. High depolarised pumps at 1366 nm were used to generate two independent 
random DFB fibre laser by Rayleigh backscattering and FBGs centred at 1452 nm near the input 
and output sections [89]. The insertion loss from WDMs couplers and FBGs were ~1.8 dB. The 
simulated signal and noise power distributions over 327 km and 364 km spans can be found in 
[127]. The optimisation process of  pump powers was similar to the one described in section 6.2.1. 
The optimum forward and backward pump powers were 30.7 dBm and 31.6 dBm at 327 km, 31.1 
dBm and 31.4 dBm at 364 km, providing 36.3 dB and 41.6 dB on-off  gain, respectively [127]. 
The total loss of  the link was 54.8 dB for 327 km fibre and 61.3 dB for 364 km fibre. 
The received signal was amplified by an EDFA before detected by coherent receiver. The output 
electrical signal from the photodetectors was sampled at 160 GSa/s using real time oscilloscopes 
with 63 GHz analogue electrical bandwidth [127]. The DSP and DBP algorithm was used offline 
and Q factors were derived from bit-wise-error counting. The BER threshold was 20% overhead 
SD-FEC (equivalent to 2.7×10-2 in bit error rate). In comparison with EDFA-based system 
which the signal power profiles was simply attenuated linearly with the distance, the signal power 
profiles in random DFB fibre laser based amplification system required more complicated 
calculation to obtain the correct power evolution at each step of  DBP algorithm [7,135]. 
6.3.2 Transmission results and discussions 
Q factor versus launch power based on the central subchannel is illustrated in Figures 6.8(a) and 
(b) for 327 km and 364 km fibre link, respectively. Also, the launch power versus Q factor was 
also compared after using multi-channel DBP (70 GHz bandwidth). Without DBP, the optimum 
performance was found to be 6.6 dB Q factor at -4 dBm power per channel. With DBP, the Q 
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factor was improved by 2.15 dB up to 8.75 dB and the optimum launch power was also increased 
from ~-4 dBm to 0 dBm. The similar improvement occurred in 364 km fibre link. The Q factor 
was also improved by 2 dB, from 4.1 dB to 6.1 dB, and the optimum launch power was improved 
by 3 dB. 
 
Figure 6.8(a). Q factor versus launch power in 327 km link without and with DBP. (b). Q factor versus 
launch power in 364km link without and with DBP [127]. 
 
The Q factors for all the subchannels were measured at 327 km and 364 km without and with 
MC-DBP, as demonstrated in Figure 6.9. For 327 km fibre link, we can see that without DBP, all 
the subchannels exceeded the assumed FEC threshold. After MC-DBP, there was about 2 dB Q 
factor margin. For 364km fibre link, all the measured subchannels were below the FEC threshold, 
with an averaged Q factor of  4.1 dB. However, after using MC-DBP, all the subchannels were 
above the threshold giving an averaged Q factor of  6.1 dB.  
 
Figure 6.9(a).Q factors of  all the subchannels in 327 km link without and with DBP. (b). Q factors of  all 
the subchannels in 364km link without and with DBP [127]. 
 
Figure 6.10 shows the transmitted spectra (black) and received spectra at 364 km with the launch 
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power of  -7 dBm (red) and -4 dBm (green). It can be seen that the ASE noise level with -4 dBm 
launch power was decreased by 2 dB, compared with that at -7 dBm launch power. 
 
Figure 6.10. Input (black), received spectra at -7dBm (red) and -4dBm (green) using 0.1nm resolution 
bandwidth in 364km fibre link 
6.3.3 Summary 
To sum up, transmission with a net SE of  6.6 bit/s/Hz is demonstrated in unrepeatered systems 
over 364 km of  SMF-28 ULL fibre, using bidirectional-pumped second order random DFB fibre 
laser based amplification and MC-DBP. This result was achieved without using ROPA, but in 
principle the DBP could be used to further extend the reach of  Raman systems by compensating 
nonlinear impairment. The use of  MC-DBP improved the performance in Q factor by 2 dB, 
enabling an increase of  37 km in the transmission distance.  
6.4 Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter, the applications of  random DFB fibre laser based amplification technique on the 
unrepeatered transmission system are demonstrated. First, by reviewing and summarising the 
unrepeatered transmission experiments in recent years, no one has done any unrepeatered 
coherent transmission experiment with this RFL based amplification technique. In order to fill 
the research gap, unreapetered transmission of  1.4 Tb/s DP-QPSK WDM signals over 352.8 km 
SSMF was demonstrated, which turned out to be the highest capacity over this length of  fibre 
without using ROPA or speciality fibre. In addition, this Raman amplification technique is also 
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compatible with in-line ROPA, which can further improve the transmission performance. Then, 
as more advanced modulation format (DP-16QAM) has drawn a lot of  interest, in co-operation 
with UCL optical network group, unrepeatered transmission experiment was conducted using 
Nyquist DP-16QAM superchannel signal with random DFB fibre laser based amplification 
technique and multi-channel DBP. 7× 10G baud Nyquist DP-16QAM signals with high net 
spectral efficiency of  6.6 bit/s/Hz (the highest net SE at this transmission distance) was 
successfully transmitted over 364 km ULL fibre. It was also the first time to combine the second 
order RFL based amplification and MC-DBP, which significantly improved the transmission 
performance. In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that random DFB fibre laser based 
amplification worked well, not only in ASK, DPSK direct detection system [9], but also in 
DP-QPSK and DP-16QAM coherent detection systems. Therefore, the proposed amplification 
scheme can be potentially deployed to upgrade the existing installed single mode fibre links [89]. 
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7. Conclusion and future work 
7.1 Conclusion 
In this thesis, different Raman fibre laser based amplification techniques and their applications in 
both long-haul and unrepeatered coherent transmission systems are demonstrated in detail. 
The insight of  different Raman fibre laser based amplifications techniques were characterised 
from different perspectives, including signal/noise power distributions, RIN, mode structures of  
induced Raman fibre lasers, and so forth. In terms of  the fibre laser regime, it was found for the 
first time that Raman fibre laser based amplification techniques could be divided into several 
categories. For an 83 km SMF-28 span which was typical length for repeatered system, they were 
Fabry-Perot fibre laser based amplification with two FBGs, weak Fabry-Perot fibre laser based 
amplification with one FBG, and random DFB fibre laser based amplification with one FBG. It 
was also discovered for the first time that random DFB fibre laser could be achieved even in a 
closed cavity with two FBGs (or a half-opened cavity with one FBG) when using backward 
pumping only, as opposed to Fabry-Perot lasing when using bidirectional pumping. In addition to 
this, for very long spans (>270 km) [86], it was actually two independent random DFB fibre 
lasers located at both ends when using bidirectional pumping with two FBGs. Table 7.1 shows 
the summary of  different Raman fibre laser based amplification techniques. This classification of  
Raman fibre laser based amplification formed the crucial basis of  the following work. 
Raman fibre laser based amplification techniques 
83 km SMF span >270 km SMF span 
 Two FBGs One FBG 
and 3% 
reflection  
One FBG Two FBGs 
BW-pumping 
only 
Random DFB 
laser 
Random DFB 
laser 
Random DFB 
laser 
Random DFB laser 
Bidirectional 
pumping 
Fabry-Perot 
laser 
Weak 
Fabry-Peot 
laser 
Random DFB 
laser 
Random DFB laser 
Table 7.1. Different Raman fibre laser based amplification techniques 
 
The characterisations of  different Raman fibre laser based amplifications showed that 
BW-pumping only gave the largest signal power variation, the lowest signal power level, and 
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consequently the worst noise performance. On the contrary, bidirectional pumping reduced 
signal power variation, enabled the gain to occur near the input section, and improved the noise 
performance. However, depending on the configuration of  Raman fibre laser based amplification, 
the RIN might be transferred to the signal from the use of  the FW-pump. The results showed 
that for two FBGs, the RIN transferred to the signal was the most. However, the RIN increase 
was significantly suppressed with one FBG near the output end and 3.4% reflection near the 
input end. The RIN did not increase at all when using only single FBG. This was because the 
lowered reflectivity at the input end led to the reduced efficiency of  the Stokes shift from the 
FW-pump in forward-propagated direction, as no reflector was located near the input. This 
means that the main amplification was provided by the backward-propagated weak F-P 
laser/short-cavity random DFB laser. Consequently, the RIN transfer was dramatically reduced, 
compared to the Fabry-Perot fibre laser with two high reflectivity reflectors on both sides. This is 
very important for long-haul coherent transmission, because the transmission performance is 
only limited by ASE noise and nonlinearity without suffering from RIN-induced penalty. 
Therefore, by further optimising the FBG reflectivity near the input end, there might be a “sweet 
spot” to achieve the best transmission performance among the RIN-induced penalty, ASE noise, 
and nonlinear impairment. 
In order to evaluate the long-haul transmission performance of  these Raman amplifiers, 
recirculating loop experiments using 10×100G DP-QPSK signals were conducted. For 
Fabry-Perot laser based amplification with two FBGs, it was found for the first time that the Q 
factor penalty can be at least 4.15 dB with symmetrical bidirectional pumping, compared with 
backward pumping only. On the contrary, for random DFB laser based amplification with single 
FBG, the RIN of  the signal was mitigated to the same level as BW-pumping only, so bidirectional 
pumping with a proper amount of  forward pump power offered the best transmission up to 
7915 km among all the amplification schemes, exceeding the backward pumping only scheme by 
0.6 dB. Compared to bi-directionally pumped Fabry-Perot laser based amplifier, the enhancement 
on the long-haul transmission distance using this scheme was very significant from 1666 km and 
7915 km due to the mitigation of  RIN-induced penalty. Furthermore, this scheme was easily 
modified to meet different link requirement by varying the FW-pump power. In particular, it 
allowed the signal power profiles to be very symmetric without suffering the RIN-induced penalty, 
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which potentially maximised the benefit of  nonlinearity compensation using mid-link OPC. 
Raman fibre laser based amplification techniques with BW-pumping only could also provide 
relatively symmetrical signal power profiles, and achieved effective improvement in maximum 
reach in both single and dual band mid-link OPC transmission systems by compensating the 
nonlinear impairments. Using single band OPC, 7×100G DP-QPSK conjugated signal could be 
transmitted more than 10000 km, compared with only 4000 km using EDFA and 7800 km using 
BW-pumped Raman fibre laser amplifier without OPC. When using dual band OPC, it showed 
60% increase in reach (from 2250 km to 3600 km) for two simultaneously transmitted 400 Gb/s 
superchannels and 33% improvement in reach (from 2025 km to 2700 km) for six superchannels. 
The result clearly showed that RFL based amplification technique was very effective to combat 
the nonlinear impairments in mid-link OPC system. 
Additionally, in unrepeatered transmission experiments, random DFB fibre laser based 
amplification technique achieved excellent transmission performances due to more uniform 
signal power profiles and improved noise performances. First, the unrepeatered transmission 
experiments with advanced modulation format in recent years were reviewed, and it was found 
that no one had done any unrepeatered coherent transmission experiment with this amplification 
technique. To fill the research gap, unreapetered transmission of  1.4 Tb/s DP-QPSK WDM 
signals over 352.8 km SMF was demonstrated using bidirectional pumped random DFB laser 
based amplification technique, which turned out to be the highest capacity over this length of  
fibre without using ROPA or speciality fibre. Furthermore, unrepeatered transmission experiment 
was also conducted using Nyquist DP-16QAM superchannel signal with similar random DFB 
laser amplifier and multi-channel DBP. 7×10G baud Nyquist DP-16QAM signals with net 
spectral efficiency of  6.6 bit/s/Hz (the highest net SE at this distance) was successfully 
transmitted over 364 km ULL fibre. It showed that random DFB fibre laser based amplification 
worked well with DP-QPSK and DP-16QAM coherent transmission systems. Therefore, the 
proposed scheme can be potentially deployed to upgrade the existing installed SMF links. 
In conclusion, different Raman fibre laser based amplification techniques have been characterised 
and evaluated in both long-haul repeatered and unrepeatered coherent transmission systems over 
standard single mode fibre. The results shows that random DFB fibre laser based Raman 
amplification, enables bidirectional second order pumping and offered better transmission 
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performance, due to the mitigation of  the signal RIN (thanks to the reduced efficiency second 
order Stokes generation) and reduces ASE noise, and is proved to be highly effective to 
compensate the nonlinear impairment and enhance the transmission distance in mid-link single 
band and dual band OPC transmission system. In addition, the scheme is also highly flexible and 
adjustable to meet different requirement on the transmission links. 
7.2 Future work  
Future works are recommended as a follow up to the research of  the PhD study.  
For Raman fibre laser based amplification technique used in long-haul transmission system, the 
bandwidth can be further extended to cover both C and L bands by adding low seed pump 
power or FBGs at other wavelengths. The application of  such technique together with RFL 
based amplification can be implemented in long-haul transmission system in order to increase the 
total capacity. In addition, the RIN on the signal might be also further suppressed by varying the 
reflectivity, the bandwidth, the reflection shape, and the wavelength of  the reflector, which might 
achieve a better trade-off  between RIN-induced penalty, ASE noise and nonlinearity to improve 
the transmission distance.  
Raman fibre laser based amplification has been proved to be highly compatible with mid-link 
OPC transmission system, but the combination of  this amplification scheme and digital back 
propagation or nonlinear Fourier transform in long-haul transmission system has not been 
demonstrated. Further work can be performed on the combination with the nonlinearity 
compensation techniques.  
In an unrepeatered transmission, it has been demonstrated that in principle Raman fibre laser 
based amplification technique should be compatible with widely used remote optical pumped 
amplifier (ROPA). Further work can be also focused on the design and implementation of  
Raman fibre laser based amplification with in-line ROPA, which can significantly increase the 
maximum reach and further extend the signal bandwidth. In addition, there have been a lot of  
unrepeatered transmission systems using the PSCF instead of  conventional SMF, which can 
enhance the OSNR but might degrade the Raman amplifier performance. Further investigations 
can be focused on RFL based amplification using PSCF with large effective area.  
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